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AI considerable

body

of knowledge

concerning

the

position

of women

in

a~ademia has been accumulated by means of research. The findings all have a
c~mmon feature,
r~presented

which is that, although

women

academics

are more fully

in universities than in the past, most 'Nomen occupy the lowest

I vels of academic

position with very few women occupying positions in the

u per structures of the hierarchies of the academy.

It appears that women find it

p rticularly difficult to fulfill the required promotion criteria and because many
omen lack the required promotion criteria, they are detained in lower academic

ppsitions
I~ is often argued that many of discriminatory,

subtle and covert barriers deter

~omen from escalation in the academic hierarchy. Because publication records
~re an important

promotion

criterion,

omen engage

in this academic

cademia.

paucity

The

it becomes

imperative

activity for their successful

of available

literature

on women

that academic
progression

in

in South African

cademies extends to the processes, strategies and practices that women use to
nhance

and improve

their positions.

There

is also a dearth

in research

r~garding women's publishing records and women's relationship with publishing
I

this study an attempt was made to explore the challenges with regard to
ublications experienced by academic women at three selected Historically Black
niversities (HBUs).* Although based predominantly within a feminist qualitative
ethodological

framework,

both qualitative and quantitative

ere used in the study. A survey-questionnaire

research methods

was distributed to all the women

cademic staff at three selected HBUs. This was followed up by focus group
~iscussions and interviews with academic women at each of these institutions.

1 HBUs ratherthan Historically DisadvantagedInstitutions(HDIs) areusedin this studyasthe participants
",ere drawnonly from selecteduniversitiesand not from any othertype of tertiary institution.

ABSTRACT

T e quantitative

data was used to provide a descriptive

picture of academic

w men's publishing profiles at the selected institutions. This descriptive profile
w s used as a backdrop

for the

in-depth

subjective

experiences

of the

p rticipants that were generated by the qualitative data.

T e central findings point to a need for change in three main areas. These areas
r late to awareness of social identities; skills and development,
c ange. There was clearly a need for the development

and institutional

of interventions

that

ould develop and support academic women in their publishing endeavours. The
p rticipants reported that the introduction of such strategies would enhance their
r.lationship

with publishing

and would

contribute

to their

publishing

more

r,gularly.

~ased

on the

i terventions

findings

emerge

r commendations

of the study,
out

of the

the

recommendations

participants'

illustrate participants'

responses.

for
Some

skills; mentoring

etworks;

publishing

and

i stitutional and departmental

support

of the

expressed need of staff development

ith a specific focus on training in publication
assistance

practical

for

their

and support

ventures

at both

level and the development of strategies that would

ssist academic women in 'juggling'.. their personal and academic roles.

he study elucidates that the participants in this study experienced aggregated
arriers to publishing which often relate to the historical-political

origins of HBUs.

he challenge is, therefore to develop strategies that would create supportive
nvironments to foster academic women's relationship with publishing.

This conceptis comprehensively
discussedin ChapterThree.
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qHAPTER ONE: CONTEXTUALIZING

THE STUDY

Many African countries are now engaging with the issue
of women's participation in state structures as an
integral question to the meaning of democracy (Bennett,
2000,p. 8).

Globally, universities are facing significant new challenges and opportunities
inFreasingly competitive contexts. T~e continuing under-representation

in

of women

in! senior and management positions of academies is receiving renewed attention
(~agilhole, 2000; Henry, 1990; Park, 1996; Williams, 1990). Given that women
form a significant proportion of staff complements,

there is the recognition that

n,ither the institutions, nor the countries in which they are located, can afford to
ignore the representation of women lin their institutions (Ramsay, 2001).

Tbe National Plan for Higher Education (NPHE) for South Africa, was one of the
d~cuments which, at the turn of the century, made a recommendation
number

of academic

publications

that the

will be a primary criterion for institutional

1

a~creditation (Council for Higher Education (CHE), report, 2000/2001). This plan
s followed up by the development of a document relating to a new funding
fr mework of Public Higher Education that was revised in 2002. The new funding
fr mework
~ucation

articulates

the benchmarks

that will be used by the Ministry

of

when allocating state subsidies, to institutions (Ministry of Education,

2P02). From this report it becomes apparent that all academic staff at academic
i~stitutions should be actively involved in publishing on a regular basis. It should,
therefore,

become an imperative fpr academic institutions to begin developing

s~rategies for providing support for staff in order to, enhance their publishing
c~pabilities.

This is of particular importance to Historically

1

Black Universities

(ttiBUs) absence

of staff development

programmes

and a tendency for more

ef11phasis on teaching activities (Subotzky, 2001).

Furthermore

women

in academic

institutions

disadvantage

in relation to the publishing endeavour.

globally, is still evident within academia.

appear to be at a particular
The history of patriarchy

Men continue to predominate in senior

pbsitions, while women still struggle to establish themselves within the 'center' of
t~e academic enterprise. Androcentric

ideologies and male values of promotion

cpntinue to inhibit womerl's advancement within these institutions (Evans, 1996;
I<!aufman, 1978; Morley, Unterhalter & Gold, 2001; Park, 1996; Subotzky, 2001).
I~ternationally,

and nationally, publishing is used as a key criterion for academic

promotion, yet the history of knowledge production continues to be dominated by
r1t\ale voices. Given women's

relatively recent entry into academia,

they have

been marginalized from the research enterprise of academies. Women have had
tt> struggle to play an active role inl research, theory development and academic
debates. Although women fulfill many responsibilities and play meaningful roles
in the

academic

life

of universities

their contributions

have seldom

been

~cknowledged (Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Dines, 1993; Evans, 1996; Henry,
11990;Kaufman, 1978; Park, 1996; Williams, 2000).

Clearly, gender relations have shifted over the last few decades, and women are
now employed in greater numbers and their voices more represented than in the
~istory of patriarchal academia (Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Bagilhole, 2000;
4ooper

& Subotzky,

2001; Harper, Baldwin, Gansneder

& Chronister,

2001;

Morley et ai, 2001; Park, 1996). Yet, there is a clear argument that women's
~oices,
~orthern

particularly

the voices of women

context of knowledge production,

t)istorically black universities,

outside

of the dominant western,

such as women in South African

remain largely marginalized

2001; Peacock, 1993; Potts, 2000; Wolpe, 1988).

2

(Cooper & Subotzky

Vfithin the South African context, HBUs have, from their very origins, inherent
if1adequacies that further obstruct women's publication endeavours.

The socio-

pblitical origins of HBUs, such as the lack of facilities, understaffing,

ht torical' educational and socio-economic

disadvantagement

and the

of the majority of

s udents and staff, present particular barriers to publishing (Gilmour & Soudien,
1 91; Singh, 2001; Subotzky, 2001).

It is arguable that these inadequacies have

t~nslated

that are characterized

into institutional

cultures

elmphasis on teaching and community-based

by a very strong

research, while publications

are

relegated to a more peripheral component of the academic project. While such
cultures may have been politically appropriate in the environment of the national
democratic struggle, they now place HBUs in a disadvantaged position, given the
durrent emphasis on the academi9 project and scholarship in Higher Education,
globally and nationally.

lthe particularities

of the history of HBUs, together with the history of women in

~cademia,

intersect to create a particularly

challenging

~cademics

at South African HBUs (Bethlehem,

context for women

1992; Singh, 2001; Subotzky,

aOO1). It is argued that publishing can play an important role for women in their
r~alization

of academic credibility.

For academic women,

regarded as a tool for their full membership
discipline.
*omen,

In order to challenge
women's

recognized

may be

into the academy and into their

the continued

marginalization

potential as agents of knowledge

and developed

publishing

production

(de la Rey, 2000; Fester,

of academic
needs to be

2000; Mama,

2000;

Prinsloo, 2000; Smith, 2000). As agents of knowledge production, women may
be able to challenge both their positions of marginality as well as the traditional
androcentricism

of academic

knowledge

and methodologies

(Mama,

2000;

Subotzky, 2001). Similar to a project by Miller (2002), this project is couched
within an understanding
,cademia

of the historically gendered organizational

culture of

and is aimed at making women's experiences with regard to publishing

risible. In line with developments in Higher Education globally, the South African
Higher Education

sector is being scrutinized

3

by the state in terms

of cost-

effectiveness
legislation,
human

and

relevance

(discussed

resource

of programmes.

Although

recently

introduced

in Chapter Eight) has attempted to ensure progressive

policies

and

practices

for

equity,

as with

many

other

professions, academia has a poor record of women in management levels.

The value of the current study lies in the lack of information and research on
Sputh African women's reiationshipi to publishing. This study aims to address the
Pfiucity of quantitative as well as qualitative research studies which explore the
relationship between publishing and academic women's positions and careers in
~BUs. While the aim of the quantitative data is to provide a descriptive profile of
ttne respondents, the primary use of qualitative methods in this research, aims to
provide an in-depth discussion pertaining to the barriers which participants report
as impeding

their publishing endeavours.

Studies which focus

quantitative monitoring of the over-representation
academia,

of women in the lower rungs of

may be misleading and may serve to obscure patriarchal institutional

9ultures (Evans,
~001; Williams,
qualitative

only on the

1996; Halsey, 1992; Kaufman,

1978; Park, 1996; Subotzky,

2000). The current study uses quantitative

data to represent women's

data as well as

voices with regard to personal

and

institutional barriers to their publishing activities. The focus on academic women
i~ HBUs aims to elucidate the particular barriers that are created by the sociopolitical origins of these institutions.

As academic women in '-iBUs, we need to examine our realities and within these
(ealities, we must attempt to create 'space', both institutionally and personally, to
~ublish. The development of strategies to support and sustain publications may
ti)e necessary to shift the current status quo of academic women's relationship to
Ji)ublishing. In response to the National Plan for Higher Education, and the new
~ramework for funding Higher Education, South African academic institutions,
especially HBUs, need to be cognizant of their responsibility to ensure that all
staff have sufficient development and training in publication skills. Women, who

4

'new,1

to the realm of publishing,

are often
institutional

infrastructures

that

support

their

would

benefit from adequate

publishing

endeavours.

The

a~ailability of such structures would firstly, ensure that women understand the
value and significance
infrastructure

of publications.

In the second place such an institutional

would provide the basis for an enabling environment

that would

assist and support academic women in their publishing activities.

Although publishing as a tool for women's full inclusion into the academy needs
tol be regarded with skepticism,

given the feminist argument that 'the master's

tool cannot dismantle the master's house', there is a strong argument for its
value in and outside of traditional
earlier that publishing
level, women's
authoritative,

male academic values.

It has been argued

may serve the broader goal of gender equality. On one

publishing

may facilitate

a decentering

and destabilisation

of

dominant male voice. On another level, it is argued that shifting the

dpminance

of men in positions

of power will also facilitate

a challenge

to

apdrocentric policies and practices in academia. In this way, according to Mama
(2000,p. 20):
the proverbial mai(j needs to know her master well enough
to anticipate his e'/ery whim, writers from the periphery are
required to be versed in all the master texts ever produced in
the belly of the beast that devours us.
By publishing
or the 'outsider

and achieving

promotion,

academic

from within,2 in male-dominated

women

could use the position

academies.

This, while there

still a need to reflect critically on the centrality of publications
structures,

is

in promotion

it may be arglJed that more women in leadership may facilitate shifts

irJ'modes and standards for hierarchy and leadership in academic institutions.
~urthermore, the analysis; of the relationship between power and institutionalized
discourse

provides an impor1ant tool for disaggregating

women's positions in

1New with referenceto women'sinvolvementin academiawhich includesthe academicactivities of
researchandpublishing.
2This conceptis discussedin detail in ChapterTwo. It relatesto womenusingtheir marginalizedpositions
to gainan understandingof the dominantsocialorder. Fromthesepositionsthe flaws of the dominant
ideology aremore visible,than for peoplewho form part of the reigningideology.
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academia

(Preece,

2002).

Institutional

atmospheres

have to be created

to

s~stain and support women in 'entering the center' of academies. The study is
t~erefore

directed

by an analysis of gendered

power and its location within

academia.

South African Universities

l1he study is focused on women's relationship to publishing
South African HBUs,

at three selected

namely the University of Durban-Westville

(UDW),

the

University of the Western Cape (UWC) and the University of Venda (Univen).
South

African

academic

women's

relationship

to publishing

needs

to be

contextualized within the historical backdrop of apartheid education.

Much has been said about the racial stratification of universities prior to 1994
which facilitated a dual system that combined advanced education for whites with
under-developed

and inadequate education for other racial groupings (Bunting,

1i994; Cooper & Subotzky, 2001; Fernando, Hartley, Nowak & Swinehart, 1990;
Wolpe,

1988). Black education

education

and

subsec1uently

was granted lower state funding
the

'non-white

education'

than white

systems

were

ipadequately resourced by the dominant political dispensation. The inadequacies
~nd inequalities in this system of separatist education reflected and reproduced
the

socio-economic

disenfranchized

disadvantagement

racial groupings.

that

was

experienced

Even in the disadvantaged

education system there was a distinct hierarchy in the allocation

sector

by

the

of the

of resources

;$mong the HBUs: universities that were established for coloureds and Indians
were better resourced than those for blacks (Bunting, 1994; Cooper & Subotzky,
2001).

6

AI total

of ten HBUs

1 $593. These
(Subotzky,
were
Nprth,
located

institutions

1997).

located
Fort

wer~a established

The

have

and

understood

first category

in the rural areas
Hare

been

after the Extension

the

in the urban areas,

included

(Universities

North-West);

within

three

the six black

of: Venda,

the

one for coloureds

of University

second

broad

categories

universities

Zululand,
comprised

(University

which

Transkei,
of two

of the Western

the other for the Indians (University of Durban-Westville);

Act in

the
HBUs

Cape),

and the third category

of HBUs was established for specific purposes, one to train medical personnel for
t~e treatment of black people (Medical University of South Africa) and the other,
al distance -based
people

who

university to cope with the increasing numbers of black

required

access

to

university

Although

significant

remnants

of these historical differences

education

(University

of Vista).

strides have been made to attain an equitable system,
are still apparent in HBUs (Cooper &

Subotzky, 2001; de la Rey, 1999; Singh, 2001; Subotzky, 2001).
In March 2002, the National Commission
f?r the restructuring

on Higher Education made proposals

of the South African Higher Education sector (CHE report,

200/2001). The recommendations

were tabled with the Minister of Education who

presented these proposals to parliament for debate in order to implement them
as law. These recommendations were legislated in October 2002.

Some of the major areas of contention, which were heatedly debated, centered
around the 'landscape of Higher Education' which has b4gen recommended
the Minister of Education. Many of these recommendations
cpf Historically
Advantaged
implementation

Disadvantaged
Institutions

Institutions,

(HAls)

retained

of thesE~ recommendations

(HDls),
their

included the mergers

while

many

established

is currently

by

Historically

status.

underway

The

at various

levels in South African Higher Education. These developments further highlight
the need for HBUs to strengthen their own resources and the value of increasing
publication rates could bE~regarded as a strategy of self-sustainability.
3The actno.45 of 1959EstablishedUniversitiesbasedon racial andethnicclassifications.Thus separate
wiversities were createdfor black-Africans,Indiansand coloureds.
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Women

in South Afri'can

Universities

Before the South African democratic elections, black women were subjected to
the cumulative
elections,

effects

of race and gender discrimination.

the democratically-elected

constitution,
~nstitution

to non-sexism

and non-racism

prohibits discrimination

t~e accomplishment

government

committed

(Mbeki,1998).

After

the

1994

itself, through its
The South African

and has embedded in it methods to promote

of equality as exemplified

by the current South African

president's comments (Mbeki, 1998,p. 261):

the progress we make towards the attainment of a
democratic society can only have fuller and deeper meaning
if it is accompanied by significant progress and struggle for
the emancipation of women
I~ spite of this commitment to non-sexism the dominant culture of institutions of
higher education continues to be organized on masculine policies and principles
(Bethlehem,

1992; de la Rey, 1999; Subotzky, 2001). Following global trends,

women are represented

in larger numbers in the lower ranks, with few in the

Rrofessoriate or the governing bodies (de la Rey, 1999; Henry, 1990; Park, 1996;
Walker, 1998; Williams, 2000). Universities have been very slow to adapt staffing
patterns and policies to enable women academics to advance in the hierarchy of
the academy.

~urthermore,

although overt gender discrimination

$outh African universities,
sexist,

apparently does not occur in

patterns of behaviour which may not be not overtly

but which continue to privilege men, are reportedly common

departments

and institutions

(Bethlehem,

1992; Cooper

& Subotzky,

in most
2001;

Meintjies, 1997; Subotzky, 2001; Walker, 1998). Men still predominate in positions
ff power and the culture at institutions remains gendered, reflecting its historical
toots as institutions designed 'by men for men' (Bagilhole, 2000; Blackstone &
Fulton, 1975; de la Rey, 1999; Evans, 1996; Kaufman, 1978). Although the term
'power' often has negative connotation in Western society, it must be realized
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thlat 'power' cannot exist on its own as it is a relational reality (Boesak,
Pptgieter,

1997;

Shefer,

1999).

The

grappling

with

and

1977;

dismantling

of

androcentric power at different levels within the social order has been a constant
goal for feminist theorists (McDowell, 2002; Sagaria, 2002).

due to the slow changes in staffing patterns, the dearth of women in senior
Pt'sitions

in universities

is still evident in HBUs (Cooper & Subotzky,

2001;

Siubotzky, 2001). A comparative study between the positions of women in HBUs
i~ 1988 and 1998 shows that while there are definitely more women

in all

apademic positions, there is still evidence of women's over-representation

in the

lower academic levels while the more senior positions continue to be dominated
b~ men. The table below, drawn from Cooper and Subotzky's study (2001 ,p. 228)
illustrates the shifts in the number of women in academic positions between 1998
and 1999

Table 1: A comparison of numbers of women across various academic

This shows how, altholJgh staffing
women remain disproportionately
statistics

patterns are changing

over-represented

(albeit gradually),

at the level of lecturer. The

identify the serious disparity relating to the under-representation

of

women in higher ranking positions in HBUs (Cooper & Subotzky, 2001). This
clearly illustrates male domination in the most senior positions in HBUs with men
forming 90% of professlors and 78% of associate professors.
women

professors

is not a manifestation
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of an overall

The scarcity of

lack of women

in

academia,

but indicates that women are concentrated

at the lower levels of the

apademic hierarchy (Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Bethlehem, 1992; de la Rey,
1p99; Henry,
cbmparing

1990;

Park,

1996;

the data of women

Thomas,

1990; Williams,

in executive

management

2000).

When

in HBUs in 1999,

women comprised 15% of these positions in 1999, compared with 14% in 1994.
This indicates that there was only a 1 % increase in the number of women in
executive management over a five-year period (Subotzky, 2001).

Furthermore,

a 1998 Woman-in-Research

South African universities,
Jnderrepresented
~pproximately
compared

to

with

revealed

regard

to

audit that was carried out across all

that black women
senior

degrees

remained

in the

particularly

humanities

with

25% of white respondents were found to have doctoral degrees
7%

and

fewer

in

the

other

racial

groupings.

Moreover,

approximately 25% of those who had doctorates and more than 50% of those
who had Master's

degrees

were employed

by HWUs (Primo,

1999). This

ihdicated that white wornen in the humanities were better qualified than their
black counterparts.

It also showed that women who had attained Masters and

doctoral degrees were more often employed at HWUs. The academics at HBUs,
on 1he other hand, had fE~werwomen staff with such qualifications.

It is further suggested
..t.frican universities,
women's

that the absence of 'women-friendly'

(su(:;h as counselling

and child-care),

support at South
continues

to inhibit

ability to pursue activities enhance their careers (Subotzky,

2001;

Morley et ai, 2001; Wolpe, Quinlan & Martinez, 1997). Within the gender and
development
facilities

framework,

in organizations

it is argued that the absence

of these supportive

often serves to expose the organization's

lack of

responsiveness to the needs of women (Evans, 1996; Halsey, 1992; Smulders,
~998; Sutherland, 1985)" It is also noted that when organizations fail to recognize
gender differences, the \!\Iorking environment is often experienced as being more
enabling to men than it is to women (Evans, 1996; Kaufman,

1978; Smulders,

n998; Thomas, 1990). Bethlehem (1992) collaborates this notion with her local
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study, and together with others asserts that even though women may progress in
the hierarchies

of South African universities,

full equality will only be reached

through direct and facilitative interventions (Lessing, 1994; Subotzky, 2001).

Historically there has been resistance to women gaining access to education,
credentials
legislation
barriers

and employment.

In many countries,

has assisted in weakening
have

been

eliminated

including South Africa, recent

this resistance.

by the

introduction

The formal and informal
of laws

upholding

the

employment of women and other marginalized groups. Examples of these laws in
South Africa relate to the Employment
(AA) and the Workplace
barriers

that women

Skills Plan, but there are still many informal 'invisible'

have to overcome

Subotzky, 2001). The persistence
and subtlety,

Equity Act (EEA) and Affirmative-Action

raise questions

(Brown,

1997; Morley et ai, 2001;

of these barriers, because of their invisibility

as to whether women

ought to become or to

assume the androcentric attributes of the men with whom they are competing in
order to gain access to the centers of power in the workplace.
negative

aspects

associated

with such choices

Some of the

relating to career paths are

highlighted in the literature reviewed in Chapter Three.

Statement

of the Aims

The major aim of the study was to explore the challenges experienced

by a

group of women academics at the selected HBUs with regard to the publishing of
academic articles. This aim was articulated through two central objectives:

1. To establish a descriptive profile of current publication records of women
academics at the selected HBUs. This includes a profile of their positions,
publication outputs and a picture of how much and where they publish.
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.

2 To explore how women academics in the study construct their relationship
to publishing. This included key questions as follows:
What

do

participants

perceive

to be central

inhibiting

factors

and

challenges to their success as regards publishing?
What do participants

regard as the major factors in the academy which

impact on their ability to publish?
What do participants recommend,

at a personal and institutional level, for

the advancement of their publishing?

The aim of the first objective was articulated by the quantitative method (surveyquestionnaire),

while the aims of the second objective were articulated by means

of the qualitative methods.

It should be noted that the study did not intend to represent all women at HBUs in
South Africa and thus the findings reflect only data generated by the participants
at the three targeted HBLls in this study. Furthermore, the study did not intend to
be only about black womE~n. Although HBUs were established for black students,
t~e teaching staff have always included all 'racial categories' and because the
research was primarily a study of women,

all the academic

women

at the

selected institutions constituted the sample (the questionnaire was disseminated
to all women academic

staff members4). Thus, each data set,

namely the

quantitative and qualitative data, was guided by different research questions but
it was expected that the two foci would contribute in complimentary
understanding
4niversities.
selected

academic
Although

findings

relationship
represent

I to publishing
the

specific

at the

participants

targeted
at the

HBUs only, there is strong support for viewing them as representative

these institutions
-40%

the

women's

ways to our

and generally

of the other HBUs, given the response

as well as the fact that 30% of all South African

of

rate of 30

HBUs were included

in

the study.
4The questionnairewasthe 'fore-runner' to the focus groupdiscussionsand interviews.The datacollection
processis discussedin detail in ChapterFour.
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The current study, although
women's

publication

primarily interested

experiences,

intended

in qualitative

to use the quantitative

(provided by the findings of the survey-questionnaire),
'picture'

of the participants'

reported

explorations

publishing

of

findings

to provide a descriptive

status.

The findings

of the

qualitative data, generated by focus group discussions and interviews, were used
to explore 'behind the descriptive picture' provided by the survey-questionnaire.

Chapter Two introduces the theoretical

framework

of the study. This section

outlines the feminist stancjpoint theory as the theoretical framework within which
the study is located. The value, the critical evaluation as well as the relevance of
the feminist standpoint theory to the current study, is presented.
introduces

the literature

relating to theories and conceptual

Chapter Three
frameworks

that

describe the difficulties w,omen often experience in workplaces generally. These
barriers

are discussed

frameworks

in specific

relation to academia.

These

conceptual

present the barriers to women's advancement which also impact on

their ability to do research and publish in academia.

Chapter Four describes the methodological
well

as

the

procedures

cbnsiderations,

that

were

parameters

used

to

of the current study as

generate

the

data.

Ethical

as well as the researcher's self-reflexivity with regard to the study

and the methodological

aspects of the study are included in this chapter. The

results of the study are discussed in Chapters Five, Six and Seven. Chapter Five
presents a profile of the I=lublication records of the respondents as well as factors
t~at they report to influE~nce their publishing endeavours.

The findings of the

quantitative

purposes

analyses

were

presented diagrammatically

used

purely for descriptive

by means of graphs and tables.
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and are

qualitative

data

was

obtained

, with a small proportion
on the questionnaire.
Six and Seven.

from

interviews

and focus

group

of these findings based on open-ended

The analyses of these findings are discussed in

Chapter

Six focuses

as reported by the participants,
of participants'

the

perspectives

on the perceived

barriers to

while Chapter Seven presents the

on strategies to support their publishing

proposals that may assist them in challenging the barriers they perceive with
to publishing.

Eight is an attempt to articulate the central findings of the study, make
for further studies and to re-iterate the importance of
to South African academic women, as a tool towards the
of academic institutions.
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CHAPTER

T'WO:

ENGAGING

STANDPOINT

THEORY

This chapter outlines the theoretical underpinnings

FEMINIST

of the study, which although

located within a feminist theoretical framework, draws primarily on the principles
of the feminist standpoint theory_This
or academic

women

p~blishing endeavours.

study focuses exclusively on experiences

with regard to the challenges

they encounter

in their

Given this focus, the chapter outlines the key tenets of

feminist standpoint theory and its value to this particular study. The chapter also
attempts to contextualize this body of work within larger developments

in feminist

theory.

In trod uction
Since the inception of the second wave feminist movement,
have developed a wide range of theoretical epistemologies

feminist scholars
in their attempts to

understand the origins and the perpetuation of gender inequality in contemporary
societies (Handrahan,1999;

Harding, 1991; Hennessey,1995).

From the outset, it

should be noted that feminism is understood and acknowledged

in terms of its

multiplicity rather than as a single theory or a single method (Denzin & Lincoln,
1998; Flax, 1990; Fonow & Cook, 1991; Mies, 1993; Olesen, 1994). Maynard
(1994) for example,

makes reference to feminism

as a multitude

of femin~t

theoretical variations.

One of the key areas of feminist work, since the early period of the second wave
of feminism, is that which is referred to as feminist standpoint theory, which has
at its core a 'woman-centered
Hartsock,

1998; Hendricks & Lewis, 1994). In the last few decades,

standpoint theory,
changes.

perspective' (Collins, 1986,1992; Harding, 1991;

together

with broader feminism,

has gone through

Even though these changes and interpretations
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feminist
many

within the feminist

.

movement

have been a site of multiple debates, the focus and centrality of

women and women's voices remains a primary feature of all feminist studies.
Although the various strands of feminism each have their own particularities,
the following commitments

1994) asserts that

Maynard

goals of all feminist

are common to the

studies:

A major focus on the situation and experiences of women in relation to power
in society;

I

I

A centralizing of women as subjects in the investigation process
An emphasis on developing

interventions

to improve women's positions in

society.

Feminist

standpoint

and constructions

as a counter-hegemonic

as part of broader feminist theories,

s~gnificant place among the critiques of Western

change.

(1986) describes
Within

ideology

of knowledge

Aeminist standpoint theory,

Benhabib

theory:

epistemology

occupies

a

and ideology.

critique as a process that enables future social

this understanding,

critique

ideological crises for social transformation.

is used to provoke

and

use

Furthermore, critique is also used to

refer to processes and concepts that attempt to emphasize contradictions within
the social order. These attempts do not necessarily heal or resolve the identified
crises,

but rather may be used as the means to the solution of the crises

Benhabib (1986)

Like

counter-hegemonic

paradigmatic
reasons,

shifts

feminism

hegemonic'

theories,

in attempting

feminist
to challenge

has been positively

theorists,

IJvho are

inquiry

often

the reigning

embraced

concerned

is

associated

ideology5.

with

For these

by many critical other 'counter-

with

questioning,

exposing

and

5a materialforce becauseit (re)produceswhatgetsto countas 'reality', but at the sametime othermaterial
forces, botheconomicand political, areshapedby, and not only reflectedin, ideology (Hennessy,
1995,p.
21).
1(j

rectifying flaws in traditional
theorists,

research frameworks.

the major objective

According

of any research endeavour

knowledge to facilitate the transformation

to these critical

should be to create

of the social order as desired by the

participants of the research (Ben habib, 1986; Hennessy, 1991).

Feminism,

like other critical theories, rejects the notion of objective knowledge.

From these perspectives,
situated and knowledge

all people and all groups are regarded as socially
is regarded as a social construction

(Harding,

1991;

Hartsock, 1998; Hennessy, 1995).

Feminist

standpoint

theory:

a woman-centered

pers pective
Woman-centered
experiences

studies are a contemporary

of women,

form of feminism

who are often in marginal

positions

in which the
in patriarchal

societies, are brought into the research and knowledge production arena (Collins,
1986,

1992; Hartsock,

1998;

Hendricks

recognizes the social positioning
forms of subjection

& Lewis,

of women,

which women experience

1994).

This

perspective

and it acknowledges

the various

in their 'peripheral'

positions in

society. The focus of the debates and studies, located within this conceptual
framework,

are therefore

not solely on gender, but includes the recognition

of

other forms of subjection. Among these forms of subjection are race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation and physical competence which women experience (Harding,
1991; Hartsock,

1998). hooks (2000) has also

emphasized

the need to go

beyond gender and to include other forms of subjection which include race and
class into feminist perspectives.

Woman-centered

studies have highlighted the private/public divide, which may

be understood as an extension of the traditional philosophical distinction between
mind and body.

It is argued

that the mind-body
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dualism

is based on the

assumption that the mind and its activities are regarded as superior to the
and its activities and that the mind is equated with masculinity and the body with
femininity.

Within

knowledge,
Ribbens

this framework,

while women's

& Edwards,

men are constructed

experiences

1998; Standing,

as the creators

are disregarded

(Handrahan,

of

1999;

1998). On the other hand, 'women's

experiences' are silenced and devalued in androaentric social orders (Aisenberg
& Harrington,
Lorber,

1988; Campbell & Bunting, 1991; Crosby, 1991; Harding, 1991;

1994; Welch,

1990). Societies

have historically

been stratified along

gender lines where women and men are assigned different activities, and thus
lead lives that are shape(j and moulded in significantly different ways (Harding,
1991; Standing, 1998; Tong, 1989). Given the 'gender-biased'

conceptualization

of 'truth' and existing theories, feminist standpoint theory attempts to eradicate
the rigid gender-divide
the development

by emphasizing the importance of women's experience in

of theory and the production of knowledge (Handrahan,

Harding, 1991; Reinharz,

1992; Scheper-Hughes,

1983). Furthermore,

analysis may be interpreted as a form of deconstruction
theories.
way

1998;
feminist

of existing 'truths' and

By these means; feminist standpoint theory attempts to reconstruct the

in which

knowledge

is presented

and

understood,

when

women's

perspectives are included in the development of theories and in the generation of
knowledge (Harding, 1991; Standing, 1998; Wuest, 1995). Feminist standpoint
theory, like feminism more broadly, should be regarded as a critical theory as it
often presents challenge~) to the hegemonic social order (Hanrahan,

1999,1998;

Hennessy, 1995)

F1or feminist
social

standpoint

theorists,

context of the knower.

marginalized,

knowledge

is perceived

From this stance,

to be shaped

the perspective

by the

of groups that are

(by race, gender or class), are regarded as being more accurate

than people from groups that are more advantaged in the dominant culture (Allen
& Baber,

1992; Code,

1991; Wuest,

1995). As mentioned

earlier,

feminist

standpoint theorists focus on women's lives, and assert that women's Jives have

been erroneously

devalued

and

made
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invisible,

Consequently,

women's

contributions as the generators of evidence for or against knowledge claims have
also been devalued and underdeveloped.

Key concepts

in standpoint

I.

theory

As stated previously, the central focus of feminist standpoint theorists is their
attempt to include the experiences,

perceptions and voices of women in order to

challenge universal understandings

of reality (Abbot & Wallace,1990;

1986;

Handrahan,

traditional

theories

1999,1998;
and

Hennessy,

conventional

1995).

research

From

this

methodologies

Benhabib,
perspective,
have

been

challenged to include and focus on women. By including women as subjects and
objects of research, women are provided with opportunities to escalate in their
careers and have access to resources which will assist them to move from
marginalized

positions in academia

to the 'center stage' of research (hooks,

1984).

Feminist standpoint theory, however, does not claim that women's experiences in
themselves provide a reliable basis for knowledge claims about nature and social
relations

(Harding,

1991).

It is, therefore,

arguable

that

it is neither

the

experience nor the discolJrse that provides the basis for feminist claims, but the
articulated
relations.

observations

of and theory

about the rest of nature and social

A feminist standpoint does not therefore

consciousness

exist in pure form in the

of women. Rather, a standpoint is often regarded as the outcome

of a struggle (Herlwood, Griffin & Phoenix, 1998). In this way the development of
a standpoint represents the process by which an oppressed group becomes not
merely a group in themse~lves, but a group for themselves (Harding, 1991).

Feminist

standpoint

theorists

argue that particular

women experience as an oppressed,

forms

of subjection

that

exploited and dominated gender have a

distinctive content. This theory, while highlighting 'difference',
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cautions against

reproducing patriarchal constructions

1991) .1K'iil~

of this difference as inferiorities (Harding,

,~

Because 'standpoint' refers to position in society, it may be conceptualized

as a

way of making sense of the factors that shape social structures and identities
(Hennessy,

1995). By focusing

on factors that structure the relations between

social positions and ways of knowing, feminist standpoint theorists, challenge the
assumption that simply being a woman, guarantees a feminist view of the world.
Instead, feminist standpoint theory is a socially produced position and thus not
necessarily

available

to all women.

In this way, the notion of difference

introduced when standpoint is interpreted in this way.

is

Harding (1991) asserts

that not only is there no 'typical woman's life', but women's experiences of their
lives are not necessarily the feminist knowledges of women's lives.

Harding (1991) regards women's positions as 'strangers' to the social order as a
potentially valuable position given the advantages

in being a 'stranger' rather

than a 'native'. A basis for this claim is that, while women are often excluded from
the design and direction of the social order and the production of knowledge, a
'stranger' brings a combination of new factors to the research process (Collins,
1986; Reay, 1996a,1996b).
remoteness

These

include a combination

as well as the concern and the indifference

maximizing objectivity.

In this process, the 'natives'

of nearness

and

that are integral to

may confide more in the

researcher, (who may in this situation be regarded as the 'outsider'), than they
would with each other. Also, the 'stranger' researcher may be able to perceive
behavioural patterns and belief systems which those immersed in the culture are
frequently unable, or less able, to detect (Harding, 1991; Reay, 1996a,1996b).

Harding's work (1991) ~~oes on to argue that the oppressed

may have the

capacity to 'see more clearly', Thus, though some people may be socially more
disadvantaged,
better

they are epistemologically

positioned

to

produce

maximally
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more privileged,
objective

because they may

knowledge.

From

this

p,rspective,

it is argued that at times the distinctive feature of women's situation

inl a gender-stratified

society,

may be used as Iresource in feminist research

I

(~arding,

1991). It is further postulated

f~minism

to produce empirically

that thlese unique resources

more accurate descriptions

enable

and theoretically

ri~her explanations of the social order, than does conventional research.

Cpllins (1986) provides a helpful manner to address some of the questions which
Hlarding's perspective
apout

conflicting

kpowledges.

reality,

standpoints

Collins

straightforwardly

eludes to answer,

(1986)

and
calls

into the oppressed

individuals

especially with regard to questions

norms
for

or criteria

vigilance

to evaluate

against

dividing

and the oppressors.

are often both members

different
the world

She argues that in

of] dominant

groups as well as

i

members of subordinate groups. Collins (1986, p.1236 -37)

therefore advocates

the use of dialogue to deal with the assessment of these claims:

Everyone has a voice, but everyone must listen and respond
to other voices in order to be allowed Ito remain in the
community
Dialogue
speaks

is a concept
from

Although
which

i

the

discussion

which

hinges

its own standpoint

and shares

the notion

of dialogue

issues

of knowledge

to a terrain

where

around

the notion

its own partial,

does not offer a universal
claims

standpoints

can

situated

social

group

knowledge.

answer to the ways in

be guaranteed,

are debated

face-value.

Ftor feminist

that each

rather

it does

shift the

than accepted

at

I I

standpoint

theorists,

people's

knowledge,

perspectives

and

ijehaviour must be understood in terms of their social positions. This is because
standpoint theory has as its central focus, social groupings rather than roles
(IBaldwin, 2000; Crenshaw, 1992; Harding, 1991). Standpoints are therefore used
tb refer to one's view of the world. Feminist standipoint theory assumes that there
are different types of know/edge and that aI/ types of knowledge are regarded as
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From the woman-centered

perspective,

feminist standpoint theorists claim that

tije existing social order is dysfunctional for women. This claim is based on the
ssumption that there is a closer fit for men, in the dominant groups and the

al
al

rrangement of the social order, than there is for any woman.6 From this stance,

t~Ie inequalities of the 'power system' are apparent and this is often regarded as
tt1le ultimate value of the feminist

standpoint theory.

Because

it is from this

v~ntage point that women's experiences may be validated and published in order
tcj>challenge the reigning androcentric social order (Code, 1991; Davis, 1981).

~Vhen

research starts with the 'dailiness'

ri~search

of women's

lives, (Harding,

1991),

processes may improve the recognition that some understandings

of

I

t)loth women's

and men's lives are very different to accounts

conventional society. The 'dailiness'

of women's lives is explained

(~991,p.129)as:

I
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preferred

by

by Harding

I mean the patterns women create and the meanings women
invent each day and over time as a result of their labours
and in the context of their subordinated status to men. The
point is not to describe every aspect of daily life or to
represent a schedule of priorities in which some activities are
more important or are accorded more status than others.
The search for dailiness is a method of work that allows us
to take the patterns women create and the meanings women
invent, and learn from them. If we map out what we learn,
connecting one meaning or invention to another, we begin to
layout a different way of seeing reality. This way of seeing is
what I refer to as woman's standpoint

Tt le aspects

of women's

to men, are the services
th eir responsibility
-: support

of

they are not recognized

that support

the public

sphere;

the shaping
with the abstract

at)Ie, and expected

of men's

and are 'invisible'

thus relieving

men

existence.

This type

to care for their own bodies and physical

facilitates

to engage

al

work, though

lives so that they are freed

rather than the concrete.

of

up and'lowed

Men are therefore

to, dominate the public sphere of the mind and abstract

thlinking. Because of women's positions and their traditional roles, their work is
re~garded as incomprehensible to men and thus rendered invisible from the 'malest:ream' point of view (Collins, 1992; Crosby, 1991; Harding, 1991; Lorber, 1994).
51ince

society exercises many forms of oppression, science reflects these axes of;>pressions.
Knowledge thus cannot be said to be 'value-free'.

°1

Ii.(e

Harding,

51cience

insist that we acknowledge

Many feminists,

that values that are imported

into

are androcentric, and not democratic values.

one takes the stance that feminism is a mode of analysis rather than a set of
iven conclusions,

91

then questions

of process and change become important

(~-iartsock, 1998). Many disciplines have excluded women in the development of
t~leir epistemologies.

The value of feminist standpoint theory is that it posits

fE~minism as a way of conceptualizing

ciences.
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d eveloped

It is argued

that

the foundations

many conventional

of these human-related

academic

disciplines

were

by men, for men, protecting men and promoting the male identityHandrahan,
1999; Harding, 1991; Hennessy, 1995; Lorber, 1994).
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1991;

FE3minist

research

has destabilized

pr.oduction as being 'value-free'

1!~98; Hennessy,
c~)nstructed

1995)

(Handrahan,

For

as dependent

the notion of research

feminist

and knowledge

1999; Harding,

standpoint

on contextualized

1991; Hartsock,

theorists,

experience.

knowledge

It is argued

is
that

bl3cause experience is seldom neutrally transmitted, knowledge cannot be and is
nl ot

neutral or value-free (Hennessy, 1995). The inclusion of women into research

p~rojects

is an attempt

to challenge

traditional

tHIe knowledge,

experience

pirojects.

'Adding'

women

blecause

the theoretical

and

~romen),

are challenged

(Handrahan,

Hlartsock

(1998)

and

and

understandings

fundamentally

e~pistemology that emphasized

that

enterprises
women

because

bring

alters the state of the research

methodological

Harding

research

1999).

(1991)

rules,

Th~ perspectives

provided

that women

(that traditionally

initial

for

the

process
excluded

of theorists

ground

did rjlot necessarily

into

of

like

feminist

know better

but

I

tl'lat women know differently.

<J)ne

i

of the key areas where women's ways of I'doing things' is evident is the

attempt by feminism to challenge the nature of power relations in the researchJrocess
~

as will be elaborated

in Chapters Three and Six. Often conventional

rl3search strives to maintain a power hierarchy with the researcher being 'outside

aInd neutral' to the research process.
plosits self-reflexivity
tIhat the research

Feminist research,

on the other hand,

as a central feature? Feminist epistemology acknowledges
process is as important as the outcome

~Irocess. The inclusion of self-reflexivity

of the research

in the research process is an attempt to

nninimize the power hierarchy that is endemic between the researcher and the
researched in conventional research studies (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Harding,
Malterud,

1994).

This conceptandthe researcher'sposition in this studywill be elaboratedin ChapterFour.
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theory,

The value and critique

The

key value i of feminist

women's

voices

enterprises.
various

and

In this

to women

relations

1991; Hundleby,

Furthermore,
egalitarian,

standpoint

way

feminist

standpoint

theory

experiences

axes of oppression

credence
power

of feminist

as

that women

is that

subjects

standpoint

of

and particular

for

research

to challenge

This perspective

(Denzin

1997).

a forum

objects

attempts

experience.

production

it provides

and

theory

by using their unique resources

for knowledge

theory

the

also gives

location within

& Lincoln,

1998;

Harding,

I I

feminist standpoint theory argues for researchers
(or at least less oppressive),

to foster more

social relationships

and meanings

during research processes. This conceptual framework, because it is concerned
with women's concrete,
politically

informed

standpoints

materially-grounded

and theorized

of women (Henwood,

position

experiences,
regarding

has its origins in a

the

Griffin & Phoenix, 1998).

strong areas of discontent with traditional interpretations

perspectives

and

While there are

of feminist standpoint

a silence on these debates would retain women in their marginalized
positions in peripheries of research.

The traditional conceptualization
often created perceptions
unifying

of women

and interpretation of feminist standpoint theory,

that this variation of feminism was too totalizing and

and their experiences.

This

interpretation

often led to

problematic situations when attempts to distinguish between competing claims
from the various 'voices' of women were made (Collins,

1986,1992; McPeak,

1998; O'Leary, 1997; Reay, 1996a, 1996b). When gender was regarded as the
sole source oflmarginalization,

interpretations with regard to the experiences

'women' as a single category, becomes problematic.

of

Such versions of feminism

were criticized for ignoring the differences between women in their assumption of
a singular category of 'woman' For example, the experiences
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of white, middle-

A

class women versus the 'voices' and experiences of black, working class women
were very different (McPeak, 1998; O'Leary, 1997; Reay, 1996a, 1996b).

More recently, researchers are cautioned to be wary of approaches that attempt
to develop a totalizing, unifying framework that 'speaks' for all women. Over the
last decade or so the 'difference debate' has been central to feminist theorizing.
The 'difference

debate' in South Africa is primarily used to refer to race and

racism, and the power relations between black and white women, in particular,
are challenged
beyond

within these debates

binaries

multiplicities.

(male-female;

(de la Rey, 1997).

dominant

In this way, contemporary

standpoint

theorists

do

recognition

is given to the differences

also given to variations
marginalization

not totalize

1992; Vance,

1984; Wilkinson

now go

social positions)

to include

interpretations

and practices

of feminist

as a single

between

women;

and the multiple

experience

theories

and marginal

women

of differences

that women

Feminist

(Harding,

& Kitzinger,

category

but rather

and acknowledgement
axes

1991;

of oppression

Shefer,

is
and

1998; Tiefer,

1993). ,

further criticism of the traditional interpretation of feminist standpoint theory is
that misinterpretation
marginal positions
advocates

and oversimplification

in society. Critics may argue that the theory inadvertently

that women's

marginal positions are advantageous

Harding,

1991). This criticism

outsider

from

peripheral
enterprises.

may occur with regard to women's

was based

within8, a concept

positions

providing

on Collins'(1986)

(Collins,
concept

that may be misunderstood

them

with

increased

resources

1992;
of the

as women's
in research

Cbntemporary feminist standpoint theorists point out that notions of

advantage or an idealization of women in the marginalized positions in society, is
an oversimplified

interpretation

of standpoint theory. Such an oversimplification

may mislead women into believing that they do not have to challenge the status
quo. This critique of traditional

interpretation

of feminist

standpoint theory is

8This conceptdealswith people in 'outsider' statusthat aremore ableto interpretand identify the
problemsin the social orderfrom their vantagespoint asoutsiders.
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continued by McPeak (1997), who argues that anlepistemic

advantage can only

be based on knowledge and that people in marginalized positions are frequently
denied access to knowledge

and to exercise their intellect. The marginalized

position

them only with a Ipositional advantage,

of women

provides

knowledge is n~t acquired by education or experience,

in that

but merely by suffering

the oppression by others.

Although

the various

acknowledged,

of critique

of feminist

standpoint

theory

are

the theory remains valuable, because unlike traditional research,

it draws women
1986,1992;

points

from the peripheries

Handrahan,

to the centers

1998; Harding,

of research

1991; Hartsock,

(Collins,

1998). The central

contribution of these discussions is not that women 'know' better, but rather that
women know 'differently'.
styles

would

The contribution

~e to enhance

of their experiences

and to introduce

more

and cognitive

'balanced'

research

enterprises, than traditional research. Because it may be argued that traditional
research is based on androcentric research styles, and that many theories were
developed

through

male interpretations,

dominated

the 'sites'

standpoint

theory

recognized

fo~

Hendricks

& Lewis,

of knowledge

should
its

not

contribution

be

it could be argued

For these reasons,

productiorl
disregarded

(Handrahan,

1994; Reay, 1996a,1996b).

that men have

for

its flaws,

11999,

1998;

but

feminist
rather

Harding,

be

1991;

I

The positive aspect of feminist standpoint theory lies in the acknowledgement
that it provides a space for women's voices to be heard. It also provides an
opportunity for women's experiences and opinions to be raised and documented.
Thus it challenges the neglect of women's perspectives and the marginalization
of women as knowledge producers, in conventional social research.
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Current trends

in the interpretation

and reconceptualization

of

standpoint theory
The reconceptualized
post -modern

feminist standpoint theory has many features of feminist

theories such as social constructionsim.

Post-modern theorists

have their genesis in the works of scholars of the middle and late 20th century
who contested the principles of modernity. Hence, it is argued that the origin of
knowledge is socially constructed and there is a preference for local narratives.
This perspective
and stories
(Gergen,

therefore

offers

opportunities

of people and social groups

that were traditionally

2000)'1

of voices

silent and silenced

I I

Current understandings
post-modern

for the representation

of feminist standpoint theory reflect the key tenets of

theories that suggest that a critical position be adopted for the

'taken for granted' ways in which reality is understood.
that conventional

knowledge

and understanding

It challenges the idea that

is based

on an objective,

unbiased observation of the world has been widely developed.

The

major

contemporary
structuralism
feminist

shift

in the interpretation

of feminist

standpoint

theory

f~minist standpoint theory draws on post-modernism
inl particular, to acknowledge

standpoint

theory

is therefore

diversity.
underpinned

differences between women and the acknowledgement

is that

and post-

Current interpretations
by the

recognition

of
of

of women's various axes

of subjection that have been highlighted by postmodern feminists (Harding, 1991;
Tiefer, 1992; Vance, 1984; Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 1993). In this interpretation,
feminist standpoint theorists do not attempt to totalize and unify women and the
'woman's experience'

Harding (1991) argues that feminists need to replace the desire for unity with
regard to womlen's common experiences,

with goals shared by other groups

struggling against Western hegemony. The 'new version' of feminist standpoint
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theory acknowledges

differences

in experiences

them to establish their own standpoints.

of women,

When feminist standpoint theory is

interpreted in this way, this theory becomes an epistemological
methodological

Feminism

'counter-hegemonic'

According

position and not a

movement (Kenney & Kinsella, 1997).

has been positively accepted

questioning,

and encourages

by many post modernists

and other

theorists, because these theorists too, are concerned with

exposing and rectifying flaws in traditional
to these theorists,

research frameworks.

the major objective of any research endeavour

should be to create knowledge that facilitates transformation

of the social order

as desired by the participants of the research. Feminist inquiry is a paradigmatic
shift countering the reigning ideology.
socially constructed

Harding (1991) argues that science is

in that those who are involved in decision making and are

thus socially embedded and not by those who are socially peripheral.

Feminism's history as a critique of patriarchy can be understood in terms of the
ways in which it addresses gaps in the dominant culture's ways of making sense
of women's lives. (Hennessy,1995).
crises

,

but

products

to

reveal

that

the

internal

Critique aims not to heal or resolve cultural
contradictions

in

a

cultural

text

are

the

of crises in the social order at large. These internal contradictions

cannot be resolved by the system as configured at present.

Harding asserts that not only is there no 'typical woman's life', but women's
experiences of their lives are not necessarily the feminist knowledges of women's
lives (Harding, 1!991). Although the reliability of this theory may be challenged, the
theory provides a space for women's voices to be heard. It also provides an
opportunity for women's experiences and opinions to be raised and documented;
unlike traditional social research where women were outside the research arena
(whether as subjects or as objects).
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For feminist starhdpoint theorists, the term 'woman' does not imply that there is
sameness among all women. Rather, that other areas of invisibility and inequality
interweave the theoretical invisibility and inequality of women: such as class and
race, amongst others. Feminist standpoint theory.. with this understanding,

is not

seen as a means by which to give identity to women only, but as a campaign that
challenges

the dominant

ideology (Collins,

1986; Harding,

1991; Hennessy,

1995). This disidentifying subject of critique does not claim anyone group identity
as its sole terrain, but instead 'speaks from' the position of a counter-hegemonic
collective

which

its theoretical

framework

standpoint theory, from this perspective,

produces.

The place for feminist

is not 'experience'

as we are used to

thinking of it, but an articulated system of positions in the historical process. The
contemporary

interpretation

eliminate differences,

of feminist

standpoint

theory

but rather to ensure that differences

support unequal power relations.

does

not aim to

are not used to

Feminist standpoint theory calls for a definite

restructuring of the political and economic structures which are supported by the
existing social order (Harding, 1991; Hartsock, 1998; Hennessy, 1995). For these
reasons, feminist standpoint theorists are now regarded as being concerned with
the multiple axes of oppression

that women experience

rather than with the

single axis of gender as the only form of subjection and oppression that women
experience. Arguably, there are various feminist standpoints because there is no
single standpoint which would adequately address the concerns of all women
(Flax, 1990; Harding, 1991; Hennessy, 1995; Maynard, 1994; Olesen, 1994).

By using the 'new interpretation' of feminist standpoint theory, researchers need
not be apprehsnsive

that feminism may lose its specificity. The central tenet of

feminist standpoint theory remains to be launched from an inquiry into and the
opposition of the devaluation of 'woman' under patriarchy. In this way, feminist
standpoint

maintains

the specificity

of its starting

point and special

interest

(Harding, 1991; Reay, 1996a, 1996b, Reinharz, 1992; Ribbens & Edwards, 1998;
Scheper-Hughes,
be regarded

1983). Contemporary feminist standpoint theory may therefore

as a conceptual

framework
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which allows subjects

of feminist

research to be transformed

from an empirical group of 'women', to a collective

epistemology oflcritique aimed at dismantling the patriarchal social order9 (Butler,
1990; Harding, 1991; Hennessy, 1995; Tong, 1989).

The selection of the feminist standpoint theory as a conceptual framework for this
study achieves two goals. Firstly, to provide a platform for women's voices and
experiences.

Secondly, this framework allows for the interpretation

experiences

not only from their marginalized

from other axes of subjection.

of women's

positions due to gender but also

Using this perspective, women's relationship to

power and their access to 'centers of power' are also brought into sharp focus.

By using the principles of contemporary
the margins' may be articulated.

feminist standpoint theory, 'voices from

In this study, women academics,

who often

occupy the lowest academic rankings in the academy, were able to articulate
their 'experiences'.

In the interviews and/or focus groups, the participants were

provided with an opportunity to articulate their experiences and make proposals
for restructuring the institutional 'ethos' and the 'dailiness' of their lives to enable
them to publish more frequently

Contemporary
and

make

feminist
provision

standpoint
for

various

theorists

acknowledge

'standpoints'.

I

From

difference
this

and diversity

stance,

feminist

standpoint theory does not totalize and unify all women to a single category of
'woman' as was discussed earlier in the chapter. It is hoped that this theoretical
framework

will facilitate

an enriched

and deeper understanding

of academic

women's reports with regard to the challenges they experience in their publishing
endeavours, at the targeted HBUs.

9Someof issuesareaddressedin ChaptersSevenand Eight.

3

In this study, women, who have historically been excluded from the research
arl ena,

were the sites of production

of knowledge

of the 'reality' of women's

e~:periences in academies. The knowledge and understandings were created by
thl eir experiences

of the institutional

culture. Institutional

cultures

at HBUs in

s<)uth Africa are influenced by the historical-political origins of these institutions.
Ttle following chapter, Chapter Three, presents a broad review of literature in
or"der to conce~tualize

academic women's

African HBUs
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relationship to publishing in South

CHAPTER

ITHREE:

'ATHENA'

IN THE ACADEMY

In trod uction
The purpose

of this chapter

is to review key literature

understanding

of women in academia,

that relates to an

and in particular, their relationship

to

publishing. The !Iiterature review is categorized into three broad sections. The first
section attempts to conceptualize
on feminist theories

the position of academic women, by drawing

that have been developed

to explain women's

lack of

advancement in the work place more broadly. Although many of these theories
and concepts relate to general work places, it is arguable that they f)rovide a
starting point for theorizing academic women's experiences

of marginalization,

and barriers to advancement in academic institutions. The second section of the
literature review relates to publication and authorship and reviews international
literature

on the challenges

conceptualizes

that women face in publishing.

ithe position of women academics

The final section

in South Africa, in particular

women at HBUs, and reviews the small body of work on their relationship to
publishing

Despite

myths

programs,
educational
more

restrictive
door'

through

entry

for
permanency.
scholars
10, an
living

are

still

cutbacks

'revolving

a

concerning

there

-t

to
Thereanoth~r. isi

move

the

efficacy

relatively

few

with

criteria

fewer

for

from

undoubtedly
This

have

wherein

positions

This
intellectual
one

proletariat truth

a

low-paying,

dead-end

isin

in

new
, who,

disproportionately
explanations

]981
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action
academia...

positions
given
staff

serious

created
'proletariat,11

10Boyer, 1986
11 Wink]er,

junior

without

has

affirmative

permanent

promotion

phenomenon,
level

of
women

and

rise
are

to

the

rotated

consideration
class
of
in order
teaching
that

female.
women

'gypsy
to earn
post
are

still primarily responsible for child-rearing and homekeeping.
But, by focusing solely on these external factors, may lead
one to overlook the ways in which sexism, is embedded in
the structures, norms and policies of the university itself.
(Park, 1996,p. 46).

It is commonly

acknowledged

that women

in academia,

like women

in the

broader work context, often encounter more barriers to their career advancement
than do their mlale counterparts
Dines,

1993; Sggins,

Subotzky,

(Aisenberg & Harrington,

1996; Lorber,

1994; Morley et al., 2001; Park, 1996;

20011). Many of the challenges

origins in the patriarchal

1988; Crosby, 1991;

experienced

notion of the private/public

by women

have their

divide and stereotypic

notions of 'mals' and 'female' work and roles. These traditional notions of 'man's
work' being in ~he public sphere (characterized

by dealings with matters of the

mind), and 'woman's work' in the private sphere (characterized
emotional

matters),

continue

(Aisenberg & Harrington,

to have

salience

by dealings with

in contemporary

societies

1988; Barker, 1982; Bem, 1993; Henry, 1990; Lorber,

1994; Park, 1996; Subotzky, 2001; Toren, 1999; Welch, 1990). The notion of
gendered gove~nance refers to the way in which men and women learn what is
valued as well as participation
determines

in decision making. Such learning frequently

the,r roles and identities in the social order and their perceived

entitlements as members of a given society (Preece, 2002).

VVhile there is a global trend of more women academics in universities, there is a
sharp awareneSs that women are still underrepresented

at higher levels and in

positions of power in the academy, and that most women are employed in the
lowest positions in the academy (Bagilhole, 2000; Bell & Gordon, 1999; Boyer,
1986; Callen, 11998;Collins, Chrisler & Quina, 1998; Cooper & Subotzky, 2001;
Eggins, 1997; Figueira-McDonough

& Sarri, undated; Lerner, 1992; Licuanan,

1998; Morley et al., 2001; Park, 1996; Walker, 1998). As a consequence, women
in academia otten have a sense of being 'short-changed'

in terms of promotion

and escalation Ion the 'academic ladder' (Bacchi, 1999; Caplan, 1995). Women's
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late entry into the academy has apparently had a continued
position

of wo~en

academics

and on the governance

influence on the

of universities (Acker,

1998; Johnsrud 1&Heck, 1994; Kanter, 1977; Park, 1996).

The components

of academies

that contribute to the culture of the academy

resulted in mini~al attendance to matters concerning gender equity: for example,
HBUs in South Africa have, since their inception, had to contend with inequalities
on multiple levels, especially during the apartheid regime. These inequalities,
related to resources, funding and programmes,
than

matters

pertaining

to gender justice

were deemed as more crucial

(Subotzky,

1994; Wolpe,

1993).

Managerial bodies of HBUs, who were predominately male, continued to create
the "othering'

lof women

200 r). Although

Subotzky,
experiences

in these

academies

(Cooper

some men deny a gender

& Subotzky,

2001;

equity problem,

the

of South African academic women reflect subtle forms of gender

discrimination

which are consistent with international trends (de la Rey, 1999;

EPU,1997; Howell, Naidoo, Potts & Subotzky, 2000; Petersen & Gravett, 2000).
Even successful

senior women academics

often perceive their roles in the

academy as in~isible and express disillusionment with their institutions when their
,

hard work is nbt recognized (de la Rey, 1999; Morley et a/., 2001; Subotzky,
2001)

Globally

there

postgraduates

has been a marked
and academic

clustering

staff in particular

of women
disciplines.

undergraduates,
However,

it is

apparent that there is a dramatic elimination process when women attempt to
escalate through the academic hierarchy (Acker, 1984; Bagilhole, 2000; Harper
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et 8/., 2001;

Subotzky,

Heward,

1996;

2001~. In addition

Morley

et

a/., 2001;

to horizontal

Park,

1996;

gender segregation

Rose,

1994

between the

disciplines, vertical segregation marks the difference between male and female
staff members in the academic hierarchies, especially in terms of remuneration in
institutions where women are paid on lower salary scales than men. Increasingly,
and more often ,I it is women who are appointed on 'soft funding' as lecturers, or
as research staff who are part-time,

or on short-term contracts (Park, 1996;

Rose, 1994; Wilson, 1999). A review of literature on working women highlights a
number of key areas believed to impact on their work and hinder their ability to
progress. Thes~ include the 'double load'; androcentric

culture and gendered

careers. Becau~e many challenges that academic: women encounter in academia
have their origins in traditional

patriarchal practices,

it becomes

important to

problematize these challenges more broadly.

The Double Load

Although the rT1ajority of women, across the globe, are employed outside the
home,

they are still primarily responsible

activities.

This has traditionally

for child-rearing

and home-making

been referred to as the 'double load' or the

'juggling act', which women evidently experience on a far greater scale than their
male counterp~rts

(Aisenberg & Harrington,

1988; Crosby, 1991; Dines, 1993;

Lorber, 1994). IHistorically, an academic career was perceived to be a career
option which lent itself to combining motherhood and work. This is because the
I

hours are flexit)le, the work has a degree of autonomy and for many academic
women

staff members the holiday periods coincide with the school holidays

(Dines,

1993; Park, 1996; Rehman & Biswal, 1993; Welch,

times, this car~er option has become less favourable

1990). In recent

to women because

of

diminishing resources, lower salary scales than for many other occupations and
the strong co~petition

for permanent positions (Acker, 1990; Bagilhole, 2000;

Brown, 1997; Ffark, 1996; Subotzky, 2001; Thomas, 1990; West & Lyon, 1995;
Wilson, 1999). I
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Managing a car~er, a home and being an effective parent has been identified as
a major challen~e for women in academia (Henry, 1990; Park, 1996; Welch,
1990). Women'~ 'juggling' may involve decisions that affect families and not only
the 'juggler', bu~ there is often the perception that the challenges that confront
families are reg~rded as challenges for women (Crosby, 1991; Welch, 1990).
The way in whi~h women regularly juggle roles is exemplified
description

by the following

of the various roles of a part-time woman student,

has to juggle

throughout her qay: while she is enacting one set of roles (employee, colleague,
friend), another set of roles must disappear from the center stage of her life
(student,

tutor);

yet another

set of roles may constantly

remain,

attention

at diffbrent levels, with differing degrees of involvement

receiving
at different

times of the day (these are the roles of mother, wife, nurturer and comforter).
From this example it becomes evident that many 'women find it difficult to acquire
the resources to meet all demands of anyone role. Consequently,

it has become

even more difficult to find the resources to meet the demands of multiple roles
(Crosby, 1991; thomas,

Researchers

1990).

report that difficulties

often relate less to personal inadequacies,

than to the untenable situations in which women find themselves (Crosby, 1991;
Daily News, 2000). Although women have always 'juggled' with their various
roles, in conteni1porary times employed women have been found to experience
more difficulty imthe 'juggling act' (Crosby, 1991). This appears to relate not only
to an increase iln roles that women are expected to fulfill, but also to the diverse
and multiple challenges of engaging in occupations which are traditionally male
(Aisenberg

& ~arrington,

1988; Blackstone

& Fulton,

1975; Crosby,

1991;

Thomas, 1990)1
'Juggling' is a $pecial form of role combination because it entails the enactment
,

of a multiplicity lof roles on a daily basis. This often results in high levels of stress
as well as physiological and psychological exhaustion ('burnout') (Acker, 1992;
Acker & Feue~erger,

1996; Bagilhole,

2000; Crosby, 1991; de la Rey, 1999;
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Hendricks,

1993; Subotzky, 2001).

Psychologists explain that in contemporary

times, people li~e particularly ordered lives without much 'leisure' or 'optional
time' periods (Crosby, 1991; Welch, 1990). Given the fact that women still bear
the primary

responsibility

the household,
responsible

I the

often

for both the care of children

intensity

contribute

and the

number

to more strain

and the management

of roles

on mothers

for which

women

than on fathers

of
are

(Acker,

1990; Lerner, 1992; Park, 1996; Thomas, 1990; Williams, 2000)

Juggling may r~sult in feelings of insecurity and a slower progression

on the

career ladder because when women join the work force, they do not always
relinquish their Ihome responsibilities.
is often not e~perienced

For some women, work outside the home

as a liberating experience,

but rather as an added

burden (Welch,! 1990). When one adds the dimension of gender to time, Rose
(1994,p. 36) argues that
In a patriarchal society, spare time is acquired for one
gender (for men) by converting the whole lifetime of the
women into labour.
It is conceivable that for as long as society identifies difficulty in juggling as solely
the problem of Women, the challenges that women experience in every role they
enact, are ignc>red. Furthermore,

it is argued that the emphasis

on inter-role

conflict serves to maintain the status quo, where men are expected to remain on
the peripherie~

of homemaking

activities (Crosby,

1991; Lorber,

1994; Park,

i

1996; Welch, 1990; Williams, 2000). Feminists also argue that change will only
occur when the problems that beleaguer women as workers, (irrespective

of

family status), Iand the problems that beleaguer women as family members,
(irrespective

o~ their employment status), are addressed (Crosby, 1991 ;Toren,

1999; Welch, 11990).
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Androcentricl

culture

As previously mbntioned,

in spite of dramatic numerical progress of women into

the arena of higher education, they are still underrepresented

at the higher levels

and in position$ of power. In other words, the higher the rank, the lower the
percentage

of women;

percentage of women

the

lower

the

academic

position,

the

higher

the

(Acker, 1990; Brown, 1997; Cooper & Subotzky, 2001;

Eggins, 1997; Warper et al., 2001; Lerner, 1992; Park, 1996; Simeone,

1987;

Subotzky, 2001j Thomas, 1990; West & Lyon, 1995). Even though many women
are outstandinQ in their achievements,

and are willing and able to take top

positions in the academy, they are seldom offered senior positions in academic
institutions

(Bagilhole,

2000;

Dines,

1993; Eggins,

1997; Subotzky,

2001;

One of the pr,mary barriers that women are reported to experience

in the

Thomas, 1990; West & Lyon, 1995).

academic setti~g is the historical dominance of male, androcentric culture. This
refers to both the reproduction

of gender power relations between men and

women as well as a culture which assumes the centrality of men and 'masculine'
values (Chant ~ Gutmann, 2002; Hopkins, 2002; Jones, 1997; Mac an Ghaill,
1994; Whitehead,
patriarchal

2000). These

no~ms which

cultures

determined

are the consequence

the

social

order.

The

of historical
concept

of

homosociality ~as been used to analyze the way in which men and traditional
male values cqntinue to dominate institutions, even when women are present.
Homosociality ~sually refers to 'male bonding' which tends to be the bonding of
men of the same race, religion and social class (L_orber, 1994). It has been widely
argued that in Imale-dominated settings, there is a tendency for men to 'close
ranks' and only recruit and select men, rather than women, for successors to
(often) senior Piositions (Bagilhole, 2000; Evans, 1996; Lorber, 1994; Sutherland,
1985). This h$s been popularized
(Bagilhole,

as the 'People-Like-Us

Syndrome'

19~3, 2000; Evans, 1996; Heward, 1996; Thomas,

(PLU)

1990; Wilson,

1999). Researahers report that the reason that men's successes are often more
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easily accepted,

while women's career successes are questioned,

are similar to the people
bodies

of academies

Thomas,

(Bagilhole,

1990; Wilson,

unchallenged
Sutherland,

on the selection

committees

1993, 2000; Evans,

1999). In this way organizational

and reproduced

(Acker,

1984; Bagilhole,

is that men

and decision-making
1996; Heward,

1996;

androcentricity

is left

1993; Hansard,

1990;

1985; Toren, 1993). PLU theorists maintain that similarity creates

empathy and trust. It is argued that women are regarded as untrustworthy in the
field of academia,

as they are in other androcentric

workplaces (Acker, 1990;

Halsey, 1992; Hansard, 1990; Kaufman, 1978).

Similar to the PLU concept,

is another conceptual framework

that has gained

popularity, that of the 'inner circle'. This concept is described as a perception that
colleagues in a work-setting are informally organized into three concentric circles:
inner circles, friendly colleagues and isolated loners (Lorber, 1994). In this notion,
power is seen as concentrated

in the inner circle where policy decisions

made. A central feature of this circle is homogeneity
ethnicity,

social class and education

(Aisenberg

1994). The circle of the friendly colleagues
social characteristics

are

in gender, religion, race,

& Harrington,

1988; Lorber,

may have some, but not all, of the

of the inner circle. This band, although not totally excluded

from the informal network, is constituted of people that are seldom groomed to be
part of the inner circle. Women with excellent work performance
male-dominated

occupations

credentials in

are believed to end up being 'friendly colleagues'

only if they are of the same race and social class as the men, and only if they do
the same type of work. In this conceptualization,
social characteristics

women who do not have the

to qualify to be friendly colleagues, become isolated loners

(Lorber, 1994).

Although
mentioned

inner circles tend to be homogeneous
characteristics,

characteristics

in terms

of the previously-

it is argued that a few people with different social

may be accepted

into this circle when they have a respected

sponsor (mentor) who belongs or belonged to the inner circle. Successful women
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in ~he academy often attribute their academic success to a mentor, who is usually

f

a male administrator

in a senior position (Evetts, 1994; Toren, 1999). These

m ntors play an informal yet crucial role in the academic progression of women.
M ntors perform roles which include advice and instruction on how to negotiate
thr 'unwritten rules' of power, in order to progress in academic careers (Lerner,
1~92). Academic

men, however,

have the 'historic advantage'

of having had

f

m ,e mentors in their tertiary and academic careers who know the 'androcentric
la yrinth'

of academies

(Bagilhole,

2000;

Halsey,

1992;

Kaufman,

1978;

S therland, 1985; Thomas, 1990).

P rt of this conceptual framework is the notion of tokenism. 'Tokens' are able to
d monstrate that, in certain aspects, they are 'just like' the people in the inner
ci cleo This conceptualization

may be regarded as a variant of the PLU-syndrome

di cussed by Toren (1999). Using the notion of tokenism, it is argued that tokens
a

keen to fit in and not to embarrass their sponsors. It is also argued that, in

0 der to protect their positions in the inner circle, tokens do not readily challenge
th opinions, values and practices of the inner circle. Furthermore, it is postulated
th t tokens sometimes
i

become excessive in upholding the status quo of the

er circle especially with regard to matters concerning exclusive perspectives

a d practices (Lorber, 1994; Welch, 1990).

F rthermore,

the

perception

of obligation

by tokens

to their

sponsors

is

anifested in ways that result in tokens regarding their sponsors as being solely
r sponsible for their personal growth, career tracking and encouragement
p rformance (Aisenberg & Harrington,
s Idom

that

aphievements.

tokens

take

Consequently,

any

1988; Lerner, 1992; Lorber, 1994). It is

credit

power

of task

for

their

is produced

academic
and

successes

reproduced

and

by the

i~teractions of sponsors and tokens. Academic women often have male sponsors
apd in this way power remains within the ambit of the 'inner circle', which is often
~ale-dominated .
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T~e construction of women as dependent and insecure staff members is included
in la conceptual framework referred to as 'the Cinderella complex' by Aisenberg
a d Harrington

(1988).

These

authors

postulate

in ecure in the 'outer circle' of the academy,

that women

are often so

that they often experience their

p sitions with fear. Furthermore, women who are thought to have the 'Cinderella
c mplex', need support, protection from the covert risks and possible criticisms
w ich they feel they may encounter

in their academic careers (Aisenberg

&

H rrington, 1988). These insecurities may result in a woman becoming a protege
to a (usually male) mentor12. It may be argued that in this situation there is the
d nger that some women transfer their personal and psychological dependency
in 0 a mentoring/protege

relationship, which may encroach on the effectiveness

0 both the protege and the mentor (Welch, 1990). In this conceptual framework,
t

mentor/protege

relationships are characterized by fears that prevent women,

w 0 are often the proteges, from making decisions independently (Aisenberg &
H rrington, 1988; Welch, 1990). Proteges, because they are so dependent on

t~eir mentors, may deny their own capacity for learning and doubt their ability to
c pe

(Aisenberg

r lationship

& Harrington,

1988; Toren,

1999;

fails to act as a support for women,

Welch,

1990).

This

but rather hinders their

a~hievements.
A other concept termed
ho, unlike the tokens
d pendent,

'queen beeism' is often used to refer to token women,
in the Cinderella

complex that become

instead become 'one of the boys' (Hansard,

excessively

1990; Lorber, 1994;

utherland, 1985). 'Queen bees' are believed to accept androcentric values and
i the quest for acceptance in the inner circle, overcompensate by overachieving.
, ueen bees' have often been described as being reluctant to challenge the
s atus quo of organizational structures,
r gist addressing

the discriminatory

a ademia (Harris, 1995; Park, 1996).

in particular,
androcentric

they have been found to
policies

and practices

in

This point is argued by West and Lyon

1~Mentoringrelationshipsoftenplay very positiverolesto the mentorandthe mentee,but in the caseof the
'~inderella', the dependencyof the menteeon the mentoris disproportionate.
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1~95)

who postulate that there are too few women in senior positions to act as
ro,e models and mentors for women in lower positions
r

Many women

have

olved this situation by withdrawing or letting themselves be excluded from the

c nter of power in the organization;
d nying

that being

a woman

others become essentially honorary men,

creates

any problems

at all (Aisenberg

&

H rrington, 1988; Henry, 1990; Lorber, 1994).

It is conceivable

that in processes such as these, women experience covert,

a drocentric unwritten rules and networks (Acker, 1984; Bagilhole, 1993; Evans,
1 96, Hartsock, 1998; Heward, 1996; Lorber, 1994; Sutherland, 1985; Thomas,
1 90; Toren, 1999; Welch, 1990). Furthermore, androcentricism
t

refers not only

the perception that men are superior to women, but that men and the 'male

e~perience' is regarded as the norm, while women are regarded as 'subordinate
other' (Bem, 1993; Evetts, 1994; Hansard, 1990; Thomas, 1990).

~n example

of the effect of androcentricism

in workplace

settings from the

n rsing profession graphically illustrates the influence of homosociality (Lorber,
1 94): Male nurses have been shown to interact informally with male doctors In
ding

so they affiliate with a higher status group, affirm their masculinity and gain

b nefits through
r lationships,

more positive evaluations

the male physician's

i~formaJ communications

with

of their work.

In these types

status is too high to be compromised

male

nurses

On the

other

hand,

p ysicians tend to interact and socialize with medical students,

of
by

women

interns and

r sidents but not with women nurses (Lorber, 1994). It is argued that female
hysicians fear that they may lose their status by socializing with women nurses,
ho are often regarded as women of lower status in the nursing profession.
emale physicians

prefer to build collegial relationships

with male physicians

vtho are their peers, even though these men may not regard them as equals
'f"omen physicians also need to establish sponsors or mentors, who are able to
~elp them advance in their careers.
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Another conceptual framework used to describe androcentricism

in organizations

is that of 'strangers and outsiders' (Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Toren, 1999).
A common and central thread of the aforementioned
that of women

being

perceived

'outsiders'

to the

metaphoric

terms, women

concept

of women

centers

and women

of powers

perceiving

themselves

in an organization.

are regarded

as 'strangers

conceptual frameworks,

as strangers

and outsiders'

is

to be

Consequently,

in

in a foreign land. The

in a work environment,

has

particular salience in the academic setting (Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Toren,
1999; Walker, 1998). Many authors and researchers metaphorically

likened the

academy to a foreign country, where men are the natives in the country, in which
women who enter into these 'regions' are likened to immigrants,
strangers. As 'strangers', their intentions,

or

experiences and involvement are not

always completely trusted (Bagilhole, 1993,2000;
Sutherland,

foreigners

Halsey, 1992; Kaufman, 1978;

1985; Toren, 1999; Walker, 1998).

It is also argued that academic women have to work harder and receive more
achievements than men would have to, in order to have their academic credibility
acknowledged

(Morley

et

a/., 2001;

Subotzky,

2001).

As

strangers

and

newcomers to the academy, women are often excluded from social relationships
(Evans, 1996; Kaufman, 1984, Sutherland,
into

1985). Such social lives then evolve

'old boys' network' versus women in the 'outer circle' in academia.

conceivable

It is

to conclude that the marking and maintaining of these boundaries

serves to strengthen the sense of belonging of men as 'insiders' (Evans, 1996;
Kaufman, 1978). It is therefore conceivable that women experience professional
marginalization

and

exclusion

from

the

centers

of professional

authority

(Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Bacchi, 1999; Hansard, 1990).

When

one

metaphorically

continues

with

the

notion

of the

academy

being

regarded

as a landscape, the tribes of the academy are said to define their

own identities and defend their own patches of intellectual ground by employing a
range of strategies geared to exclude 'immigrants' (Becher, 1989). It is therefore
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nqt surprising

that Acker

1994) classified women as 'other' academics,

o~en experience not so much overt discrimination,

~

Iusion that are more subtle,

who

but the everyday practices of

more deeply ingrained and more difficult to

c ntest and resist (Bagilhole, 2000; Evans, 1996; Kaufman, 1978; Halsey, 1992;
Ison, 1999). As a 'muted' group women learn to express their ideas in terms of
th

dominant group so that they suppress and repress alternatives.

(1 89,p. 252) draws on Bourdieu's

Delamont

concept of the 'habitus' to explain these

di iculties experienced by women:
Mastery of the habitus is treated by initiates as a matter of
natural talent, of personality, of the 'virtuality' of the
practitioners. That is, part of the essential performance skills
of the occupation is never explicitly taught but is believed to
be innate, natural, inborn and personal.
Inl this way the habitus obscures the subtle barriers, the 'clubbiness',

while

le~ving the technical aspects of the profession visible. This often causes women
to be mystified when they meet the technical demands of academic tasks, yet still
f il to advance to the upper echelons because they have fallen short on the
, astery' of the academic occupational culture (Kaufman, 1978; Halsey, 1992;
alker, 1998). Women academics find their academic identities validated, or not,
b

those with both institutional and social power in universities (Acker, 1984;

H nsard, 1990; Thomas, 1990).

~ Ch marginalization
a

1989,

books

is not surprising

published

ake use of 'gender

when one considers

by the Society

insensitive'

for Research

referencing.

that even as recently
into Higher

In his book Becher

r~fers to:

Even among the few who reach elite status during their
professional careers, there are few who achieve the
recognition as great men.
because judgments of the
highest quality can only be made by men who are already
eminent, those at the top of various informal scientific
hierarchies exercise great influence over the standards
operative in their fields
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Education,
(1989,p.

58)

:~iS.

author included the role of gender as contrite concluding notes to a chapter
In Ihls book (Becher, 1989,p. 126). The concept of women as 'strangers' in the
a ademy

manifests

itself

in

several

other

assumptions.

One

of

these

a sumptions is that women generally are less productive, in terms of publishing,
a ademic management

and problem solving (Bagilhole,

T ren, 1999). But these assumptions

1993; Becher,

1989;

have been disputed by research findings

th t reveal that women allocate more effort to academic work than men with
si~ilar

family status do:

Women add work roles to their family roles, they generate
the energy necessary to fulfill their commitments to the two
sets of activities (Toren,1999,p. 6).

T ese patriarchal assumptions
w men

in terms

of hiring,

were used to rationalize discrimination
promotion

and inclusion

n tworks, the infamous 'old boys' club' (Acker,

into informal

1990; Bagilhole,

against
collegial

1993; Park,

1 96; Subotzky, 2001; Thomas, 1990). In order to move up the academic ladder,
w man's worth has to be recognized and encouraged
e helons of academic

by those in the upper

institutions (Evans, 1996; Lorber, 1994; Halsey,

1992,

H ward, 1996; Kaufman, 1978; Morley et a/., 2001; Subotzky, 2001; Sutherland,
1 85; Thomas, 1990).

C nsequently,

despite women's

increased

participation

in traditionally

male-

d minated occupations and claims of reductions in the 'gender gap' in human
c pital and work experience,

women in academia are still often regarded as

's rangers in the Ivy Tower' (Aisenberg
T ren, 1999; Wilson,

& Harrington,

1988; Subotzky,

1999). There should be an acknowledgment

2001;

that new

n rms do not readily replace old ones, because deeply embedded beliefs are
s~w to change. Commonly tensions between the new and the old norms cause
ppints of conflict (Subotzky, 2001; Sutherland,
~y

1985; Thomas, 1990) and in this

serves to exclude women from these networks. These networks indicate

~here

information

pertaining to the 'unwritten
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rules for promotion'

is shared.

B~cause

women

a sumed

are often

understandings.

u derstandings

not included

In this

about competing,

way

in these

men

inner circles,

share

and succeeding.

traditions,

they are

styles

and

This is the relevance

of

h mosociality in academia. This is a point at which women in the academy are
0 en caught in the proverbial crossfire. On the one hand, if they pursue their
a ademic careers by following the rules and practices (for example, aggressive
a d competitive

traits),

established

by male practitioners,

they offend

the

tr ditional norms that were used to define womanly attributes. On the other hand,
if women behave

according

s iling and soft-spoken),
p

to old female norms, (being patient, nurturing,

they appear to be weak. Often these feminine traits

vent them from attaining

H rrington,

senior positions

1988; Kaufman,

1978; Lorber,

in the academy

1994, Subotzky,

(Aisenberg

&

2001; Thomas,

1 90). This is the dilemma of women in the academy because they do not easily
fit into either of the conventional moulds: not into the mould of 'womanliness'
in 0 the prevailing mould of male 'professionalism'

or male manager

nor

(Heward,

1 96; Wilson, 1999). These are the stereotypes which academic women have to
e counter in the academy, as well as in the broader society.

Tl

is 'cross

a ademy

fire'

experience

because

c ilings 13, that

is the

it is in these

prevent

them

a counts for the reasons

from

most

evident

positions

where

reaching

that women

at the

the

higher

women
most

are more

rungs

experience

senior

in the
'glass

positions.

This

likely to be members

of

d partmental and faculty committees than to serve as members on governing
bards

and councils (Aisenberg & Harrington,

1988; Dines, 1993; Sutherland,

1 85; Thomas, 1990; Toren, 1999; West & Lyon, 1995).

It I is argued

that these

conceptual

frameworks

u~derstanding

the 'othering' of women's career tracks when compared to the

131Thisconceptual framework is discussed later in this chapter.
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provide

a framework

for

progression

of male

experiences

elucidates

progress

career

patterns.

The

the perception

on the academic

culmination

that there

ladder. These

of these

are 'hidden

hidden passages

'othering'

passages'

negatively

to

affect

academic women's career progression (Bagilhole, 1993; Evans, 1996; Kaufman,
1978; Lerner, 1992). The 'othering' and 'outsiderness'
contribute to their marginalization
problems with promotion,

experienced

by women

in the academy and may also contribute to

once entry to the academy is achieved (Evans, 1996;

Lerner, 1992; West & Lyon, 1995; Wilson, 1999).

Gendered careers
It has been argued that the term 'career' itself is a gendered concept in which
men's career patterns are predominantly
career patterns
'normal'

regarded as the norm, while 'other'

are viewed as deficient or lacking (Evetts, 1994). When the

model of career is constructed

to be one of continuous

regular promotion to positions of increased responsibility,

service and

career paths that are

not consistent with this model are regarded as 'imperfect'.

Because women's

reproductive roles and family responsibilities do not always allow them to 'fit' into
traditional requirements of 'normal' career paths, women often have careers that
tend to be 'other' and valued less than the male norm (Acker, 1984; Sutherland,
1985; Thomas, 1990). On the other hand, men's uninterrupted linear careers are
rewarded and make them eligible for promotion. For these reasons they continue
to predominate

in the senior positions of organizations

and professions (Evetts,

1994; Heward, 1996; West & Lyon, 1995).

Furthermore,

there

is a tendency

to assess

career

success

in terms

of

promotions to higher positions (Evetts, 1994; Lorber, 1994). Many women and
some men may desire rewards other than advancement,

from their work. For

example, there are teachers who prefer to remain in the classroom rather than to
be promoted to managerial (non-classroom) positions. A further example is found
in nursing, where there are nurses who prefer patient-contact to administration,
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even though the latter is perceived as more prestigious and is better rewarded.
A significant consequence

of the hierarchical model of career is the devaluation

of the work, and the possible down-grading

of salaries, of those who fail to seek

or fail to achieve promotion in their careers (Lorber, 1994; Toren, 1999; Welch,
1990).

A further limitation of the gendered assumptions linked to careers is that they are
only developed

in the sphere of paid work (Evetts, 1994; Park, 1996). In this

understanding,

careers are only constructed and developed in occupations

professions.

Activities

other

promotional

skills

promotional

or

than

paid work

do

entitlements.

not always
Because

and

contribute

'career

to

women'

frequently strive for equality at all levels in workplaces, there is often a perception
that a viable route to equality is through the economic system, especially in terms
of evaluation

of salaries and promotions

Using this argument,

homemaking

(Harris, 1995; West & Lyon, 1995).

tasks,

because

they are often unpaid or

underpaid activities, are not as valued as paid occupations. Similarly, communityoriented

tasks

acknowledged.

in

which

many

women

are

involved,

are

also

seldom

The lack of prestige and the low value attached to these types of

activities are evident in the academy where the 'community outreach' component
of the work load of academics,

is not as highly valued as publishing

as a

promotion criterion (Bagilhole, 1993; Hansard, 1990; Park, 1996; Thomas, 1990).

The 'mommy track' is a popular conceptual

framework

utilized to explore the

ways in which women's careers have been constructed. This framework makes
reference to the marked difference

between the career tracks of professional

men and women (Aisenberg & Harrington,
1996).

The

mommy

track, which

professional

women,

has been described

commitment to family responsibilities

1988; Crosby, 1991; Lewis & Lewis,

is supposedly

the career

track

as being characterized

of many
by more

than to work activities, slow promotion in

the organization, utilization of leave options and difficulty in juggling (Aisenberg &
Harrington,

1988,

Becher,

1989;

Crobsy,
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1991;

Lewis

& Lewis,

1996).

Tr ditionally, corporate businesses and the public sector did not offer permanent
e

ployment to married women or mothers (Lorber, 1994; Williams,

2000). In

c ntemporary times, many countries have embraced the concept of Employment
E uity (EE). The practice

of not offering

permanent

w men is now regarded as a form of discrimination.
openly

acknowledged

di criminatory

practices.

alternative,

'mommy

employment

to married

However, a covert, or even
track',

has

replaced

This option affects the career tracks

these

of women

in

s veral ways. On the one hand, it offers flexible working hours, part-time options
a d liberal maternity leave benefits to women, but not to men. This often places
w men in an invidious position, because when women do make use of these
0 tions, their commitment
AI 0 problematic
p

ssures

( enry,

1990).

of senior positions,

is the fact that this 'track',

and responsibilities

tr ditional
f mily

to the achievement

It can therefore

are

not perceived

be argued

are

primarily

1 88; Harper et a/., 2001; Lorber,

available

to be 'men's

that the 'mommy

status quo in that its assumptions

responsibilities

is seldom

track'

is questioned.
to men: family
responsibilities'
reinforces

the

are that 'men's work' is public, while

'women's

work'

(Aisenberg

& Harrington,

1994; Park, 1996).

Itlwas found that 'mommy tracks' are not the only way in which most women
e ecutives

and

professionals

( isenberg & Harrington,
panned

and timed

who

have

organize

their

careers

1988; Lorber, 1994). Many professional women often

both marriage

and childbearing.

fr quently found to have assistance
men find themselves

children

compromised

in child-care

Career

women

and homemaking.

were
Some

by the option of the 'mommy track'

b cause, on the one hand, when they put their families before their careers, they
f It that they were responding to a cultural norm that is mediated through direct
p essures from their husbands or partners at home, and from other people's
h sbands in the workplace. But on the other hand, when women do not make the
, orrect choice' to put her family before her career, both she and her husband or
p~rtner are often criticized by peers and colleagues
1~94; Williams, 2000).
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(Bagilhole, 2000; Lorber,

1

1hen

professionals choose to use the options of paid leave and reduced working

ti~e,

it often causes 'career derailment'

and 'career plateauing'

rrington, 1988; Lorber, 1994). Consequently,

(Aisenberg

&

women who want to progress in

t eir careers, often avoid the use of these options (Lewis & Lewis, 1996). It has
b en argued that this 'track' was created to derail women who were on the 'fast
tr~ck' to senior positions (Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Lorber, 1994). From this
Pfrspective,

the 'mommy track' retains women in lower-paid and less prestigious

ppsitions. The implicit assumption of the developers of the 'mommy track' is that
vtmen

are not capable

I~adership
~illiams,

of simultaneously

and the responsibility

dealing with the responsibility

of their family's

well-being

(Lorber,

of

1994;

2000). In the current stratification of careers in work organizations, this

PPlicy construction

has been very destructive

to women who opt for these

c~oices. Furthermore, the negative stigma attached to the use of leave options
h~s also constrained

men's use of leave and part-time work. 'Mommy tracks'

t~us legitimize the 'glass ceiling'. The cumulative effects of these processes of

t

e CIUsion

often

d sadvantage

reinforce

women

and

justify

in workplaces.

stereotypes

This

and

is summarized

prejudices_~ that
in the following

s atement from one man:

I am committed to my profession, and I want to be taken
seriously, but I don't want to be working all hours. I want
some time with my children. I wish it were possible to work
part-time without losing my foot on the ladder (Cooper &
Lewis,1994,p. 16

JhUS the

'mommy

track',

I ouble load' for women,

although

may also be interpreted

I ss valued than the 'normal'

1nother manifestation

it provides

an option

that may alleviate

the

as a 'track' which is parallel

and

career track (which men normally use).

of the gendering of women's careers has been theorized

~ithin the conceptual framework of the 'glass ceiling'. The term 'glass ceiling' has
~een used to refer to promotional barriers that women face in the workplace. This
~onceptual framework specifically highlights some of the reasons for women's
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la k of representation

in senior management

(Baxter & Wright,

2000: Henry,

1 90). Women report that they are often unable to proceed more than halfway up
creer

ladders, failing to advance beyond the positions of middle-management

0 ganizational
c nceptual

structures

framework

(Aisenberg

& Harrington,

assumes that, although

a bitions and competencies

of

1998; Henry, 1990). This

women

have the motivation,

for senior positions, invisible barriers prevent them

fr m reaching these positions of power (Bagilhole, 2000; Lorber, 1994; Wilson,
1 99). 'Glass ceilings' are used to refer to barriers that are often based on
udinal
a vancing

or organizational
'upward'

to

biases

that

management

prevent

positions

qualified

(Acker,

individuals

1984; Evans,

from
1996;

H ward, 1996; Sutherland, 1985). The 'glass ceiling' has also been described as
a barrier so subtle that it is transparent, yet so strong that it prevents women from
bing

promoted to the most senior positions in institutional hierarchies (Acker,

1 84; Bagilhole, 2000; Evetts, 1994).

report

in the

Cape

Argus

(2000)

revealed

e perience 'glass ceilings' in businesses.
men experience

that South

African

The report indicates

a definite level where their advancement

women

that corporate
is blocked and

here they feel that there is a 'silent agreement' between the senior executives,
ho are usually men, to 'close ranks'.

Women report that they feel that these

en, who may be regarded as the inner circle, (as described

earlier in this

c apter) , develop barriers to keep women from reaching the managerial positions
0 businesses

(Evans,

1996; Kaufman,

1978; Halsey, 1992). These barriers

i clude changing and modifying the criteria for advancement when women apply
fqr promotion.

nother conceptual framework that elucidates the genderering of careers, in that
en's careers are perceived to be more important than women's careers, is
r ferred to as the 'trailing wife'. The 'trailing wife' is used to refer to the women
ho 'pack up and go' when their spouses gain employment in other geographical
I cations (Daily News, 2000). Research has found that many women put their
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farilies,

(and not their careers), first when their partners have better employment

o~ers and have to relocate. It was found that men were less likely to follow their
wires to a new location without a guaranteed job, than wives are to follow their
h~sbands (Williams, 2000). Research further indicates that women risked and
10 t reappointment to prestigious faculty positions when their husbands had been
0 ered employment in another geographical

area (Daily News, 2000; Williams,

2 00). Women were also willing to resign from permanent posts, even in the face
of an imminent promotion opportunity,
( isenberg & Harrington,
ti es, progressive
e

when their husbands

had to relocate

1998). Lewis and Lewis (1996) report that in recent

companies

have policies to assist trailing spouses to find

ployment when a family member has to relocate.

~ summary of the positions

of women as employees in the

afademy
T e literature

that was presented

in terms of the 'double load', androcentric

c Iture and gendered careers, highlighted some of the conceptual frameworks
u ed to describe the barriers that women experience more broadly and in the
a ademic

context more specifically.

Dines (1993) and Eggins (1997) each

p ovide useful summaries of the factors that interrupt the 'natural' progression of
men in higher education.

Their respective summaries

may be categorized

upder the following headings

Limited access to Higher Education: Women, except in North America and in
Europe, have not had the same access to higher education as men. Women's
under-representation

amongst academic staff is consistent with this limited

access

-I

Discriminatory

appointment

and promotion

practices: A man is preferred

because he is a man. These practices constitute barriers in institutions which
do not apply equal opportunities policies
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responsibilities
are often

as wife/partner/mother

attracted

and as professional women. Women

to an academic

convenience in accommodating

career

because

of its status

and

school holidays. In many Asian countries, for

example, women who are well represented at middle management level, are
less concerned

about their

poor promotional

prospects

than men are,

because they consider their families as their primary responsibilities.

Career interruptions: Women often progress haltingly in their careers because
of

breaks for child-bearing and child-rearing. The lack of child-care facilities

and the absence
advancement

of parental

in industrialized

leave have been major barriers to career
countries.

These

matters

were

of lesser

importance in traditional societies where the extended family networks and
unskilled female labour provided many options to child-care. Industrialization
and technological

change in many countries are drawing unskilled women

into the workforce and thereby reducing their capacity to care for the children
of the educated

Difficulties

elite.

in pursuing research and gaining tenure: The lack of a strong

research record and lack of a tenured position are cited as factors that
contribute to the clustering of women academic staff at the lower levels of the
academic

hierarchy.

Many women

reported that they found

it difficult to

establish research records that are competitive with men. Academic careers
are built in the critical years after the completion
degrees.

of the undergraduate

These are the years when women are the most likely to have

interruptions
responsibilities.
child-bearing.

in their

careers

because

of child-bearing

and

domestic

Some women attempt to adapt their careers by delaying
Such decisions often result in interruptions later or by studying
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on a part-time basis. Neither of these options was found to be a satisfactory
way of building a solid record of research

Stereotyping:

Stereotyping

constitutes

a

major

barrier

for

women.

Assertiveness is interpreted as aggression and the notion that women are too
emotional and too illogical to occupy senior positions. These stereotypes are
reinforced by women who share these stereotypes and uncritically accept the
roles that leave them marginalized and with limited career options.

.Alienation

from the male culture: This barrier subtly asserts that women are

not men and thus are excluded from informal networks which serve to bond
males

.Male

resistance to women in management positions: Women otten find that it

is not good enough to be as good as men. The women are pressurized to
establish their credibility to be better than men. This forces women to adopt
the tactics of high-performing

S~botzky,

men in a competitive culture..

(2001 ,p. 67) in a South African study, agrees with the barriers outlined

b~ Eggins (1997) and Dines (1993) and also includes the following barriers to
e~trenched

institutional barriers that women encounter: resistance to women's

le ~dershiP'

epistemological

m thodologies

resistance

to women's

research

concerns

and

and to feminist knowledge claims; and the gendered division of

la our in the academy which assigns stereotypical nurturing aspects of work to
wpmen and which are not equally rewarded

T is inner battle is particularly difficult for academic women because the 'playing
fi Ids' and the 'rules of the game' are obscure and/or unknown. A woman may
e counter a problem, and because she is unable to identify and analyze its
s urce,

may make decisions

c~lmination

of such errors

that compromise

of judgment
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her professional

identity.

may result in the restriction

A

and,

s9metimes, the end, of the woman's academic career (Aisenberg & Harrington,
1~88; Bagilhole, 2000; Wilson, 1999)

V"1°men often become despondent by struggling against the 'backlash' of covert
di~crimination.

d~.advantage

These

include attitudes,

behaviours

and societal

norms that

and impede women's successful progression on academic ladders

( cker, 1984; Bagilhole,

2000; Hansard,

1990; Wilson,

1999; West & Lyon,

1 95). This backlash often results in senior academic women suffering from the
'dp good,

l

feel bad' syndrome:this

occurs

when women

strive to maintain

etcellent standards through hard work with staff and students, but feel betrayed
b

lack of rewards and exhausted

by excessive work (Acker & Feuerverger,

1 96; Eggins, 1997; Henry, 1990; Heward, 1996; Kaufman, 1978; Lerner, 1992;
S botzky,2001).

Although there has been gradual acceptance
p~sitions and competence

of women into academia,

their

are still scrutinized more closely and they have to

wprk harder to be acknowledged

than their male counterparts

(Kaufman, 1987;

S~botzky, 2001).

cording to the literature, in order for women to decrease the perceptions

of

t eir 'otherness' in the academic landscape, they need to move from peripheral
t

more central positions in academia (Bagilhole, 1993; Henry, 1990). Currently,

p blications are regarded as a, (or in some cases the), key academic activity to
s cure promotion (Aisenberg & Harrington,

1988; Bagilhole, 2000; Park, 1996;

ose, 1994). Through publishing then, academic women's 'outsiderness'

in the

a ademy may be minimized (Bagilhole, 2000; Finkelstein, 1984; Kaufman, 1978).

~he importance of publications is further emphasized

by Smulders (1998) and

~aludi and Steuernagel (1990), who assert that promotion
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in the academy is

la gely determined

by the amount and the quality of published work. Publishing

w s found to be one of the key criteria used for hiring, promoting and tenuring of
a ademics.

As a result,

many universities

have opted

to emphasize

the

i portance of publication as the prime criterion for promotion (Bagilhole, 1993;
Fi kelstein, 1984; Halsey, 1992; Kaufman, 1978). This emphasis on publications
in academia has been popularized in the globally understood concept 'publish or
p rish' (Caplan, 1995; Park, 1996; Rose, 1986; Williams, 2000).

T*is quotation from Bauerlein (2001 ,p. 9) summarizes the value of publications in

a~ademia:
but of late, at many universities senior faculty
administrators have discovered a mechanism that
frees the decision-makers of the responsibility and
isolates for the aspirant the hurdle for advancement:
the book. As long as the candidate proves an
inoffensive teacher and a reasonable staff member,
only one question sits on the meeting table: Is the
research project finished? If the junior colleague has a
book or acceptance from the university press, tenure
is a fait accompli. If the work remains in manuscript,
promising but incomplete, no promotion.

T~ese sentiments, although referring to a book, indicate the importance of
p~blications for promotion in academies.

A ross the globe, publishing is one of the most important criteria for promotion in
a ademies. It is important that women academics, in order to build a critical mass
i

senior management,

should increase their publications

to be promoted to

t ese senior positions. In order to establish democratic governance structures in
a ademies,

it would be beneficial to have a critical mass of women in decision-

rryaking positions who would be in positions to challenge the androcentric ethos
i~ academia.
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A ademic women, who are predominantly

at the lower levels of salary scales in

u iversities, are often involved in numerous, time-consuming

academic activities

w ich, although central to the academic project, do not offer the same rewards or
c unt as strongly as promotion
Hisey,

1992; Heward,

criteria as publishing does (Bagilhole,

1996; Park, 1996; Sutherland,

T~ese activities include teaching, supervision,

1985; Thomas,

2000;
1990).

the pastoral care, nurturing and

c~unselling of students and committee responsibilities (Bagilhole, 2000; Bacchi,
1~99; Wilson, 1999). The intensity of these 'other academic activities' in which
a~ademic women are frequently involved, is summarized

by Thomas,

Spencer

a~d Sako 1998 (in Collins et al., 1998, p. 110):

Students come to my office for advising
I care for
students but while I spend 45 minutes with each one of
them, my male colleagues write books reviews, publish and
get promoted. Then I go home and I have to cook and be a
mother.

T e positions of academic women are further disadvantaged

in the academy,

b cause women are in predominantly in junior positions. Consequently
n t have adequate

access to resources

a sistance (Aisenberg & Harrington,
t ese circumstances,

such as computers

demic

women

and secretarial

1988; Lorber, 1994; Welch, 1990). Given

the urgency for academic women to move beyond the

I wer levels in the academy becomes more apparent.
a

they do

will continue

in the spiral

Failing to be promoted,

of high teaching

loads

and

i adequate access to resources, thus devoting less time to do research and to
p blish in order to establish their academic credibility. Thus the cycle of women's
, thering' and 'outsiderness' in the academy will be perpetuated.

till another form of disadvantagement

for academic

women with regard to

blications, are the norms related to citations. Citations of published papers by
hers in the field are a form of recognition
r searcher's reputation.

and visibility

that add to the

It was found that women often cite other women more
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fr~quently than men cite women (Lorber, 1994). Consequently,

the fewer the

w~men in the field, the greater the citations gap and conversely the more women
PYbJiSh, the more they are cited. And the more they are cited, the higher the
repognition for their contribution to the global knowledge base, and the greater

~ acknowledgement

th
th

for their abilities as agents of knowledge production. When

credibility of academic women is recognized and acknowledged

b yond the boundaries

of academies,

the

less peripheral

within and

their

p~sitions will become and the more they will be empowered

academic

to access the

'c$nters' of academies.

a d academic activities carry more weight than other faculty and administrative
a tivities. For example, work that appears to be more objective and less valueb sed is higher in prestige than work that is geared towards particular social
gals

l

and underpinned

by clear values (Bagilhole, 2000; Park, 1996; Thomas,

1 90). Frequently women are more involved in work that involves the latter rather
t
f

n the former. Furthermore, women frequently prefer collaborative preparation
publication, to working individualistically

(Caplan, 1995). Working in groups

w s found to be more supportive to women who were beginners to research and
p~blication and co-authorship

was found to be less daunting and less time-

c nsuming than single authorship (Bell & Gordon, 1999, Fonow & Cook, 1994).
Y t this type of research is not as esteemed and acknowledged

as highly as

si gle authorship. Single authorship is the preferable option for men, especially
w en the researcher is not cited as the first author (Rose, 1986). In this way too,
w men end up producing fewer publications by traditional standards.

R~search also found that in some cases women admitted that they expected to
b~ rewarded by promotion and tenure for activities other than their publication
apd research output. Subsequently,

they realized that these activities were not

r~cognized, nor were they regarded as academically sound when compared to
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thf

weight that publications

H.rrington,

carried

as a promotion

criterion

(Aisenberg

&

1988; Evans,1996; Kaufman, 1984; Lewis & Lewis, 1996; Sutherland,

1 85). Although academics may have controversial and diverse perspectives on
th

value of publications as a key promotion criterion, (and understandably so),

th

importance

of publication was found to be recognized

e ample, a research

study by Osmundson

by academics.

For

and Mann (1994) found that the

hi~hest levels of publication activity, for men and women, occurred in the two
y~ars preceding promotion and tenure

AI further

difficulty

p~blications

in women

P blish. Gender
f,

for women

academics

is the

and gender studies,

lack

of prestige

attached

an area in which women

issues are often not mainstreamed

or institutionalized

to

often
and

inist research and women's studies courses are usually considered to be

m re political

than

scholarly

(by conventional

scholarship

norms).

Feminist

r search and publications are often regarded as peripheral rather than central to
t

academic project and scholarship enterprise (Bell & Gordon, 1999; Paludi &

S euernagel,

1990; Wyn, Acker & Richards, 2000). It may be argued that in this

w y, the element
di creetly obscured.

of marginalization

and 'otherness'

issues

is

It is also conceivable that as long as women and women's

w rk in the academy remains marginalized
wpmen's

of women's

views and perspectives

(by number and position), so will

on these issues remain unheard (Kinnear,

~errick & Pike, 1998; Subotzky, 2001).

R search findings on women's publishing have been somewhat contradictory to
s ereotypical

assumptions,

often prevalent in academic

men, publish less than women who had no children.

circles,

that married

Research

in other

c untries has refuted this assumption (Astin & Davis, 1985; Kyvic, 1990; Lorber,
1 94; Toren, 1993; Zuckerman & Cole, 1987). For example, a study by Davis
a d Astin (1987) in the US found no significant differences in article production
b tween men and women social scientists.

On the other hand, South African

Ii erature highlights the barriers to women's publications (Fester, 2000; Mama,
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2 00; Prinsloo, 2000; Subotzky,

2001Yates &.Gqola,

a pears to be central to academic

1998). While publishing

promotion globally, there is clearly much

st cked against women's ability to publish. This appears to be particularly so in
thr South African context, where women were often subjected to multiple forms
ofloppression and marginalization,

especially given the legacy of apartheid.

women

~outh

and

the; y

elndeavouys
It is widely acknowledged

that South African

academic

women,

especially

a

demic women in HBUs, find publishing particularly difficult (Subotzky, 2001).

0

the one hand, these institutions often have higher than average teaching

e pectations; on the other hand, established benchmarks and academic models
a e used as criteria for promotion. Because many women are in junior positions,
t

y carry heavier teaching duties and are more frequently involved in courses

t at have strong emphasis
F uerverger,
entioned,

on grading

and advising

1996; EPU, 1997; Park, 1996; Subotzky,
given these

heavy workloads,

women

of students

(Acker &

2001). As previously

have limited time to do

r search and publish (Henry, 1990; Morley, et a/., 2001; Park, 1996).

T e local 1998 Woman-in-Research

audit highlighted

how lack of time was

p rceived as a central problem hindering research by 60% of the respondents
( rimo, 1999). More than 75% of respondents indicated that they require further
tr ining in research-related skills. These results emphasized academic women's
I ck of confidence and expertise in the areas which carried the most weight in
p amotion criteria (Primo, 1999). De la Rey (1999) reported that even some
omen professors at South African universities found research and publication to
b more difficult than teaching. This clearly indicates that women, even those in
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th~ upper echelons,

are more confident with their ability to teach than with

cqnducting research and producing publications,

Aqcording to Fester (2000,p. 43)

There are numerous reasons that very few South African
women write or even think of themselves as being able to
write. South African women are often caught in what could
be described as a 'double-bind'.
On the one hand,
experiences from their position of oppression, especially in
the apartheid era, have to be told. But, on the other hand,
international visitors were interviewing and then writing the
stories, (interviews), on South African women and they, the
interviewers, became the 'experts' on the struggles of South
African women.
T e academy is a particular forum of knowledge
p oduction.

When

focusing

and a 'site' of knowledge

on the notion of knowledge

and power,

many

e erging academic writers in South Africa are positioned where they, as hooks
(1984)

describes,

do

not easily

imagine

themselves

among

the

powerful

( rinsloo, 2000). Many South African women, otten because of the intersection of
h torical experiences

of patriarchal

b lieve that they have contributions

and apartheid ideologies,

do not readily

to make or that their insights

are of

si nificance as a contribution to the existing body of knowledge (Prinsloo, 2000).
B cause of such an attitude, South African women tend to continue the human
t~ndency

of accepting

the terms of the past.

hooks

1984) contends

that

oppressed and marginalized groups tend to inhabit the power relations and socia!
ptactices that were ascribed to them by hegemonic ideologies.

It is argued that through their publications,
s lence on women's experiences

women may be able to break the

and women's positions in academia (Mama,

2 00; Fester, 2000; Guzana, 2000; Smith, 2000). Publications may be used not
0 Iy to give a voice to the 'voiceless', but may also be used as a vehicle for their
p omotion to senior positions in the academy. Also, by publishing,
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academic

wqmen may be in positions to shift women and women's experiences

into the

re,earch arena: a realm which traditionally was exclusive to men and, in South

A~ica, white men. By publishing, academic women would be able to contribute in
ch Ilenging the androcentric

ideology of academies

(Fester, 2000; Guzana,

2 00; Handrahan, 1998; Mama, 2000).

Y~tes and Gqola (1998) report that in an interview with Mamphela Rampele on
w~men's publishing, Rampele contends that:
Black South Africans are only waking up now. It wasn't part
of what people did ordinarily. The second thing is that
obviously there were very few women who had the public
platform to speak, let alone write. But also, women don't
create space for themselves to write, because they don't
have wives (Yates & Gqola,1998,p. 95).
B nnett (2000) suggests

that the African debate of women's

c uld be shifted to a debate on post-colonial,

'voicelessness'

patriarchal 'deafness'.

From this

st nce, the construction of 'deafness' to women's voices is perceived as integral
to becoming gendered
i

ores women's

as a man. She argues that it is this deafness which

and gender analyses.

The importance

and significance

of

P~blishing by South African women academics to our relatively new democracy
a~d the embracing of our commitment to nation-building

is succinctly expressed

bt Penny (1998,p. 109) when she states

if writing and publishing is part of the African Renaissance
then this rebirth must encompass a sounding board of the
voices of all her children.

(I;onclusion
T~e major factors that have been theorized as providing a basis for women's
I~er

achievements relating to promotion and publication, have all been linked to

t~e cultural and structural arrangements
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currently dominant in academia,

and

"-

more generally in androcentric workplaces as well as the ways in which broader
gendered

roles and power inequalities

are reflected

and reproduced

in the

academic setting.

The literature review presented provides a theoretical framework of the ways in
which the 'double load', 'androcentric

culture' and 'gendered careers' impact on

the publishing ability of academic women. Given the importance of publishing as
a promotion criterion in academia,

it becomes evident that academic women be

involved in this academic activity, in order to escalate in the academic hierarchy.
Furthermore,

academic women in South African HBUs experience particularities

specific to these institutions that have their origins in the apartheid regime. Many
of the political-historical
Therefore,

inadequacies

continue to exist at these universities.

it is arguable that women at these institutions would benefit from the

development

of interventions

and strategies to assist them in their publishing

endeavours,

The following chapter will discuss the methodology of the study, the procedures,
and the participants of the current study.
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clHAPTER

FOUR: METHODOLOGICAL

PARAMETERS

T j iS chapter outlines the methodological parameters of the study. The study is
fr med primarily within a feminist qualitative

paradigm

and draws on both

q antitative and qualitative research methods.

T e quantitative

section

u e of a close-ended
A

was mentioned

pr vide a 'picture'

questionnaire
earlier,

p

factors

This data

consisting

activities

that influenced

was therefore

file of the publication

fa tors affecting

includes

a survey

of a number

the aim of the quantitative

of the publishing

w 1\ as the reported
re pondents.

of the research

publication

outputs,
output,

of open-ended

data was intended

of the participants
the publishing

primarily

positions

with the
items.
purely to

of the study as

endeavours

used to develop

the academic
as reported

methodology

of the

a descriptive

and categorization

of

by this group of women.

T~e major section of the qualitative data was generated from the focus groups
a d interviews

that were conducted

at the selected HBUs. The open-ended

q estions on the questionnaire also yielded a small proportion of qualitative data.
T e aim of this section was to elaborate on the quantitative data with the view of
a deeper exploration of the participants' reports of the barriers to their publishing
a d their proposals as interventions

to assist academic women publishing

at

H~Us.
T~e chapter

elaborates

on the methodological

framework

and outlines

the

p~rticipants selected, the methods and procedures used for data collection and
apalysis. An exploration of ethical and self-reflexive issues is also made.
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Methodological
The methodological

Framework

framework

qualitative methodologies,
for conducting

for this study draws primarily on feminist and

which have been found to be successful frameworks

research into women's

issues and women's studies (Anderson,

2000; Bernal, 2001; Fonow & Cook, 1994; Malterud, 2001; Millen, 1997).

Qualitative

Research

Denzin and Lincoln (1998, p. 2) provide a useful picture of the development of
qualitative research by tracing it across five historical periods in social science
research.

Each of these periods or 'moments' have their own successive wave

of associated epistemological theorizing. They describe these as follows:
.The

traditional moment

positivist

paradigm.

composition

(1900 -1950):

Positivism

has

This period is associated with the
traditionally

of reality and the parameters

served

to justify

the

of valid research, which has

been widely conceived as protecting and privileging men. Positivism has
its genesis
expected

in patriarchal

societies where men, and not women,

to occupy positions

in the public sphere.

were

In these societies

women were excluded from the research arena and were therefore
regarded

as

having

contributions

to make,

with

regard

to

not

theory

development and the production of knowledge.
.The
next

modernist/'golden
is

linked

Simultaneously,

to

age' (1950 -1970):
the

appearance

This moment as well as the
of

there was an introduction

post-positivist

arguments.

of diverse qualitative methods

challenging the positivist paradigm; for example, various forms of feminist
research,

action

research

and

participatory

methods had a strong focus on conducting

research.

These

'new'

research in natural settings,

rather than in laboratories. Also, new discourses were constructed rather
than the description of empirical data yielded in the research process.
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.'Blurred
became

genres'

moment

(1970

central

resources

for critical

also facilitated

the emergence

representation

by asking

and the political
.The

crisis

research

role and function

grappled

process.

while

doing

reflexivity

became

by a

paradigms.

This phase

'truth'

-1990):

issues

relating

new

and

namely

the crisis

of

of the researcher

is the moment
location

within

in the research

process

were a key

that

is characterized
research.

rise to a range of methodologies

the

into

This

question

by a questioning

This phase

aspect

of qualitative

-present):

calls

the

and reflect on their own

consequently

(1990

sensibility

where

to their

of many forms

moment

and of 'value-free'

This

began to examine

a key component

identifiable

This stage

of research.

research

post-modern/present

the humanities

theory.

about the location

(1986

Researchers

positions

and interpretive

The power relations

focus for critique.

.The

with

In this phase

of the next moment,

questions

of representation

researchers

-1986):

of selfresearch.

moment
all

previous

of the notion

has consequentially

such as discourse

is

analysis

of

given

and narrative

analysis.

Although

this schema

is sometimes

contexts

of research,

it does

methodological

paradigms

rigid and may not be representative

provide

a schema

that facilitated

of some

the development

of all

of the transitions

in

of quaJ.itative research

methodologies.

Key features of qualitative

The

characteristics

dichotomies

or contrasts

primarily

qualitative

Campbell,

1996;

Frankel

of

& Davers,

qualitative
to more

methodology
Creswell,
2001;

research

1992;
Glesne

research
traditional

are

quantitative

(Anderson,

2000;

Denzin

& Lincoln,

& Peshkin,
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frequently

1992;

presented

research

Bogdan
1998;
Lincoln

as

approaches,

& Biklen,
Firestone,
& Guba,

1992;
1987;
1985;

;

M4lterud, 2001). The following concepts denote the most salient characteristics
of Aualitative research

Q a/itative

research

n lure of research,
0 'ective
Wile

recognizes
It therefore

or value-free

and identifies
recognizes

as traditional

the subjective

that research

positivist

and biased

is never neutral,

researchers

have claimed.

positivism argues that empirical studies are objective (neutral and value-

fr e), those working with qualitative methodologies

have refuted these claims.

Q alitative researchers contend that the research is tainted with subjectivity on
m Itiple levels.

Researchers

are understood

as social

0 erate outside their own histories and social contexts,

players

that cannot

and who select their

tot iC' the research method and the participants to be used in the study from a
p rticular socio-political and theoretical location (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Fonow
& Cook, 1994; Malterud, 2001; Millen, 1997;).

Q~alitative research attempts to provide a picture of the lived experiences
0 participants.

Qualitative research questions traditional notions of 'truth' and

'k owledge' and is concerned more with the social construction of meaning and
t

presentation

r searchers,

of subjective

perspectives

and understandings.

the major problem with traditional quantitative

For many

research is that it

d es not 'capture life as it is lived', while the essence of qualitative research is
t at its methods attempt to do this (Anderson, 2000; Glucksman,
1 91; Jayratne,
earch

1983; Malterud, 2001; Maynard, 1994). In this way, qualitative

is used in the exploration

e perienced

1994; Harding,

by individuals

of meanings

themselves

of social phenomena

in their own contexts,

as

and does not

Ptetend to offer a 'truth' or one answer to its research questions (Breidenstein,
L beratore, Lioi, Miro, Weber & Stoeck, 2001; Glesne & Peshkin, 1992; Malterud,
2 01).

~ualitative

research

makes

use

of

non-exploitative

methods

and

c~allenges the traditional power relations in research. It aims rather to
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e"power

and assist participants.

When using qualitative approaches there is

a

articular focus on the power relations in the research process and concerted

a

mpts are made to decrease the traditional

Ire earcher' and the 'researched'

hierarchical

positioning

of the

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Denzin & Lincoln,

1 98; Fonow & Cook, 1994; Maynard & Purvis, 1994). The terminology used in
q alitative research, for example, the use of 'participants' rather than 'subjects' is
0 e illustration of the attempt to deconstruct the traditional power relations in
re earch. This terminology

also indicates the inclusiveness

n ture of the research process because participants

and participatory

are regarded as active

m mbers, in the shaping of the process. For some qualitative researchers, the
re earcher directly plays the role of a participant in the research situation that is,
d ring participation and observation (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Frankel & Devers,
2 00; Wolf, 1998). There is also acknowledgement

and recognition given to the

si uational constraints that shape the research process, such as the inevitable

differences

in

power

relations

between

the

researcher

and

participants

(Qampbell, 1996; Malterud, 1993; van Maanen, 1988)

C~ nscious attempts to challenge the traditional power relations in research are
m de by focusing both on the process and on the outcome of the research. In
t is respect, qualitative research is frequently characterized
d ta in a natural setting,

where the researcher

by the collection of

acts as a key instrument.

F rthermore, the research contains deep, rich descriptions. Although attention is
gi en to the research outcome, there is a specific focus on the research process
( enzin & Lincoln, 1998; Frankel & Devers, 2000). By means of this specific
f cus the participants' responses are not interpreted to fit into the ambit of the
r search. Generally, the data is analyzed in an inductive process rather than
d ductive manner, with the theory emerging from the data (such as in grounded
t eory) (Campbell, 1996; Yin, 1999). This is also evident from the presentation of
t e findings, which tend to be far more descriptive,
a counts are common (Campbell,

and the use of first person

1996; Frankel & Devers, 2000; Malterud,

2PO1)
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Many creative strategies have been used to moderate and challenge the power
relations in the research itself. At some point in the history of qualitative research
there was a strong emphasis
community
models

research

reflects

approaches,

(see for example,

methodologies

on carrying out socially relevant research,

Reason

such as participatory
& Rowen,

is to conduct research

an attempt

to establish

using

and action-research

1981). The key goal of such

with people rather than on people and

non-hierarchical

researcher and the participants (Anderson,

relationships

between

the

2000; Bannister et al., 1994; de la

Rey, 1999).

Self-reflexivity
of the

of the researcher

above-mentioned

methodology's
methodologies

emphasis

is a key aspect

factors

point

to

on the

reflexivity

the

of qualitative

research.

significance

of

of the

researcher.

have this in common with feminist methodologies,

below. Both methodologies

are characterized

All

qualitative
Qualitative

as will emerge

by the attempts of the researcher

to make the research more explicit and reflexive (Frankel & Devers, 2000; Unger,
1998). This process
1986). As mentioned,

is also referred to as conscious

subjectivity

(Wilkinson,

qualitative researchers therefore often locate themselves

within the research process in order to play an active role as participants in the
data generation process and to decrease the power relations. Whatever role the
qualitative

researcher plays, there is primary concern with attempting to locate

his or herself in the research process and to utilize this understanding within the
analysis as well. Locating the self means both reflecting on the researchers' own
identities and histories, as well as on their theoretical frameworks and subjective
investments

in the research (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Frankel & Devers, 2000;

Unger, 1998). Many qualitative researchers include a section in their work where
they consciously reflect on this, and also acknowledge the effect of such factors
on their analysis. Further on in this chapter, I have attempted to locate myself as
researcher in this particular research project.
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of

C~allenges to qualitative research
G~ven that

qualitative

research

was

p~radigm of positivist research,

developed

in reaction

to the

dominant

it has had to defend its position. There are a

n~mber of challenges which have to be considered for legitimate and successful

~alitative

q

q alitative

research.
research,

0 data collection

Validity

and

reliability

have

been

given that it has broken from traditional'

and analysis (Malterud,

key

'bugbears'

scientific'

~

methods

2001).

T iangulation has been one suggested procedure to improve validity in qualitative
r search (Pope & Mays, 2000). Triangulation

in terms of research means that

r searchers use different sets of data and different types of analyses to study a
p rticular

phenomenon

ethods/analysis

(Chenail,1997).

Overlaps

in the results

of different

are viewed as illustrative of the validity of the findings.

Itlhas also been suggested that reflexivity be used to serve as a method of
v~Iidatjon of one's research findings. (Lather, 1991; Potter & Wetherell, 1987
S efer, 1998). Given that there are no clear guidelines for validity and reliability
i qualitative research as there are in quantitative research, the ability to reflect
c itically on the self and process of all aspects of the research is argued for. As
L ther (1991, p. 66) suggests 'our best tactic at present is to construct research
d signs that demand a vigorous self-reflexivity'.

I~ some circles there has been a growing trend to develop 'checklists' to ensure
t at qualitative research meets the demands of various stakeholders,

(such as

f nders and publishers), in the research arena (Boeree, undated; Chenail, 1997;
ixon-Woods,
r spectability'

2001). These 'technical
and for convincing

fixes' are often used for 'conferring

potential

skeptics

of the thoroughness

of

ualitative research (Barbour, 2001). Although checklists have contributed to the
vfider acceptance

of qualitative

research methods,
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Barbour (2001

cautions

a~ainst the uncritical adoption of them as they may become counter-productive,
e~pecially if used prescriptively.

F,minist qualitative research
F~minist

epistemologies,

mpthodologies,

like qualitative

research,

often

include

qualitative

and were also developed in response to positivist methodologies

w~ich were regarded as 'flawed with failures'

and a product of androcentric

s ience (Anderson, 2000; Butler, 1990; West & Zimmermann,
p sitivist paradigms are traced to flawed conceptions

1987). Failures in

of knowledge,

knowers,

0 jectivity and scientific methodology (Anderson, 1987; Denzin & Lincoln, 1998).
T aditional

positivist

research

was

viewed

as disadvantaging

e cluding them from the research arena and by disregarding
s les (Harding,

1991; Hartsock,

1998).

Research

located

women

by

their cognitive
in the

positivist

p radigm has been criticized for producing knowledge and theory that represent
w men as 'other'
r production
trrditional

and inferior.

Feminist

researchers

of gender and social hierarchies

have highlighted

the

of the dominant social order in

research methodology (Anderson, 2000; Kelly, Burton & Regan, 1994;

~aynard

& Purvis, 1994; Mies, 1993). As a consequence

feminist researchers

h ve found value in many of the features of qualitative research. Therefore many
the

characteristics

ethodologies

of

qualitative

research

(Kelly et al., 1994; Maynard,

are

reflected

in

feminist

1994; Mies, 1993; Geisen, 1994;

orell & Etaugh, 1994).

It! is

important

to

re-emphasize

that there

is no one

feminist

research

rt)ethodology (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Flax, 1990; Olesen, 1994). Nonetheless,
apross

feminist

i tersection.
0

gender

The common
inequality

t e marginal
oner,

varieties

status

Stuckless,

of research,

thread cutting across

and women's
of women,
Ali,

there

Emmott

positions.

are

some

'feminist

central

variations'

Feminist research

points

is the focus

is concerned

both as object and subject

of research

& Downie,

& McFarland,
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2001;

Driscoll

of

with

(Akman,
1994;

H~rding, 1987; Maynard & Purvis, 1994; McKay, 1994). A strong trend in feminist
st4dies is, therefore, to treat women as the central subjects in the investigation
(~illen, 1997). There is also an increased reluctance among female researchers
us ng qualitative approaches

to interview women as 'objects', with little or no

re ard for them as individuals (Breidenstein et al., 2001; Oakley, 1981; Reinharz,
1 92; Smith, 1987). For example,

in a typical interview a hierarchical relation

e ists, with the respondent being in the subordinate position. In particular, much
of contemporary

feminist research emphasizes the focus on women who have

b en denied a 'voice' in traditional male-dominated

research (Anderson, 2000;

B tier, 1990; Haslanger, 2000). The empowerment

of women and equity in the

re earch process, as with qualitative research, are key goals in feminist research
m thodologies (Holloway, 1989; Walker, 1999).

F1 minist inquiry has had a strong impact on social and educational research,
fa ilitating

profound

m thodological

shifts

approaches

in the perceptions

of traditional

theoretical

and

to research (Millen, 1997). Some feminists

have

g ne so far as to argue that the issue of quantitative versus qualitative methods
r lects the relationship
H rding,

1987;

between science and women (Fonow & Cook, 1994;

Maynard

& Purvis,

1994).

As

a consequence,

feminist

r searchers have tended to be particularly critical of quantitative methodologies.
S me have criticized quantitative methods for concealing women and women's
e¥perience

from research

F~minist research
c~ntribution

processes.

has also contributed

to data collection

and analysis.

to the fields of methodology

by its

The increased use of qualitative data

c~llection, either in isolation or incorporated into combined methodologies,

has

provided a data collection method that allows the research project to be framed
i~ the context in which it occurs. This method lends itself to the emergence of
nrrratives

from

unexpected

places

and that includes

female,

private

dpmestic voices (Malterud, 2001; Maynard, 1998; Millen, 1997; Nessa, 1995).
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and

T~is perception has motivated the advocacy of qualitative research approaches
a ~ways of permitting women to express their experiences in their own terms and
a

fully as possible

(Fonow & Cook, 1994; Handrahan

1 91). Given the emphasis

on women's

1998,1999; Harding,

voices and experiences

in feminist

re earch processes, many contemporary feminist researchers have opted for the
u e of only qualitative research (Stanley & Wise, 1994). On the other hand, a
m re tolerant response to quantitative research is developing in feminist inquiry,
a d in many cases, a combination of the two methods has been found to yield
riqh and relevant data (Millen,

C~allenges

to feminist

1997),

research methodologies

B~cause traditional research excludes women from research arenas, there are
o,en numerous difficulties in doing research, which, as it were, must 'introduce'
wpmen's voices. There is often a difficulty in the very intention to give women a
'vpice' or to allow women's

voices to be represented

in the generation

of

k~owledge. This difficulty is encountered because, according to Henwood and
P~dgeon (1995,p. 6), it involves:

Grasping the experiences,
understanding and lives of
women themselves as seen from their own perspective,
given that previously these understandings had been either
absent or mediated through the perceptions of male
researchers and the preconceptions about women.

It I must be understood

that the researcher's

notion of power may not always

a~sist the participant. Empowerment may be interpreted by the researcher to do
~hat she or he wants,
~
1

press
97).

ith

Feminist
their

strategies

ownresearchers
views,

to

analyze

rather than the empowerment
or

their

may
to

take
regard

situation

their empowerment
own
actions

in
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terms

of

gender.

of the participants
as (Bowes,
providing

But

1996;
participants
Puwar,

sometimes

these

to

strategies

may disempower

participants

by undermining their short-term coping

mechanisms.

It is of utmost

concern

participants

in research

experiences

dismissed

to

feminist

processes,

researchers,
should

in the research

not be exploited

process.

careful not to re-interpret the experiences

that women,

particularly

or have their

The researcher

should be

of the participants to fit into the ambit

of her research goals (Bowes, 1996; Mies, 1993; Millen, 1997).

Another

challenge

recognition

to feminist

that women

research

is the difficulties

are not uniformly

that occur from the

disadvantaged

(Campbell,

1996;

Harding, 1991; Maynard & Purvis, 1994; Stanley & Wise, 1993). As outlined in
Chapter Two, for contemporary
modern feminists,
perspectives,

feminist standpoint theorists as well as for post-

the concept

the experiences

of 'difference'

of women are not interpreted

unifying women and woman's

experience

processes that utilize contemporary
recognize and acknowledge

is acknowledged.

From these

by totalizing and

into a singular category.

interpretations

the differences

Research

of feminist standpoint theory,

between women and the multiple

axes of oppression that women experience.

Research
As

approaches

previously

methodologies

stated,

used in the current study

for this

study

qualitative

and

quantitative

research

were used. In many cases a combination of the two methods has

yielded rich and relevant data (Malterud, 2001; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Millen,
1997). As mentioned,

whereas

approaches

to studying

approaches,

contemporary

and

early feminist arguments
understanding

feminists

women's

have reconsidered

preferred qualitative
lives to quantitative
these positions

and

recognize the false dichotomy of qualitative and quantitative approaches (Bernal,
1998; Maynard, 1994). The decision to use qualitative or quantitative methods
depends

on the topic and the questions asked in the study. The findings of a
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~

qU litative study are not regarded as applicable to the population

ra er as descriptions,

analyses

and knowledge

applicable

at large, but

within a certain

se ing (Holstein & Miller, 1993; Malterud, 2001; Malterud & Hollnagel,

1999;

N~ssa, 1995)

C rrently, many feminist researchers are of the opinion that qualitative research
m y be added to quantitative

studies, to gain a better understanding

m anings of the findings (Malterud,
a

2001; Mies, 1993). This does not mean

umulating the data, nor does it mean the combination

various

methods,

as these

types

of the

of data

require

of data obtained via

fundamentally

different

pr cedures for analysis (Malterud, 2001).

B.,cause of women's (perceived) precarious positions in the ~cademy, there is a
dite need for research to be done on women and women's lIVes (Millen, 1997).
T~iS has resulted in the inclusion of se.nsit~vit~~o gender and. woman~o.od within
th~ theoretical frameworks
fe~inist

of academic disciplines. The various femlnlsms and

perspectives provide a means of analyzing, not just the content of the

kryowledge gained,

but the means by which the knowledge was acquired and

p~duced (Gottfried, 1996; Hendricks, 1993).

~stated earlier,

A

the current study is primarily located within the paradigm of

f minist standpoint
e

theory

phasize the interpretation

which

is characterized

by research

studies

that

of the 'lived reality' and the social world, from a

wpman's position. Thus, this woman-centered

perspective is one that focuses on

men, and few or no comparisons are made with men. From this perspective,
men's voices are not regarded as 'other' or 'outsider' as they are the only
,

ices' in the study (Harding, 1991; Reay, 199a, 1996b; Tanton, 1994). This, in

b II hook's (1984) terms is when women and women's voices and experiences
ove from the margin to the center.
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Feminist

standpoint

theorists

claim

that

academic

disciplines

often

use

androcentric language, and therefore, there is a need to re-organize researchers
in relation

to their 'subjects'.

By means

of feminist

standpoint

theory,

the

'subjects' become re-configured to be regarded as participants who are regarded
as knowledge producers. The experiences of participants generate knowledge in
the research process. Feminist standpoint theory, although it has been criticized
for its tendency to obliterate differences,
on the location of the 'participant'.

must also receive credit for its emphasis

Furthermore,

it recognizes that the researcher

is a part of that world that she or he is researching.

Feminist standpoint theory

has also arguably achieved the increase of feminist consciousness
political

engagement.

presumptions
founded.

This

engagement

on which patriarchal

is designed

to

and social-

reveal

hierarchies and androcentric

the

false

ideologies are

Feminist standpoint is also used to challenge the forms of alienation

produced by these hegemonic social structures.

Women's

positions as both the subjects and the objects of their own research

uniquely place them as agents of change (Unger, 1998). Burr (1995) argued that
paradigm shifts are most likely to occur when a new generation, that lacks years
of commitment to the dominant social order and dominant ideology, comes into
power.

In some aspects,

women

scholars are in the position

of being the

younger or new generation, whatever their chronological ages, given the history
of their exclusion and marginalization.

Personal

Reflections

on my investment

and social identity in my

study
Given

the

centrality

of self-reflexivity

in feminist

qualitative

research,

it is

important that I provide an outline of my personal position in the current study
(Millen, 1997).
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A

mentioned,

self-reflexivity

has been

v lidity by reflecting

on the research

re earch

Furthermore,

contexts.

0 e's own theoretical

th

research.

highlighted

process

and the dynamics

self-reflexivity,

and personal

location,

as a means

in respect

of ensuring

emerging

in the

of acknowledging

will serve as a validating

aspect

In carrying out this task of locating myself as researcher,

of

I was

c ncerned with locating my social identity in relation to the participants, and was
c nscious of the power relations within the group. Instead I attempted

not to

c nstruct myself in a position of being the expert, but rather as being the group
m mber who needed to hear the stories of all the other participants (de la Rey,
1 97; Lather, 1991; Wilkinson,
th

1988). Furthermore, as many feminists contend,

researcher is a subject in her research and her personal history is part of the

a alytical process (Bernal, 1998; Maynard, 1994; Stanley & Wise, 1993). Within
th s framework,

it is important to note my own location as a black woman

a ademic at an HBU and my own investments

in the research project. The

fo mer aspect, relating to the researcher's theoretical location, is valuable for the
f

inist research goal of challenging power inequalities in the research process.

In this way I was in a similar position to the participants with respect to gender,
r ce, tertiary

studies

at a HBU,

o1cupationaJ level in the academy,
r~lexivity

was considered

p,rticipating

my occupation

at a HBU and

my

as well as barriers to my publishing.

throughout

the research process and I was

in the discussions about my stories which were very similar to those

o~ participants.
gfnder

and

My own investments

in the research are my commitment

to

equity and women's development and the minimizing and eradication of

t~e barriers that stymie women in their academic careers. It was interesting to
n te that I often had to ask leading questions to introduce discussions
c vert gendered power and androcentric

cultures, as the participants

on the
did not

s ontaneously mention this aspect. This may be because of the subtlety of the
a drocentric barriers. On the other hand, it may be because of deeply embedded
s cialization of patriarchal systems, which women accept unchallengingly.
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needed

O~e's personal and professional experience represents an important source of
c~ltural,

racial,

b ckground
(i

the

educational

and

which we bring to the research

black

-white

divide,

and

di enfranchised

groupings

b en a student

at an HBU and

to empathize,

identify

th

power

0 en their narratives
h ve experienced
s

strongly

that I had to develop

g ard to avoid excessive
m

personal

myself,

my tertiary

journal.

in the study.

as researcher,

interjection.

in~ervened excessively or thought that

~ broad and long-winded.

t

noted

in minimizing

career.

Very
and

I identified

of having to be on my
by my reflections

entries,

o~t at the end of every session, I rloted the points
also

identification

that I experience

In this I was assisted

in~ervene to gain more information .I

to the active

and the participants.

awareness

journal

me to

I was easily able

facilitated

and my academic

making

of

having

allowed

researcher

to circumstances

studies

categorization

at an HBU,

by participants,

the

of being black,

I feel that this strong

a conscious

As mentioned,

racial

from the passive

were very familiar

during

My identity

from

days in South Africa),

of the participants

of data generation.

between

and derives

in the

now as a lecturer

that were being reported

relations

situation.

coloured

and thus 'shift'

in the process

wi h the realities

intuition

in the pre-democracy

id ntify strongly with the majority

p rticipant

gendered

which

at which

were carried

to

I felt I I

the times

in

that

I felt I had

had allowed the discussion to become

My reflective notes assisted me by anticipating the

Ie gth of pauses required by participants as I found that sometimes participants
n eded time to think about their responses while I had assumed that they were
r~ady for the next question. As I found that participants would often refer to an
e.rlier statement, I found that asking for further discussion on topics previously
di~cussed,

often generated additional data. As the participants

became more

c~mfortable in the interview and focus group setting, their discussions were more
e~aborate and substantive.

I

A hOU9h this was my first major exercise
h d been

involved

r search,

I often

in quantitative
doubted

whether

in qualitative

approaches
I would
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more
be able

research,
often
to

and because

than

'let 90'

in qualitative
and

actively

I

p~rticipate

in these

rather than be the 'detached

sessions,

researcher'

c nsidered having a few practice sessions with family and friends to gain more
c nfidence. Because of time constraints I was not able to conduct these 'practice
s ssions'. But even without the practice 'runs', the first session in Venda was a
w nderful experience! After the initial anxiety, prior to the commencement
fi

t session,

r

ponses by participants

fa

I felt more relaxed during introductions

to

u~derstandings
a er fourteen
b cause
ff

who reported on situations with which I was very

the

discussions

and

asking

years

of having

at lecturer

level, was promoted

been exposed

often

experienced

by participants.

w re mentioned

Although

by the participants

ere I worked,

to circumstances
many

I attribute

were identical

they were conceivable,

0

regard

with

t rough life experiences,

these

0 en make provisional
plicit knowledge
ore confidently

predictions

often

assists

that

identify

1998; Strauss

& Corbin,

that

prevalent

in all
a lack

notion

that

certain situations

and

circumstances.

This

events,

1990).

being

at the institution

with the

actions

than if we did not bring this implicit knowledge

(Bernal,

were

I too experienced

in particular

us to understand

and a

and obstacles

to the ones

are able to understand
of situations

and who,

as a student

obstacles

participants,

to publishing 14, I thus

individuals

in HBUs,

given the inadequacies

by all the black women

confidence

of the

to senior lecturer,

not all the circumstances

H Us. As reported

p ocess

questions.

to my life experiences as being a black, woman academic, who

member,

d scribed

i

The first

iliar, allowed my confidence to develop and then I was very comfortable when

c~ntributing

s

to participants.

of the

This

and words

to the research

implicit

knowledge

t erefore provided me with insight from which I was able to draw during the
r search process.

I believe that the sharing of my experiences

introduced

a

s nse of 'similarity' with participants. This minimized hierarchical power relations
a d enabled me to relate with them from a position of the 'outsider from within 15,.

14Additional discussionswith my experiencesof writing and publishingare discussedin ChapterEight.
1~This conceptwasdiscussedin ChapterThree.
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A,ms
T~e major aim of the study is to explore the challenges experienced by women
a ademics at HBUs with regard to publishing of academic work. This aim was
a iculated through two central objectives:

1 To establish a descriptive profile of current publication records of a
group

of women

intention

academics

was to provide

at the three selected

HBUs. The

an overview of their positions

in the

academy and a picture of how much and where the respondents

publish.
2

To explore how a group of women academics at the selected HBUs
construct their relationship with regard to publishing. This included
key questions as follows:

What

do

par1icipants

perceive

to

be central

inhibiting

factors

and

challenges to their successful publishing?
What do par1icipants regard as the major aspects of the academy which
impact on their ability to publish?
What

do

participants

recommend,

at

a personal

level,

for

advancement of their publishing?
What

do respondents

recommend,

advancement of their publishing?
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at an institutional

level,

for the

Overview
General

of the targeted
reasons

The following
Westville

for the selection

universities

(UDW),

1994).

'black/African'
the selection

for the study: the University

of the Western

categories
Thus,

university

differences

in funding

more than 'coloured'

institutions,

allocated

the lowest funding.

Furthermore,

Africa.

the selected

universities

UWC is situated

Northern

Province

are situated

university.

is that they

(Subotzky,

university,
A primary

Univen the
reason for

of HBUs is that in the establishment

received

spread,

the 'coloured'

and UDW the 'Indian'

of these categories

there were hierarchical

of these universities

into which HBUs were classified

UWC represents

of Durban

Cape (UWC) and the University

The reason for the selection

the primary

1993; Wolpe,

of the sample

were selected

the University

of Venda (Univen).
represent

HBUs

and resources,

institutions

institutions

were

in an attempt for a geographical
in different

Province,

and UDW is in the Kwazulu-

in more urban locations

'Indian'

while 'black-African'

were all located

in the Western

of HBUs,

provinces

in South

while Univen is located
Natal Province.

than Univen,

in the

UWC and UDW

which is located

in a rural

district.

Staff compositions

In order to elucidate
positions
at each
there

women's

at the selected
of the targeted

institutions,
HBUs,

are more academic

significantly,
dominated
positions.
Chapter

it is clear
by males

representation

the following

is included.

men than

women

that the senior

while women

This phenomenon

in numbers
table

employed
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it is apparent

in the institutions.

at each

are over-represented

Three.

on the staff composition

From Table 4.1.

positions

is consistent

as well as in academic

that
More

of the institutions

is

in the lower academic

with global trends

as was discussed

in

Talble 4.1. Profile of the academic positions at the selected institutions

to

ill~strate

of

the comparison

of the number and academic

positions

ac~demic women to academic men at the selected institutions.

uwc

UDW

UNIVEN

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

L~cturer

58

67

63

60

48

86

SEtnior lecturer

15

31

41

48

10

38

A~sociate

6

22

20

30

3

12

3

35

8

30

3

24

prpfessor
P~ofessor

F,cilifies
A

~ preViOUSIYmentioned,

in the apartheid era, state funding to HBUs was lower

th n to HWUs: and amongst the black institutions there were also different levels
of funding

with the funding

to African-Black

institutions

being the lowest.

C loured institutions received more funding than African-Black
Ie s than Indian (Asian) institutions.

Since the inception

institutions;

of the democratic

g vernment, there have been several attempts to redress the inadequacies
th

legacy of this unequal distribution

but

but

of funding continues to beleaguer the

H Us. Univen, historically established for African-Black students, is located in a
ty ical rural area, where participants report on inadequacies with regard to library
fa ilities, infrastructure

to support the academic project, as well as academic

Ie dership. UDW, the institution established for Indians, is located in a suburb.
T e participants

reported that although the library had the potential to support

p blishing, the infrastructure and inadequate staffing impeded the functioning of

R?t

th~ library. These sentiments were similar to those reported by the participants of
UWC, the institution established for coloureds.

P~rticipants
A~ the study was a study of women at the selected HBUs, questionnaires

were

se~t to a//16the academic women in these institutions. As mentioned earlier, the
qu~stionnaire

was a 'fore-runner'

qu stionnaire

included

to the focus groups and interviews as the

an item where

in icate their willingness

the respondents

were

in focus groups

or interviews.

to participate

requested

to
The

su sequent interviews and focus groups were held with respondents who had
in icated their willingness to participate in the focus groups or interviews.

It fhoUld be borne in mind that three HBUs were selected for this study and
th~refore the data only reflects responses from a sample academic women at

~

th se selected institutions. The sample was selected, not to represent all women
at all HBUs, but to provide a range of qualitative experiences of women at HBUs
a d to gather a descriptive profile of these women's publication records.

Profile of respondents of the survey-questionnaire
Q~estionnaires were sent to all women academic staff members at the selected
H~Us

and the following

Q4estionnaire

table describes

which was in the expected

the response

range of 30 -40%

rate of the survey(Miller,

1991)

16~he studywas not intendedto be aboutblack womenonly andwhile HBUs were establishedfor black
st4dents,the teachingstaff havealwaysincluded all 'racial categories'.
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:I

~eslJonse Rate

~ble 4.2: Response rate to survey-questionnaire
Responses

Surveys
issued

uwc
132

I UDW
82

UNIVEN

64

i TOTAL

278

ill

r87

T ble 4.2. and Figure 4.1.1.

indicate the response rate to the questionnaire per

i stitution. The mean response rate was 32%. The University of Durban-Westville
h d the highest response rate, 38%, while, the lowest response rate was from
Univen being 23%. The response rate from UWC was 33%.

It lis noteworthy to mention that although the response rate to the questionnaire
fr~m Univen was the lowest, it was the institution where the interest in the focus
g1oup discussions was the highest.. Univen was the only institution where focus
9qouP discussions could be arranged. On the other hand, while UDW had the
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h ghest

response

Ithough

rate,

they

many respondents

f, cus groups

or interviews,

d e to logistical

problems

had the
indicated

lowest

response

rate to the interviews.

that they would be willing to participate

only three

interviews

could be conducted

and lack of responsiveness

in

at UDW,

on the part of the target

a~dience.

~ositions of respondents
Tre representation of the positions of respondents is illustrated

in Figure 4.2,

F~fty two percent of the respondents were at lecturer level, 28% were at senior
I~cturer level, 10% at associate professor level and 3% at professor level.
p rcent of respondents classified themselves as 'other' levels.

Six

This indicates

t at the majority of the respondents were at lecturer level, a breakdown which
c rrelates with the position of women academics in South Africa and globally,
ere women are over-represented
g nder gap increases

in the lower academic positions, while the

in the more senior academic

positions

(Aisenberg

&

H rrington, 1998; Cooper & Subotzky, 2001; Crosby, 1991; Dines, 1993; Park,
1 96; Williams, 2000).
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igure 4.3. provides an indication of the racial groupings of respondents.
h storical racial classifications

The

were used, as these still remain salient when

i terventions are required for redress, as in, for example,

Employment Equity.

T ese categories were used in this study in order to provide a full profile of the
r spondents and their reported barriers to publications.

It is evident that the population is a skewed one with 39% of the respondents
bing

white, 22% were Asian while 13% and 17% were from the black and

c loured grouping respectively.

The racial classification

of academic women

re not provided in the data base provided by registrars from UWC and Univen,
wile

the majority of the academic women at UDW were Asian.

T e response rate indicates that the majority of the respondents were white (for
t is chapter,
r sponse

black,

rate

could

coloured
be

and Asian

interpreted

to

are separately
indicate

that

categorized).
matters

This

concerning

p blications are regarded to be more important to whites than to any other racial
I IIApartheid racial categories were used, and theseincluded: Asians (being mainly people
o~lndian origin), black being black/African, and coloured being of mixed origin.
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crtegory

or, on the other hand, that women in the other categories were not

i~terested in publications.

~he findings
r,spondents

of cross tabulations

of positions with the racial groupings

of

are reflected in Figure 4.4.

T e analysis of the respondents' positions by racial category indicates that there
re no Asian professors

or associate professors,

while there was one full

p ofessor in each of the black, coloured and white racial groupings.
n black senior lecturers.

There were

The results indicate that the majority of respondents in

e ch of the racial categories are at lecturer level. In the coloured grouping there
w re no associate professors but one respondent in each of senior lecturer and
p ofessorship

position.

These findings

could be linked to the 'glass ceiling'

p enomenon which postulates that women across racial categories experience
di iculty in reaching the most senior positions (Aisenberg & Harrington,
D ily News, 2000; Lorber, 1994).
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1988;

1

ositions

of res ondents in s ecific disci

lines

igure 4.5. indicates the positions of respondents in the natural sciences and in
t~e social sciences

ventY eight percent of respondents held positions in the social sciences while
2 % were located in the natural sciences. These findings could be interpreted to
i dicate that there are fewer women in the natural science discipline than in the
s cial sciences.
t e science

This would

discipline

(Aisenberg

1 94). Twenty two percent
n ne of the professors
0 the lecturers

& Harrington,

of associate

professors

that men still predominate

1988; Harding,

in the social sciences.

were in the natural

sciences

w~re in the social sciences.
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1991;

Lorber,

were in the natural sciences,

were located in the social sciences.

were located

0 the respondents

concur with the literature

Eighty seven percent

At senior lecturer level, 33%
while 67% of the respondents

P~ofile of participants

for the focus group discussions

P~r1iCipants were drawn from those who indicated their willingness to par1icipate
in IfUr1her discussions

through their response to an item of this nature on the

qu~stionnaire
0 erall demo

ants

T tal number of participants: 25

T~ble 4.3.: Number of participants in focus groups and interviews
Total number

M~thod

Number

of

participants

per

institution
N~mber

of focus

2

9

and

5

participants

grpups

at

respectively
Univen

D~al interviews

1

2 participants at
Univen

In~ividual

9

3 at UDW
6 at UWC

interviews

T+ble

4.4.

cl~ssification'

provides

additional

demographic

data

and academic positions of participants

interviews respondents

90

relating

to

the

'racial

in the focus groups and

:~~:

T~ble4.4.: Additional demog~phic informationon pa~~a~
M~thod

'racial'

African

classification

Asian

Academic position

I

white

Coloured

lecturer

Snr.

Assoc.

Lectur

Prof.

Prof. Snr.
Manag.

er

1

9

6

2

5

3

2

1

9 oup
2

G oup
I

2

1

5

2

1

erview

1

I~dividual

3

1

6

I~terviews
A~ mentioned, focus groups were only held at Univen. The first two time slots for
f, cus groups discussions

were well attended.

The first focus group had nine

p rticipants while the second was attended by five participants. The final focus
g oup attracted only two participants.

The participants

of the first focus group

c nsisted of one professor, two senior lecturers and six participants at lecturer
I vel. The second focus group consisted

of two participants

at senior lecturer

I vel, and three at lecturer level. The final focus group had a staff member at
p ofessorial level and the other participant was at lecturer level.

In total, two of

t e participants at Univen had PhDs. The participants at Univen were from the
chools of Education, School of Nursing, School of Public Health, and from the
d partments of English, Sociology.

~t

UDW,

the

hysiotherapy,

participants

in the

interviews

English .a~d Statistics.

hile the other .two participants

one.

participant

were at various
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were

stages

from

the

departments

had ~er doctoral
of their doctoral

of

degree
degrees.

Two of the participants were at senior lecturer level while one participant was at
lecturer level.

The

participants

Physiotherapy,

Anatomy,

the participants
management

in the interviews

at UWC were from the departments

Computer Science, Occupational

had recently been promoted

position

Therapy and two of

to management

in the university respectively.

of

and a senior

Three of the participants

were at senior lecturer level, and one at lecturer level, while the two who held
recent appointments

in management

had moved from lecturer level. Three

participants had doctoral degrees, two had Masters degrees and one participant
was completing her Master's degree.

The majority of the participants in this study were at lecturer level, and therefore
they were

mainly representative

of the lower academic

positions

and thus

occupied the lower rungs of the academy.

Research Methods

As mentioned, quantitative as well as qualitative methods were used in gathering
the data. The methods used to generate data to address the central aims of the
study included the survey questionnaire,

interviews and focus groups.

Survey Questionnaire
The researcher developed a semi-structured

questionnaire

with both qualitative

and quantitative items (See Appendix Two). The questionnaire
questionnaire

was based on a

I had developed in an earlier research project, on the development

of a publication profile of women academics within the Faculty of Community and
Health Sciences at UWC (Cairncross, 2000).
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}

Th

survey-questionnaire

was used to achieve the first aim of the study, namely,

to

evelop a profile of the publication output of the respondents. These findings

ar

discussed in Chapter Five in the study.

Th

questionnaire was distributed to all women academic staff members at the

se cted HBUs, with the permission of registrars (see Ethical Considerations
Pr cedures).

The questionnaire

de ails; including position,

included

department

questions

and

relating to demographic

and race (these results are presented

ea lier in this chapter). Other questions that were included in the questionnaire
pe ained to the number of publications over the past three years and to the type
of .ournals and/or books in which the respondents published and the quantity of
pu lications.

A number

of questions

relating to factors

perceived

to have

co tributed to and those that have impeded publication output, were included in
th

questionnaire.

There was also a question

relating to the respondents'

av ilability to participate in a focus group discussion. This question served as the
p

ary means of recruiting

di

ussions.

participants

for the interviews

and focus group

F,cus groups and Interviews
F cus

group

discussions

were

held

with

those

respondents

who

made

th mselves available by their responses to the questionnaire. A major advantage
in the use of focus group discussions as a research instrument lies in its ability to
fa ilitate the expression

of many opinions

ul imately often produce

richer qualitative

and comments.

These interviews

data (Du Plessis,1999,

Potgieter,

1 97). Furthermore, focus groups allow the researcher to observe the attitudes
a d group

dynamics

among

participants

as well

as providing

supportive

e vironments for researchers to address the ethical concerns of power relations
in the research
~ilkinson,

process

(Du Plessis,

1998),
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1999; Shefer,

1999; Smulders,1998;

S me of the advantages

of using focus groups are that they are relatively

in xpensive to conduct and they often yield rich data. The disadvantages
u 'ng this

type

of research

instrument

must

be borne

in mind.

of

These

di advantages include the group dynamics that may inhibit individual expression,
a d the possible domination of the group by one participant present (Bannister et
a/., 1994; Smulders, 1998; Wilkinson, 1999). In the current study, the participants
wi h whom individual interviews were conducted, expressed their gratitude to be
in erviewed

individually,

rather than in a group situation,

because

they 'felt

c mpletely comfortable' in being open and honest in this forum.

AI hough the initial intention was to conduct focus groups at all the selected
H Us, it was exceptionally
w rking schedules

difficult to co-ordinate these groups because of the

of participants.

d cided to conduct individual

In order to facilitate data collection,

interviews with participants

it was

who indicated their

willingness. The participants selected convenient time slots for these interviews.
T e discussions

in the interviews

in ormal, were broadly guided
.What

by two semi-structured

are the challenges/barriers

The relevant

and the focus

levels are personal,

Which strategies/interventions

groups,

questions,

to your publication
departmental

although

they were

as follows:

output at various

levels?

and institutional?

would assist and improve your publication

output?
Discussions were then focused on the three levels (personal, departmental

and

in~titutional)

plrocedures and Ethical Considerations
A letter was sent to the registrar at each of the selected universities and served
a an introduction to the study. There was also a request for access to names,
d partmental

addresses and, where possible, e-mail addresses

a ademic staff members (Appendix One).
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of all women

A ~overing letter and questionnaire
stdff members
re,pondents

at the selected
assured

qu~stionnaire

did

them

(Appendix Two) were then sent to all women
HBUs.

of the

not include

The covering

confidentiality

identifying

letter submitted
of their

information

such

to all

identities.

The

as names

and

surnames.
At the

commencement

of

pa icipants were informed

the

focus

group

discussions

of the tape recording,

and

interviews,

and were asked for their

p rmission to do so. Participants were also given the option to leave at any point
if

ey became uncomfortable.

Confidentiality and anonymity were assured.

~ersonally convened, co-ordinated and conducted the focus group discussions
a1d interviews

in English. The reason for using English as the language of

cqmmunication,

is that English is the official language at Univen and UDW. At

U

C, although

Af ikaans,

the dual language

the language

policy still recognizes

most frequently

both English and

used for official documentation

is

E glish. Another consideration for the use of English was that the participants for
th focus group discussions may have had different first languages and that may
h ve led to a dilemma in terms of comprehension,
d~namics in the group. Some participants

rapport and interpersonal

may have felt intimidated to speak

s ontaneously in a group using the dominant vernacular. Personally, I was also
in apable of conducting the interviews or focus groups in another language and
di

not want to use a translator in the groups. Given that English was the medium

th t all the participants need to conduct their classes in, I chose English as the
la guage for communicating,

although I was fully aware that English was often

n t the mother-tongue of many of the participants. I made apologies for that.

Tl e focus groups were directed by a number of semi-structured questions as
m ntioned. The duration of the discussions was between 40 and 50 minutes. All
f

us groups and interviews discussions
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were tape-recorded

and transcribed

.

A1

vefbatim

Confidentiality

was verbally assured

at the commencement

of the

int~rview and the focus group discussion.

W hin the framework of self-reflexivity,
At the

commencement

a journal was kept throughout this project.

and the end of each focus

int rview, I, the facilitator

group discussion

and

of the focus groups, made notes. The cryptic notes

co ered the following topics:
Personal emotions and experiences

before the commencement

and during

the session
Group and interpersonal

dynamics

and in the case of the interviews,

the

relationship with the respondent was noted
Non-verbal behaviour of participants
General impressions and thoughts.

a woman academic at an HBU, I fulfill the prerequisite of a respondent for this
-I For this reason,
st~dy.

alternated between the two roles during the focus group

di cussions and interviews.

On the one hand, I played the role of passive

0 tsider (the researcher); on the other hand, I shifted to the role of committed
p rticipanUinsider by contributing to the discussion and expressing some of the
c allenges that I, too experienced

in my publishing endeavours.

This shifting

s emed to work well in both the interviews and in the focus group discussions,

in

th~t the power hierarchy between myself and the participants, was minimized.

R~sponses, responding and co-ordinating the study

A~hough the response rate was within the expected range of 30 -40%

(Miller,

1$91), the rapidity with which the questionnaires were completed and returned to

~

was very heartening. I felt very excited about the response rate and about the

p sitive response with regard to the intention of participating in the focus group
di cussions.

I also noted the enthusiasm

r~spondents made on the questionnaires.
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and the valuable

comments

that

Th~ co-ordination

t

of focus groups at Univen and UDW was a very challenging

pro~pect as I had no prior contact with any colleagues at these institutions nor
wa

familiar with their geographical location. The public relations offices of both

UD

and

Univen

ac ommodation

were

helpful

and

arranged

traveling

and

(hotels as well as venues that were used for the study). As

pr~viously mentioned,
co~munication

extremely

the co-ordination task was a challenge,

but the positive

from people who I had yet to meet, made up for the despondence

th~t I felt at times

D~ta Analysis

!

The

Q~estionnaire:
C mputerized

data

statistical

was

analytical

coded

and

packages

entered

onto

(frequency

a database.

tables

and

ta ulations) were applied to the data generated by the questionnaire.
ar

diagrammatically

F,cus

group

cross

Findings

presented in Chapter Five of this study.

discussions

and interviews:

The discussions of the focus

gr ups were analyzed using the key themes emerging in the literature as well as
c mmon themes that emerged from the participants' responses. In carrying out
th

data analysis, I drew particularly on an ethnomethodological

d ta analysis.

Ethnomethodology

is concerned

m aning

their

lives

of

e hnomethodological

everyday
technique

with

(Denzin

&

perspective on

how people

construct

Lincoln,1998).

involves the search for processes

The
through

w ich people make sense of their interactions and the institutions through which
t ey live (Feldman,1995).

This analytical technique assumes that people make

s nse of these phenomena and that their sense -making
f ture actions and their interpretations of reality.

is the basis of their

Because ethno methodologists

c Ilect data which can be analyzed in detail at a later stage, they often make use

1 video

0

h ve

a

-and/or

audio recording. Contemporary

particular

( eritage,1984).

bias

towards

qualitative

ethnomethodologists

content

or thematic

tend to
analysis

Responses to the broad guiding questions that were used to
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This

gu'de the qualitative data generation were used as the basis of analysis. In this
re,earch,
tofuS

the analysis of the content of these responses in the interviews and
group

discussions

elucidated

numerous

commonalities

between

experiences and perspectives of participants. Thus the categorization of definite
th,mes

became evident, and although the emergence of various themes were

0 vious,

many of these themes

overlapped

each other. While the multiple

ov rlaps in the thematic analysis proved difficult at times, it highlighted the way in
w ich experiences

of participants cannot be neatly compartmentalized.

For the

p rpose of presenting the findings in some logical format, discrete themes are
pr sented. It should however be remembered

and hopefully it is evident in the

pr sentation of the findings, how different themes intersect, overlap and impact
each other.

It was apparent that, for example,

in ersected stronglywith the theme of the inadequacies

the theme

of workload

inherent in HBUs.

t

m ant that many of the subjective reports relating to workload were often linked
to the perceived

lack of facilities

at HBUs. Similarly, the theme of workload

o~erlapped with androcentric culture, as women are positioned in more junior
ro'es and are expected (and they 'buy-in') to do more teaching and playa more
sypportive, mentoring role with students than men might.

f\1y Reflections

on the Study

M~ny of the respondents,
st dy and assisted
e periencing.

when

especially at Univen, otten were responsive to the
I informed

them

of any difficulties

that I was

They co-ordinated venues, arranged to e-mail respondents

0 ered assurances

and

that they would ensure the success of the study at their

mpus. Their responses indicated that they were keen to co-operate with me,
a d that they were eagerly anticipating the discussions.

One difficult aspect

r lated to the participants constructing me as the 'expert' that would assist them
in their publishing. This occurred predominantly
di emma

for me. Although

at Univen and created a real

I was willing to assist where

I was able,

this

c nstruction of myself as the expert was contrary to feminist research. In order to
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mi1imize the power hierarchy in the research that may have been created by the
perpeption of myself being the expert, I was very active in the discussions

i ' en.
un

I often

shared

the problems

co firmed

the barriers

ins ances,

the diminishing

as I easy

task,

I had with my publishing

they experienced

as ones that I too experienced.

of the construction

as for example,

endeavours

when

at
and

In other

of the self as expert was not such

participants

wanted

information

on

pr9cedures to be followed when a publication is to be submitted for a journal;
ot~er participants did not even know where to find information on the status of
jo~rnal (accredited or non-accredited).

I then assisted as best I could but was

ful~ aware that this role was not aligned to the aims of feminist research, where
th1'expert'

researcher is in a dominant position in the research process. I made

copcerted attempts to diminish the power hierarchy, which sometimes involved
re~uesting participants to assist each other. For example, when one participant
as~ed the question,

I asked others whether they knew of any resources

that

wquld assist the colleague.

At the inception of the research process, I had to consider aspects which were
in egral to feminist and qualitative research. Some of the elements are described
b

Denzin and Lincoln (1998) as: assessing the situation; understanding

the

la guage and the culture of the respondents; deciding how to present oneself;
g ining trust; establishing

rapport and collecting empirical notes. I shall now

p ceed to discuss how I navigated through these stages.

~ssessing
I

the Situation

ad the advantage of great familiarity with the situation at UWC having been a

s aff member for fourteen years. I had not ever visited the other two campuses
a d thus had no prior knowledge of their whereabouts.

I did not even know the

odes of transport to travel to these universities. The registrar's office, where I
d rected the initial letter for access to the academic women's addresses, was my
fi~st contact with these universities.

Once the women had responded
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to the

m,
They

qu~stionnaire,

I made

contact

with

the

public

un~versities. Various modes of communication

relations

offices

at these

were used, namely, faxes, e-mail

an~ telephone calls.

M~ subsequent communiques were directed to a specific individual, who later

ber ame my 'contact person'. This was the person who took charge and coor inated all my travelling and accommodation
th

arrangements.

This person was

first person I met on arrival at the university and was the one who escorted

to a venue that they had arranged. This person was thus a major source of
intprmation on the 'core business/internal politics' of the university.

Ur ders tan ding the Language and the Culture
TI e official academic languages at all three of the selected HBUs is English. This
er dicated some of the problematics of language. All the participants were fluent
E glish-speakers and had a good command of the language.

'~rivers' discussed the cultural and historical backgrounds of the universities with
m~. These were the people who met me at the airport/bus stop and who were
re ponsible for transporting

me to and from the university. These individuals

w re a rich source of data on the university, given that they may be regarded as
'n tives' to the university. Their particular positions provide them with a unique
a d privileged position to observe the 'goings on' without having to get involved
w th 'issues'. On the other hand, they had first hand information from a position of
'0 server status'.

They spoke openly and frankly to me. The reason for this

h nesty may be attributed

to several factors.

may have considered

t emselves as my hosts when they discovered that it was my first visit to their
u iversity.

Furthermore,

I think that because

I did not make notes in their

p esence, they regarded their information as mere small talk. They did not realize
t at their discussions set the stage for the research process, which was to follow.
I

as briefed about the socio-political

histories of the geographical locations of
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the institutions, the impact of the changes in institutional management after 1994
on the various sectors of the university community as well as the uncertainties
and insecurities of academic staff with regard to the imminent
higher education
Education.

"re-shaping of the

landscape' which was to be introduced by the Department of

The responses in the interviews and focus group discussions were

contextualized within these parameters.

It was hoped

that the focus

groups

would

consist

participants who represented diverse departments.

of six to eight women

Initially, it was envisaged that

three focus group discussions would be carried out at each of the three selected
HBUs. However, because of many logistical problems, and the lack of collective
available time slots, the focus groups were not very successful

at UWC and

UDW.

At Univen, the first two time slots for focus groups discussions was well attended.
The first focus group started with six participants. Three more participants joined
in later during the session. The second focus group consisted of five participants.
The final focus group attracted only two participants.

I received many e-mails

once I returned from Venda. These came from women who had indicated that
they had been willing to attend, but administrative duties, unscheduled meetings
and other unforeseen

academic engagements

made it impossible for them to

attend these sessions.
At UWC, the situation was even more difficult to co-ordinate.
expected the co-ordination

Even though I had

of focus groups at my own campus to be easier to

facilitate, this was not the case. I had received many responses from people who
indicated that they were willing to participate
Communicating bye-mail,

in the focus group discussions.

I scheduled a range of time slots, especially during the

lunch hour, and requested that potential participants provide me with alternative
time slots. The response was dismal. Not one participant turned up at the first
two sessions. I then telephoned individuals and asked for permission to conduct
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individual interviews. This method was more successful. People were able to
arr~nge this interview in a time that suited their schedules.
int

ieWS were

conducted

in

their

offices

seemed

The fact that the

to

provide

further

~on ~nience.. Many particiP~nts in.dica~ed that they preferred the oPti~n of the
Int rvlews being conducted
the~r work

ov~r.
Th

until I arrived

conducted

In their offices, as they were able to continue with

and continue

with their work when

a total of six interviews

focus group/interview

e- ail communiques

sent to

was

at UDW was the most difficult. Regular
respondents

who

will ngness to participate in focus group discussions.
mi imal responses.

interview

at UWC in this fashion.

co-ordination

were

the

had

indicated

their

These requests met with

I had informed the respondents of the intended dates and

timf s that I intended to conduct the interviews and requested feedback on
alt rnative times

that might be more convenient.

co

plete a total of three interviews at UDW.

It

as interesting

Eventually

to note that, at all the universities,

I managed

to

many more women

re ponded to the questionnaire and indicated that they were willing to participate
in focus

group discussions,

than those

who

eventually

made themselves

av ilable. This in itself possibly reflects an overload of work by academic women
at these universities.

O,ciding how to present oneself
T~iS aspect, though integral to the research process, was not as daunting as
so~e

of the other aspects.

re pondents.
10 king

d partment
a

I was keen on engaging

forward

u iversities.

I was very eager and enthusiastic

to

Because

the

responses
1 did

where I am located,

a challenge.

I therefore

not

colleagues
from

often

the
engage

1approached

regarded

at UWC on this level and was
respondents
with

at the

colleagues

other

two

outside

the

this aspect of the research

this a major task in 'networking
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to meet the

process

experience'

was positive

an~

about this sharing process that

was embarking on. As

m~ntioned18, I attempted to present myself as a colleague, with similar issues in
rel.tion to publishing, rather than as 'expert' researcher.

G~ining Trust
Th~s

aspect

had

qu~stionnaire

the

cofnmunications

initiated

been

assurance

by means

of the questionnaire.

of confidentiality

was

guaranteed

In

the

My open

with respondents prior to the actual focus group discussions and

int~rviews were also a means of securing the trust of the participants.

i

Atl the commencement
a

of the interviews and focus group discussions,

again

ured participants of their confidentiality and anonymity and gained informed

co sent. Many of the participants thanked me for the assurance and said that the
a

urance would secure the openness and frankness of their comments. Many of

th~

participants

were

also

grateful

for the

opportunity

to be interviewed

in~ividuaIIY, as they said that they felt more comfortable expressing themselves
hqnestly individually, than among other people.

E~tablishing
I

At with the

Rapport
'gaining

trust'

aspect,

I established

rapport

with

many

of the

P~rticiPants

'well before the commencement

a~ Univen,

was more involved in the discussions than at the other the other two

of the discussion. I acknowledge that

u iversities. I felt that I also had a close rapport with the participants who were all
in constant contact with me via e-mail. The reason was that participants

had

b en requested to assist in the arrangement of the venue and at the time of my
a rival this arrangement seemed to be in disarray. The communiques to me from
prospective participants reassured me of the confirmation of a venue that had

lslThis discussionis alsopresentedearlier in this chapterin the sectionrelatingto self-reflexivity

1m

betn

arranged

by one

of the participants.

The

person

carrying

out the

or~anization had then taken it upon herself to inform all the other prospective
pa~icipants

of the

new arrangements.

My communication

pa~icipants informed me of their anticipation

with prospective

of my visit and 'presentations'

to

as~ist them in their publication endeavours.

C,llecting Empirical Notes
P rticipants were aware of the tape recorder/s, which were evident and obvious
an

based on the permission of the participants. The empirical notes I collected

w re those that I regard as my journal19. I recorded the thoughts and emotions
th t I experienced

before and after every discussion.

When the interviews or

fo us groups were in succession, I made empirical notes between sessions when
p ssible. These

notes recorded

the previous

discussions

(the positive

and

n~gative points), as well as pointers to myself for the next session based on
pr~vious discussions.

I often tried to record strategies

to overcome

those

e periences that I experienced as challenges. I constructed strategies to improve
a d enrich the data for imminent sessions. In many instances, the observations
a d awareness of the pitfalls and positive points of the previous session, assisted
in improving the following interview and/or focus group discussion. For example, I
b came aware that I should leave additional time between responses to various

q4estions.

realized sometimes participants still have additional ideas or need

ti~e to amend and expand on responses even if they pause and remain silent for
a Iperiod. My reflexive notes also made me aware of some leading questions, for
e,ample, questions pertaining to resources including the library.

I ras

constantly aware of the danger of the potential of one person speaking for

a~1women or that I may articulate and interpret the participant's views. Therefore
always probed to extract the maximum

information

from the participants

191The.
r~le of my empirical notes is also referred to earlier in this chapter in the section relating to self-

repexlvlty.
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l

th

selves. This practice, of the researcher expressing and articulating on behalf

of

he participant,

would have been damaging

re

arch practices and undermines the value of feminist research.

Th s chapter presented the methodological

in that it repeats hegemonic

parameters of the research study as

w II as my personal investments in the study. Given the centrality of the role of
se f-reflexivity in feminist research, my reflections on and in the research process
ar

presented. The response rate and a profile of participants of the study were

de cribed. The ethical and procedural considerations

which guided the study,

w re also presented in the chapter.

C~apter Five, Six and Seven will present the findings
qu~ntitative data (survey-questionnaire)

of the analysis of the

as well as the analysis of the qualitative

d~a (from focus groups and interviews).
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CHAPTER FIVE:
INFLUENCING

F~CTORS

OF

R~SPON DENTS
T is chapter presents the analysis of the quantitative data that was generated by
re ponses to the survey questionnaire.
w re not analyzed to substantiate

As previously mentioned, these findings

or refute a hypothesis,

as is the case of

quantitative data in traditional positivist and empirical research studies. Therefore
th re is an absence of inferential statistics such as: levels of probability, means,
c rrelational-coefficients

and the like. The aim of the quantitative data generated

in this study was purely descriptive
p blication status of respondents

t

pr senting

a picture

th ir publication

to provide a descriptive

profile

of the

at the targeted HBUs. It was also a way of

of the respondents'

perceptions

endeavours.

of the factors

that influenced

I

T e findings were obtained by contingency tables and cross tabulations and are
pr sented primarily through diagrammatic

representations

wi h the goals of feminist qualitative research,
pr vide understandings,

of the results. Aligned

the findings are presented

rather than to attempt to find causal

to

relationships

b tween variables. Although the method of data collation for this study did not
Ie d itself to a further level of analysis2o, the descriptive analyses of the findings
oflthis study were used to make very general inferences.

T~e chapter
d4scriptive
prpsents

is divided

into three

broad sections:

profile of the publication
the

re~pondents'

reported
publishing

levels

outputs of the respondents;

of influence

endeavours;

The first will provide

the

of institutional
third

focuses

the second

factors

on the

on respondents'

20~ecommendationswith regardto furtherresearchand analysiswill be presentedin ChapterEight.
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a

petception

of their publication outputs and their reported need for training with

reQard to publishing.

Th~ key 'variables' used for the cross tabulations were academic position and
ra~e. In some instances, discipline and institution were also used as variables.
T~

reason for the selection academic position, as a variable, was to explore

di~erences between respondents

in various academic positions, given that the

lit~rature highlights how women in junior positions have higher workloads, more
administrative

duties,

st dent counseling,

are more responsible

for academic

development

and

and thus have less time to engage in publishing (Acker,

1 92; Bagilhole, 2000; Crosby, 1991; Dines, 1993; Harper et ai, 2001; Morley et
a/., 2001; Park, 1996; Subotzky, 2001; Williams, 2000).
in luded in the questionnaire
s lient in the development
in rventions. Therefore,
al~ng the apartheid

The aspect of race was

because the historical apartheid categories remain
of programmes for redress as well as for and equity

for this chapter the 'various categories

categories

of blackness',

which include black (denoting

black-African),

c~loured (of mixed origin), and Asian (of Indian origin), are compared

Tf "S

section

re pondents.
re pondents

q~alitative

provides

a

descriptive

The data was analyzed
in terms of quantity-

indication

profile

of the

publication

to reflect the general

Further analysis

of the publishing

activities

activities

publication

of the findings

output

provided

of respondents

of
of

a more

in terms

of

p~blications and authorship styles.

P~blication outputs
T~ble 5.1 reflects the number of articles that were published by respondents over
tt'lje past five years.

It is clear that the majority of the respondents
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(58%)

p~blished

between

r,spondents,

0 -2

articles

over the

past five years

while

only 8%

of

had more than 10 articles in the same period.

Table 5.1: Level of Publication

T
r

ese findings

indicate

that many of the respondents

r gular basis. The low rate of publications
0 the respondents

were in lecturer

t~aching and administrative

were

not publishing

on a

may relate to the fact that the majority

positions,

where their involvement

with their

duties is expected to consume excessive time and

epergy, (physical and emotional)

Figure

5.

Pfsitions.

1. indicates the publication output of respondents in various academic
From this diagram it is clear that all the respondents

in the senior

I~cturer level had not published during the past five years, while 38% and 30% of
I~cturers and professors respectively had not published any articles during the
la~t five years
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Figure 5.1.1.: Number of publications by respondents in
various positions
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Academic positions

l

T ese findings reveal that senior lecturers and associate professors were more
p olific in their publishing activities than lecturers and professors. While 16% of
s nior lecturers and 11 % of associate professors had published more than 10

~

icles during

the last five years,

ore than 10 publications.
a d 33% of professors

no professors

and only 4% of lecturers

A mere 16% of respondents

had published

between

6 -10

at senior
articles

lecturer

had
level

in the specified

ti~e period
I~ is apparent that respondents
r spondents
r tes

at lecturer level had fewer publications

in any of the other academic positions.

by associate

p omotion prospects;

professors

and senior

either the respondents

lecturers

than

More prolific publication
could be attributed

to

had recently been promoted to

th se positions or were attempting promotion from these positions in the near
f ure. This finding concurs with Osmudson and Mann (1994), that publishing
a tivities increase in the period before imminent promotion to senior, managerial
p sitions. When considering the publication rates of the professors, where 33%
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~d

no publications over the last five years, the findings concur with de la Rey's

(~999) study which found that women professors appeared to be more confident

~ ith teaching

than with their publishing abilities. Women professors may also be

i volved with other managerial and senior administrative

co-ordinative duties,

t us leaving them with limited time and less impetus to publish.

he findings

of the publication

outputs

by respondents

in different

racial

c tegories are illustrated in Figure 5.1.2. Bearing in mind the skewedness of the
s mple, where the response rate comprised 39% white respondents, the findings
r veal that the white respondents published more than the any of the other racial
groupingS. From the findings

it is apparent that only white respondents

had

produced more than 10 publications over the last five years.
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I!

I

the black category,

r spondents

the majority (67%) had no publications,

had between

si nificant difference

I

1 -2

between

publications

over the past five years.

the white category,

and the majority (32%) of the respondents

h d between

publications.

Also, bearing
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This is a

where 6% of the respondents

h d no publications
3 -5

while 27% of these

in this racial group

in mind the 'racial skewdness'

of

th~ response
category

rate, more Asians

3 -5

articles,

(17%) published

while 9% of coloureds

in the categories

published

6 -10

and the

The

the same amounts.

ev~dence that white respondents published more than respondents in the other
ra ial categories,

may be attributed to their tertiary careers in HWUs where

pu lishing was more central to the academic project at these institutions than it
w s in HBUs. The lower publication outputs in the other racial categories may
al 0 be attributed to the historical-political
t

other

racial groupings.

di advantagement

These

legacy of many of the respondents in

respondents

may have experienced

the

of the separatist education system in the apartheid era as well

as the disadvantagement

of the other axes of gender and racial oppression. This

fin ings may also be attributed to the 'hierarchy' of oppression of disenfranchised
S uth Africans in the apartheid era: in this time Asians less marginalized than
c Iou reds while black-Africans

were the most marginalized

in the dominant

id ology. Asians institutions were thus more favourably funded than black-African
a d coloured institutions. Furthermore, these factors often continue to contribute
to women's

peripheral

positions

a ademic positions in academies.
0 pressed

communities,

and their over-representation

in the lower

Ramphele (2000) asserts that women from

were afforded

very few opportunities

to be heard

hi torically, and even fewer opportunities to become authors. This may contribute
si nificantly to the findings that black, coloured and Asian academic women do
n t publish as frequently as their white counterparts.

hen

considering

di ciplines,

the

number

of publications

of respondents

it is evident from Figure 5.1.3. that only respondents

in various
in the social

s iences published more than 10 articles during the last five years. This number
icates 8% of all respondents and 10% of respondents in the social sciences.
0 e must bear in mind the skewdness
r, pondents

of the sample,

with 78%

of the

from the social sciences and only 22% in the natural sciences.

T ese findings illustrate that 13% of the sample had published between 6 and10
a icles, with 66% of these articles being published by respondents in the social
s iences and only 33% published by respondents in the natural sciences. On the
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a~ner hand, a quarter of the sample had no publications over the past five years.
p llthough the sample is skewed in terms of the greater numbers of respondents in

t e social sciences, the findings indicate that women in the social sciences had
published

more articles than women in the natural sciences.

c nsistent with the finding of the Woman-ln-Research

This finding is

audit of 1998 that found

hich women in the social sciences published more than women in the natural
s iences (Primo, 1998). These findings may be attributed to the fact that there
a e relatively fewer women in the natural science discipline compared, to the
n mbers of women in the social sciences.

hen observing the numbers of publications
in titutions,

of respondents

it is apparent that the respondents

n mber of publications.

at the selected

from Univen had the lowest

No respondents at Univen had published more than 10

a icles although one respondent had published between 6 and10 articles. This
w s also the only institution where the majority (64%) of respondents

had not

p blished any articles. At UDW and at UWC 23% and 14% of respondents
r spectively,

had no publications in the past five years. Nineteen percent and

1 % of respondents at UDW and UWC respectively had published between 6 -10
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I

~rticles.

By contrast only 7% of respondents at Univen had published this total.

etween 30% and 40% of respondents

at UDW and UWC respectively,

had

ublished between 1 and 2 articles; while only 21 % of respondents at Univen had
plublished between 1 and 2 articles during the last five years

Figure 5.1.4.: Number of publications by respondents across
various institutions
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University of Venda
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T~ese factors may be traced back to the historical-political
+ere

origins of HBUs,

all of these institutions had fewer available resources than HWUs. These

fi dings, too, may be attributed to 'hierarchy' of disadvantagement

as mentioned

e rlier, where amongst HBUs there were also categories of disadvantagement
w th the institutions for black Africans being less resourced than the coloured
in titutions

that had less resources than 'Indian' institutions (Bunting,

1994,

S botzky, 1997; Wolpe, 1993). The findings relating to the publishing may clearly
b

a representation

b~leaguer

of the lack of facilities and resources

staff at institutions

that continue to

that were historically established

for the least

a~vantaged and most marginalized sectors of South African societies.

A~other reason that may have contributed to the findings with regard to the
r~spondents'

deficient publication records at Univen may be linked to the rural

lopation of Univen and also its geographical isolation from other universities. This
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in titution is located approximately five hours away from the nearest institution.
B contrast,

UDW and UWC are closer than 30km or approximately 30minutes

a ay from their sister institutions. The rural region where Univen is located may
al 0 contribute to lack of publishing as the staff members are heavily involved in
community

cqmmunity

1

who

d~velopment
d

" advantaged

backgrounds.

It is assumed

in reases

accessibility

n tworks

at other institutions21 , The lack of access

g,ographical

to resources

mostly
that the proximity

as well as to colleagues

of other institutions
and other supportive

to outside

networks,

due to

isolation, may contribute to a reduced engagement in publications.

T~ese factors

were reported

as barriers

to publishing

in the focus

group

di~cussions that were conducted at Univen,

Types of publications
R spondents were asked to indicate the type of academic journal and authorship
s Ie of articles that they used in their publications during the past five years. The
a ademic journals

were categorized

as: accredited journal22; non-accredited

jo rnal and international journal.

T~e findings are presented for each of the type of academic publication and the
fi~dings of the analysis of cross tabulations of articles by respondents in various
a~ademic positions. Figure 5.1.5. indicates the total number of respondents who

h,d published articles in accredited journals. Forty four percent of respondents
hfd not published in this type of journal, while 15% of respondents had published
n1ore than four articles in this type of journal.

~

21 e influence of outsidenetworksis discussedin SectionTwo of this Chapteras well as in Chapter
S ven.
22 ccreditedjournalsarethosewhich areregisteredassuchby the National Departmentof Educationand
ar thusmore valuedthanjournals which are not accredited(non-accredited
journals). Also, the accreditedjo
al articlesenablethe authorto accruefunding.
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Clearly, the respondents who are aware of the value of publishing in this type of
journal, frequently make use of them. Articles published in accredited journals, as
mentioned in the footnote earlier, are more valued than articles published in nonaccredited journals.

Figure 5.1.6. illustrates the number of articles that were published in accredited
journals

by respondents

in various positions.

It is evident that senior lecturers

used this type of journal for their publications more frequently than respondents
in any of the other academic positions. Thirty eight percent of senior lecturers
had more than four articles in accredited journals, while 20% of senior lectures
had not published in accredited journals in the past five years. Sixty six percent,
33% and 53% of professors, associate professors and lecturers respectively had
not published in accredited journals. This finding indicates that senior lecturers
represented
publications

the

highest

percentage

of

respondents

who

had

produced

in accredited journals. This finding again, illustrates their apparent

concern with accruing academic prestige.
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hen considering the findings of the number of publications in non-accredited
j urnals, it is apparent from Figure 5.1.7.,

that the majority of respondents had

n t published in these journals, although 8% or respondents had published more
t an 4 articles in these journals.
p blished,

published

It is evident that those respondents who had

in accredited

journals

rather

than

in non-accredited

j urnals. These findings indicate that respondents particularly those at the senior
I cturer level, understood the significance and the value of accredited journals
hen publishing.
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e number of articles in accredited journals by respondents in various academic
p sitions indicates that although no associate professors had published in nona credited journals,

33% of professors,

21 % of senior lecturers and 2% of

I cturers had published more than four articles in these types of journals. These
fi dings, represented in Figure 5.1.8., also indicate that majority of respondents
i each of the academic positions who had published in non-accredited journals,
h d published one article with 22%, 17% and 13% of associate professors,
s nior lecturers and lecturers respectively, each having produced one publication
this type of journal.

It is apparent

that many respondents

refrain from

p blishing in non-accredited journals. This may be due to the lack of weight
t ese journals carry in terms of value for promotion.
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F gure 5.1.9.,

it is evident that the majority (64%) of respondents

had not

p blished in international journals, a mere 7% of respondents had published four
a d more articles in these journals. Although 18% of respondents had published
b tween one and two articles, it is apparent that respondents did not frequently
p blish in international journals. This finding may be attributed to the prolonged
p riod that authors have to wait to receive feedback for their submissions. This
s partly explained

by participants

in the focus group discussions

i erviews indicated that the negative feedback

received from review panels,

0 en discouraged submissions to international journals.
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and the

1

e findings

of the

number

of publications

in international

journals,

by

r spondents across various academic positions, (as illustrated in Figure 5.1.10.),
i dicates that only respondents in senior lecturer positions had published four

f

a d more articles in international journals. The majority of lecturers (75%) and
p ofessors (67%) had not published in international journals.

The reason that

a sociate professors and senior lectures had published in this type of journal,

~ore

frequently than respondents in the other academic positions,

may again

r late to their concern with promotion and their general higher engagement in
p blications in all types of academic journals.
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~
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Figure 5.1.10:Number of articles published in international
journals by respondents in various academic positions
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positions

hen observing the findings of the type of authored style used by respondents, it
i evident that the majority of respondents did not prefer the co-authorship style.
F gure 5.1.11. represents these findings, which are contrary to the literature that
s ggests

that women

p blication endeavours

prefer collaborative

publishing

(Aisenberg & Harrington,

ventures

to individual

1988; Bell & Gordon, 1999,

F now & Cook, 1994). It is apparent that 56% of respondents

had not co-

a thored any publications, while only 10% of respondents had co-authored four
a d more articles in the past five years. Twenty two percent of the respondents
h d co-authored between one and two publications during the past five years.
T ese findings seem to suggest that the respondents in this study used more
in ividual styles, which have generally been accepted as the traditional working
s les of men. These findings may therefore indicate that academic women in
t is sample have 'bought into' the notion that androcentric publishing styles are
more preferred styles for gaining access to the centers of power in the
a ademy. These findings may also suggest that the respondents were not aware
0 the positive benefits of collaborative writing ventures.
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TI

~

,ummary

This section provided a descriptive profile of the respondents' publication records
pross the variables of race, academic position, discipline and institution. The
hdings illustrate that the historical-political

legacy of apartheid

Ifluence publishing in HBUs in that black respondents,
lost disadvantagement

of separatist education,

continues

who experienced

published

to
the

less than white

r~!spondents. This may be because white respondents had, on the other hand,
I

e~(perienced
I

the positive effects of resourced institutions

in their educational

~reers. The institution that was included in the least resourced category of

~BUs,
I

was found to have the lowest publication rate, which may be attributed to

tHIe lack of academic resources and its geographically isolated location. The
I

irliluence of these factors too, which may be traced to its origin in the apartheid
I

r~gime.
he types of journals

where

respondents

published

and the authorship

styles

of

I

t~Ie respondents
I

a~I associate

were also presented.

professor

The findings

and those at senior lecturer

I
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indicate

that the respondents

level were the most prolific

in

igure

~!ublishing.
~lublished

The

findings

in accredited

also

illustrate

journals

more

that

the

majority

frequently

than

of the

respondents

in any other

type

of

~'cademic journal. Another finding, contrary to evidence elsewhere, was that the
I
~1ajority of respondents used individual a~thorship rather than collaborative and
c~-authored

T his section

e

types of authorship.

highlights

the reported

of the respondents.

c

I

factors

The findings

that influence
contained

the publicationndeavours

in this section

islassmed

and discussed into two broad categories, namely, institutional context

a

'tstitutional context
F

5.2.1.

in

clearly illustrates

that the majority

of the respondents

(93%),dicated

that they felt that the institutional atmosphere played an important role

in publication output of staff, with 69% stating that it played a very important role.

a nly 7%

indicated that the institutional atmosphere was 'not important' in respect

01

Figure 5.2.1.:Importance of institutional atmosphere on
publication output

.Important
.Not important
OVery important
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TIhe findings

of the analysis of the importance

r~~spondents

in various

ir ,dicates

that

academic

only respondents

positions,

of institutional atmosphere
as illustrated

in the professor

by

in Figure 5.2.2.,

position

did

not regard

I

ir ~stitutional atmosphere to be 'very important'. All the respondents in associate
professor positions indicated that institutional atmosphere were important.

While

3 %, 8% and 7% of respondents at professor, senior lecturer and lecturer level
r spectively,

indicated

that institutional

p blishing. These findings

atmosphere

was

'not important'

to

may be attributed to the fact that respondents

in

p ofessorship level, who were found to publish less than respondents

in other

a ademic positions, did not experience the impact of institutional atmosphere on
p blishing, to the same extent as those in other academic positions. Another
r ason may be that professors may also experience the impact of the institutional
c ntext in a different manner to the respondents in the other academic positions
b cause their positions may be interpreted to be closer to the supportive 'inner
c rcles' as described
L rber (1994).

by the literature in Aisenberg and Harrington(1988}
1:"1

123,

and

igure 5.2.3. illustrates that the findings of the importance of the factors that may
interpreted

to contribute

to institutional

atmosphere

including

workload,

t aching load and administrative duties, indicate that respondents found that all
0 these activities tended to impede their publishing endeavours.

Figure 5.2.3: Influence of teaching duties on publishing

II Greatly assisted
II Assisted
0 No influence
0 Impeded
II Greatly impeded
0 Not applicable

F om Figure 5.2.3.,it is apparent that the majority (63%) of the respondents
in icated that teaching duties 'impeded' and 'greatly impeded' their publishing
e deavours, while only 9% indicated that their teaching duties 'did not influence'
t eir publishing. On the other hand, 16% of respondents indicated that teaching
d ties assisted their publishing endeavours.

T e findings of the cross tabulations of the level of influence of teaching duties
wth academic positions, illustrated by Figure 5.2.4., indicates that only 8% and
4 0 of senior lecturers and lecturers, respectively, felt that teaching duties 'greatly
a sisted'

their

publishing

endeavours.

These

124

findings

were verified

in the

ualitative
Imilarlv.

a

findings where the majority of the participants

reported that heavy~aching

loads often impinged on their ability to engage in publishing23.

IE

Figure 5.2.4: Level of influence of teaching duties by respondents
in various academic positions
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s

as outlined

th at administrative
or

pI

llY 7% indicated

in Figure 5.2.5.,the

duties

'impeded'

that administrative

endeavours.

majority

and 'greatly

(83%)of
impeded'

duties 'assisted'
I
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respondents

indicated

their publishing,

and 'greatly assisted'

while
theirJblishing

Figure 5.2.5:lnfluence of administrative duties on publishing

Figure 5.2.6.:Influence of administrative duties by respondents in
various academic positions
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T e findings indicate that no associate professors and only 33%, 8% and 2% of
pr fessors,

senior

lecturers

and

lecturers

respectively,

indicated

that

a ministrative duties 'greatly assisted' their publishing. These findings could be
a ributed to the gendered workload that women in HBUs generally experience,
were

'women's work' in HBUs often constitutes many more academic activities

th n teaching,

community outreach and publishing.

0 en experience

Women in junior positions

higher teaching loads that require regular marking and have

m re administrative

duties than their colleagues

in senior positions (Eggins,

1 97; Dines, 1993; Park, 1996; Subotzky, 2001; Williams,

1990). Still another

re son that may be attributed to these findings is that, because there are often so
fe

women in senior positions in academia, these senior women often have to

c rry very heavy administrative

loads at managerial level (Cooper & Subotzky,

2 01; Howell et al., 2001; Morley et al., 2001; Subotzky, 2001). Yet, the senior
w men feel Jess impeded than the junior women, by administrative duties.

T e majority of respondents
in titutional,

faculty

and

indicated that their publishing was supported

departmental

level.

re pondents indicated that support institutional,

Interestingly,

though,

faculty and departmental

at

many
level

h d 'no influence' on publishing. The majority of the respondents (47%) indicated
th t they enjoyed

departmental

support

for their publishing,

while 29% of

re pondents reported that their departments impeded their publishing efforts. The
fi ding also indicates that 21% indicated that the department had 'no influence'
o~ their publishing

ventures,
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imilarly,
'hen

Figure 5.2.7: Influence of departmental support

s

the majority

of respondents

(42%) indicated

at faculty level while 30% of respondents

5t

nc) influence

on their publishing.

that their publishing

indicated

wasJpported

that the faculty had

I

Figure 5.2.8.: Influence of faculty acknowledgement

V\J

in:

considering the findings from the respondents'
support they had for their publishing,
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responses to the level ofstitutional

it is apparent that 36% of

r spondents felt that the institution supported their publishing endeavours, while
2 % felt that the institution impeded their publishing endeavours. The selection of
t e option 'no influence' probably refers to a lack of support from the various
i stitutionallevels,

this is represented in Figure 5.2.9.

Figure 5.2.9.: Influence

of institutional

support

T e findings relating to the respondents

responses to the level of support at

d erent levels may mean that although departmental,

faculty and institutional

c mmitments were verbally made, the reality was that respondents had heavy
w rkloads.

This

r sponsibilities

may

be

compounded

with regard to academic

by

the

development

respondents'

extensive

and student counseling

r suiting from their socialization. Furthermore, the findings may illustrate that the
d eply embedded

socialization

of women as nurturers and care-givers,

e sily abandoned by academic women24.

I

24pis notion is comprehensively
discussedin ChapterSix.
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is not

F om the findings to the level of influence

of the gender

equity office on

p blishing, it is evident that the majority of the respondents (57%) indicated that
t is office had 'no influence' on their publishing while 13% indicated that the
g nder equity office assisted in publishing. These findings are represented

by

F gure 5.2.10. These findings may be attributed to the tendency that the gender
e uity office, because it is often more involved in ensuring equitable employment
a d equitable working conditions

of women,

may not be directly involved in

a sisting women in their publishing activities. This may contribute to the finding
t at the most respondents

did not feel that the gender equity assisted their

p~blishing activities

ith regard to the influence on publishing

by another institutional structure,

n mely, the Research Office, it was found that 35% of respondents indicated that
th s office assisted their publishing, while 32% indicated that the research office
h d 'no influence' on their publishing. This finding, illustrated by Figure 5.2.11,

t

m Y be attributed
T ese findings
in Chapters

to the

respondents'

are reinforced

Six and Seven.

experiences

the subjective

reports
I
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with

the

research

by participants,

office.

as discussed

rsonal
T ese

context

factors

c mmitments,

included

;1.cJ
the

responde~ts'

perceptions

as

to

how

family

socialized identities such as racialized and gendered identities,

r ce, academic rank and outside networkslinfluenced

N t surprisingly,

their publishing.

reflecting on the literature, the majority of respondents

(56%)

in icated that their family commitments impeded their publishing endeavours as
is illustrated by Figure 5.2.12. Although there have been shifts in the division of
h usehold chores in societies globally, albeit gradual ones, women continue to
b

responsible for the bulk of home-making and child-rearing tasks in even the

m st progressive
Cosby,

(Aisenberg & Harrington,

1988;

1991; Evans, 1996; Henry, 1990; Lorber, 1994; Park, 1996; Subotzky,

2 01; Williams,
r

societies and environments

pondents,

1990). It is clearly evident from the findings that only 13% of

reported that family commitments

assisted their publishing,

the

m jority of respondents in the current study experienced the negative impact of
th 'double load' as outlined in Chapter Two.
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'hen

Figure 5.2.12.: Reported influence of family commitments
on publishing

8 Greatly assisted
8Assisted
0 No influence

1

.Impeded
8 Greatly impeded
8 Not applicable

V\

considering the influence of race on publishing, most of the respondents;8%)

reported that this was not important for them, as illustrated by Figure
{E
~ 1.13. It is noteworthy to mention at this point, that although race was not
"".
51 >ecifically

mentioned by participants in the focus group discussions and in thererviews,

In

further analysis of the qualitative

di

in

terms

91 oupingsL.J. These

hi

of

confidence

reports indicate that there werefferences

between

historically

different

racial

findings may be attributed to the general 'silence' on race inqher

education as asserted by de la Rey (1997) and Thaver (2002).
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Figure 5.2.14.: The importance of academic position

CVery important
8tmportant
8 Not important

wIhen

analyzing

it IIS evident

the responses

from

the

of the respondents

following

diagram,
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Figure

in various academic
5.2.15,

that

positions,

all professors

co sidered rank to playa role in publishing. Approximately a third of respondents
in rofessor, associate professor and senior lecturer positions indicated that rank
w s 'very important' to publishing, while 17% of senior lecturers reported that
ac demic rank was 'very important'.
re rospective
po~itions,

perceptions

who

ex erienced

of respondents

have progressed

the

barriers

The findings

in associate

to these

to publishing!

may be attributed
and

senior positions,

in junior

positions.

to the

professorship
but who
These

have
senior

co leagues are able to report on the advantages of being in senior positions, with
re ard to publishing productivity.

On the other hand, it may also be postulated

th t the responses from respondents in more senior positions, may be attributed
to the 'glass ceiling'

that these

respondents

experience

in their academic

ca eers, which may include their ability to publish.

T e importance

of academic

ill strate the difficulties

position to respondents

they experience

at lecturer

level may

in publishing because of their heavy

w rkloads, that are often an inevitability of their junior positions. These findings
m y also indicate that lecturers perceive the publishing endeavours

of senior

c Ileagues to be more keenly supported, than their own, because of their senior
p sitions, which often include more access to resources
10 ds.

Often this assumption

is influenced

and lower teaching

by the perception

that women in

s nior positions do not carry as much of the undergraduate teaching load as do
th

more junior academic women. As mentioned earlier senior women are often

m re involved in managerial and co-ordination

responsibilities than in teaching.

T is is not to say, that senior women work less. In the South African context, the

d~arth of women in senior positions results in these women having greater
r

ponsibilities

and with fewer role models and mentors (Potgieter & Moleko,

2 02). Senior women also acknowledged

that the seniority of their positions

al~owed their expertise and opinions to be exposed and thus drawn on, more
th~n was the case when they were in junior positions.
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aure

Figure 5.2.15.: The importance of academic position to respondents
in various academic positions

.Not

important

.Important
Very important

"

5

.

~

Respondents in various academic positions

Fi

5.2.16 illustrates that most of the respondents (63%) indicated that theylIned

gc

support for their publishing endeavours from networks that were outsidee

th
1fT

m

boundaries of their institutions. A mere 10% indicated that outside networksloeded
their publishing endevours.
which

include

Many professional boards have criteria forembership

publishing

and/or

presentation

of

papers

atInferences.

C(

These activities often provide the incentive to publish for continuedembership.

m

These findings are reinforced by reports in the interviews and focus

gr
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lis
n

Figure 5.2.16:The influence of outside networks
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section

endevours

pl
th

of the chapter

respondents

ac
re
Ot

a

personal
position

their publishing

level,

faculties

a major

that

assisted

'race'

that influenced

theJblishing

it is clear that many ofe

and institutional

structures

could

endeavours.

respondents

played

reported
networks

From the responses

feel that departments,

dc ) more to support

0

of respondents.

factors

indicated

that

role in publishing
did

not influence

their publishing

productivity.
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family

commitments

abilities.
their

The

publishing

majority
and

and:ademic
ofspondents
thatItside

$ection

Tf iS section of the chapter presents the findings of the subjective reports of
fi stly, the respondents'

level of satisfaction with their publications records and

s condly, their perceived needs for interventions.

T e findings
a alyzed

of publication

across

p eviously
d velopment

different

mentioned,

the

of intervention

rates and the expressed

need for interventions

academic

racial

positions

apartheid

ra~ial

strategies.

1.1

and

categories

groupings.

remain

salient

are

As was
to the

S~bjective perceptions of publishing output
F t m Figure 5.3.1. it is evident that the majority of respondents were not content
w th their current publishing output, while only 16% of respondents reported that
th y were satisfied with their publishing output.

T~ese findings are not surprising, given the relatively low publication records of
th

majority of the respondents,

as only 2~% of the respondents had published

m re than 6 articles during the last five years.
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When

cross-tabulating

the subjective

levels

of satisfaction

with academic

positions, the findings indicate that the highest level of satisfaction (29%) was in
the senior lecturer position; compared with the 11 % of lecturers who indicated
that they were satisfied with the publishing. As is evident from Figure 5.3.2., all
the respondents

at the professorial

level, indicated that they were dissatisfied

with their publishing output.

The findings presented in Section One, of this Chapter, illustrated that lecturers
and professors

had the lowest publishing

outputs.

In these two academic

positions, 66% and 77% of professors and lecturers, respectively, indicated that
they had published a maximum of two articles during the last five years. This may
contribute to the findings that respondents in these two academic positions were
the least satisfied
involved

in

with their publication

co-ordination

and

output.

managerial

Professors

responsibilities

may be heavily
and

thus

may

experience time as a barrier to their publishing abilities. Lecturers, on the other
hand, are often more involved with teaching and committee work, which may
impinge on their time to publish.
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;

~

1s expected, when cross-tabulating

the respondents'

lh their reported level of satisfaction,

numbers of publications

it is apparent from Figure 5.3.3., that the

ajority (90%) of respondents who had ipublished a maximum of two articles
re dissatisfied with their publication records. Twelve percent of respondents
1ho had published between 3 and 5 articles were satisfied with their publishing
optput, while half of the respondents

who had published

between 6 and 10

a icles during the last five years were satisfied with their publication records.
A so interesting to note, is that 29% of respondents who had published more than
1 articles were dissatisfied with their publishing activities. This highlights the fact
t at even those respondents who had published relatively frequently, still do not
f~el that they are reaching their goals

I

Figure 5.3.3.: Level of satisfaction with publishing output
by respondents with various numbers of publications
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Baring

in mind the skewedness

c mposition,

of the sample,

with regard to the racial

it was interesting to note thei differences in levels of satisfaction of

re pondents across the various racial groupings. Given that white respondents
h d the highest publication output when compared to the other racial groupings,
it was to be expected

that white respondents

exhibited the highest levels of

s tisfaction with their publishing activities. This did follow such a trend, with 29%
of white respondents

reporting that they were satisfied with their publication

r; cordso This level of satisfaction

was

s tisfaction

with publishing

activities

c tegories

who

satisfaction

indicated

considerably

reported
levels

higher

by respondents
ranging

from

than

the levels

of

in the other racial
5%

to

13%,

as

ililustrated by Figure 5.3.4

T e levels of satisfaction

with publication output, seem to suggest that the

r mnants of the apartheid legacy of sepa~tist
th

academic

di advantaged
r

pondents

activities

of respondents

education continues to beleaguer

who came through the educationally

institutions of South African society. It is also apparent that the
in junior

positions

perceived

their

publishing

activities

to be

d ficient. Given these subjective reports, it is arguable that respondents are not
c ntent with their

engagement

in this academic

activity,

which is a major

prpmotion criterion.

P~rceived needs for interventions
T~e majority (62%) of respondents expressed the need for training in publication
S~iIlS as is illustrated by Figure 5.3.5.

I
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hese findings, which are similar to the findings of the levels of satisfaction with
p blication records, could mean that respondents feel that training in publishing
s ills would assist them in their publishing endeavours
p blish more regularly.

Consequently,

and enable them to

more publications would increase their

I vels of satisfaction with their publishing records. These findings may also be
i terpreted

as an expressed

need

for

institutionalized

staff

development

p ogrammes which may include training in publication skills. Subotzky (2001)
a serts

that there

p ogrammes,

is a dire

need

for

institutionalized

staff

development

especially at HBUs, to assist academic women to be promoted to

s nior positions.

I

hen considering the perceptions of the need for interventions of respondents
a ross various academic positions, it is clear from Figure 5.3.6.,
t at many of the respondents that were found to be the most prolific publishers,
n mely senior lecturers and associate professors, reported that they did not need
tr ining for publishing. On the other hand, approximately 68% of respondents
0 published the least and were located in positions of lecturers and
p ofessors, indicated that they required training in publishing skills. According to
t e respondents publication skills are related to their current inadequacies
p blishing and there appears to be an expectation that publication skills training
w II accelerate their publications.

I
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T ese findings are also substantiated when the expressed need for training is
a alyzed across the various numbers ofl publications.

From Figure 5.3.7, it is

e ident that all the respondents

who had produced over the past five years

i

while the majority of respondents

cated the need for training,

b tween 1 and 10 articles also reported a need for training.

It is therefore

a parent that there is a strong association betweerl low publications
n ed for training. Interestingly,

who had

and the

43% of respondents who had published more

th n 10 articles, expressed the need for training in publication skills. This may be
in erpreted as the respondents' willingness to engage in producing more articles
th n their current publication records.

I
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he

Figure 5.3.7.: Expressed need for training by respondent
with various numbers of publications
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need)r

that they requiredaining
16% Asian,

training

36%:>Ioured

in publication

A~ discussed in an earlier chapter, the strong indication of the need for training
a

reported by the black respondents may be indicative of the statement made

b Mamphele (1998,p. 95) which refers to:,

The
especiallylack

of
women,
writing

oppression
apartheid
had

and

marginalization

regime...

a public

who
culture experienced
of
black

platform

who
to

in

did
speak

not

various
South

patriarchal

have

from,

to
let

Africans
forms

society
write,

alone

and

of

in

the

seldom

write

T is section of the chapter presented the findings of the respondents' subjective
p rceptions of their publication records and needs for interventions. The findings
ill strate

strong

associations

between

low publication

records,

levels

of

s tisfaction and expressed need for training. The findings confirm the expectation
t at the lower the publication record, the lower the perception of satisfaction with
p~blishing activities and the more the desired need for training. Clear differences
inl stated

need

for training

emerge

across

both

racial

and

occupational

c$tegories.

~ stated

A

earlier,

Chapter Five presents a purely descriptive

picture of the

q antitative data. It will become evident that this picture provides a backdrop to
t e in-depth subjective experiences of participants, as presented in Chapter Six.
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CHAPTER

SIX:

BARRIERS TO PUBLISHING

This chapter provides comprehensive

accounts of the reported barriers to publishing as

elaborated by the participants. The bulk of the data was obtained from the focus groups
and the interviews that were conducted

at the selected HBUs. A small portion of the

data is also based on responses to the open-ended questions on the questionnaire.

The chapter will be presented in two broad sections. The first section deals with the
participants'

reported barriers to publishing

on a personal level: this will include the

discussions on the perceptions of participants with their 'double load' and the difficulties
they experience in 'juggling' their roles. The next section of the chapter deals VJith the
participants'

reports on the barriers to their publishing

that they experience

at the

institutional level.

The qualitative analysis was conducted using the headings presented in the literature as
well as thematic analysis. As mentioned in Chapter Five, some of the challenges I was
presented with were the development

of discrete themes in the light of the multiple

overlapping of responses within into the themes. This was often because, as illustrated,
the categorization
illustrate

participants'

participants'
Ultimately,

of ideas intersected between themes. For example, excerpts used to

reports

difficulties

with

their

'double

on barriers which they experience

the development

realities of participants,

load',

may also

reflect

the

with their heavy workloads.

of particular themes is an arbitrary one and in the lived

it is evident that distinguishing

particular experiences

into a

singular theme, was not always possible.

Personal barriers

to publications

as reported

by

participants
Many of the participants referred to the ways in which circumstances
interpersonal

in their personal,

and social lives create barriers to their publishing on a personal level.
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T~ese include contexts such as their domestic situations and their social identities of
b~ing women and/or black.

Efperiencing

I

the 'double load'

T~e participants referred to the ways in which their 'double load' impedes on
th~ir publishing endeavours. As elaborated in Chapter Three, the 'double
10 d' was coined in the early days of the second wave of feminism, as a
mans

of explaining women's

multiple roles in the home as well as in the

w rkplace; as wives, mothers and workers (Aisenberg & Harrington,1988;
81 ckstone & Fulton,1975; Crosby, 1991; Henry, 1990; Lorber, 1994;
P rk, 1996; Thomas, 1990; Welch,1990).
g

Although there have been

dual changes towards gender equity, in the workplace and outside,

w men are still primarily responsible for child rearing and home making
( isenberg & Harrington, 1988; Lorber, 1994; Park, 1996; Subotzky,
2 01). Participants' experiences hinge around the impact of the 'double
10 d' .They
t

particularly raised issues about the lack of time to publish, given

multiple demands on women's time. The following quotation highlights

t e dynamics of the 'double load' in this participant's experience. This is further
c~mplicated by her multiple work load as she takes on extra work for financial
n$ed26:

I

1 think the most important challenge for me, is time.
Because, on a personal level, I have a family and my
children are quite young and they make demands on me
at anytime. To publish, you need a very set amount of time,
undisturbed. I mean, probably the single most inhibiting
factor for me, on a personal level, is time, because I have
to juggle my job, and I have three kids and having to run a
home and that kind of thing. And teaching, a full teaching
load. So often I just run out of time.
Where I would
normally have quiet time to spend on stuff like that, it's
taken up by trotting around with kids. I'm trying to finish
my PhO and I'm really labouring through it. Because it's

261
See Appendix Three for the coding conventions used in the quotations.
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just a matter of time, all the time. I'm having to do
private work at night as well, to supplement our income,
because the school fees are so high.
I run a private
business where I do teaching at night as well. (Int,2).

M ny participants referred to the ways in which they experienced difficulties
w en juggling their academic and family responsibilities. This often impacted
n gatively on their ability to publish. Academic women, because of traditional
p triarchal values,

appear to be more involved in the home, and experience

m re 'juggling' demands

than their male counterparts. This type of conflict

fr quently causes more physical and emotional exhaustion in women than in
m n (Acker, 1992; Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Blackstone & Fulton, 1975;
Cosby,

1991; Morley eta/., 2001; Subotzky, 2001; Thomas, 1990, Welch,

1 90). The following excerpts provide an indication of the ways in which
th

participants construct these 'juggling' experiences as an added burden

w ich centers on their identities as academic women, wives and mothers:

I think that being a woman academic is a challenge on its
own!
Especially if one thinks of married women with
children. Women, I think have more commitments!
Especially if they have children.
I always find it [the
work] goes on and on. Personally, I think, if one wants to
work,
you start work
at 22hOO in the evening,
[because],that's when you have time. That's when I have
my time to start my work. After my day's work! (Int,9).

t

T e participants reported on the difficulty they experience in their 'double load',
b cause of the deeply ingrained socialization of women as nurturers. What also
e erges, is the notion of the 'choice' that women often have to make between
h?me and work. As one reflects on the literature on the 'double load' (Acker, 1990;
L~rner, 1992, Park, 1996; Smulders, 1998; Thomas, 1990; Williams, 2000), many

P~ rticiPants made reference to the difficulty they experienced when having to 'choose'
b tween work and family commitments, and how very often family responsibilities
t ok priority over professional work and careers. Often the 'double
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f

lo d' is not problematized as an association of the home with its power dynamics and
th refore this aspect is ignored or fails to be recognized as an androcentric expression
of authority (McDowell, 2002).

I

...The big challenge is juggling roles. It's the fact that a
woman is on top of her career or in addition to her career,
has a lot of other responsibilities, domestic and/or caring
either for one's own siblings or an extended family. I
sometimes think, [sighs], in quite an angry way, that men
are so fortunate that they can go home, and eat and go into
a little study and close the doors and sit down and work.
Whereas women are busy, non-stop. When you get home
at five 0' clock in the afternoon, that's when your other job
starts. So that's the big thing. I think most women
academics
manage to juggle their roles and to find
shoricuts in domestic things and so on to make time. But it
is an extra burden, a sacrifice! There's something that you
have to give up. Your family and your home comes first,
and you give up on friends or personal outside pursuits, or
other things that would help to balance your life. I think it's
very much a time-constraint
on a personal level. If I had
ways of making my domestic life easier, I could gain time
there.
The more domestic support that there is, the
more it frees up one's time to focus on projects or
publishing.
I think another thing, which I don't think I ever
verbalized and is coming up quite strongly for me now, is
that some women sometimes
make choices between
their career and children.
But I think for women, if you
have children, it's very difficult to put your work before
your children. (Int,7).
T is argument is supported by de la Rey (2002) who argues that because
0 marriage, child bearing and child rearing, academic women may often be
r garded as 'late entrants and late achievers' in academia. This phenomenon
r flects the deeply entrenched and gendered socialization of women.
F~rthermore,

it appears that some women participants still face male partners'

r~sistance to their success outside the home:
Some men are better off than women. If women are
married and maybe try to work harder and have more
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academic

achievements,

most of .the men won't

(FG,2).

like it.

I

1

T e quotations illustrate the difficulty academic women experience in juggling the
m Itiplicity of their tasks and responsibilities.

The intersection

of class and economic

fa tors with the 'double load' of home and work is also evident in the quotation above.

T~e lack of domestic support from husbands/partners
e acerbates the pressures facing women academics.

or other support in the home
The choice between home and

w rk does not appear to be one facing male academics,

yet according

to these

p rticipants, being an 'academic mother' implies a compromise, a choice, in which one
of her roles, either mother or academic,

or both, will be compromised.

This also

ill strates the gendered nature of careers and the ways in which academic women,
re arded as 'other' and 'outsiders' may have to subscribe to the norms of academia
w ich are often guided

by androcentric

principles

(Aisenberg

& Harrington,

1988;

E ans, 1984). These sentiments may be analyzed in terms of the dominant construction
0 femininity,

which

0 en overlooked.
i

because

The acknowledgement

pact of the ways in which

a d identification

it is so deeply

of gendered

they define

of the barriers

embedded

in the socialization
organizational

power for themselves,

that women

experience

process,

structures

assists

and the

in the analysis

in the workplace

(Agacinski,

2~00; Groshev, 2002, Miller, 2002)

T~e impact of gendered identities on the publication output of
a~ademic women
A elaborated earlier, academic women often have career paths that differ significantly
fr m those of male academics. These differences are manifested by ways in which the
c reers of women may be interrupted by reproduction and child rearing ( Aisenberg &
H rrington, 1988; Lorber,1994; Welch, 1990). This frequently results in women being
r tained in junior positions for extended periods of time. Consequently,

they

r~main in positions where the workloads and administrative duties generally take
precedence over research and publication. These conditions clearly perpetuate the
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is

cy Ie of women's positions in the academy (Acker, 1990; Aisenberg &
H rrington, 1988; Bagilhole, 2000; Bem, 1993; Morley et a/., 2001; Park, 1996;
S botzky, 2001). De la Rey (2002) also comments how academic women's
ca eers are influenced by childbearing, child rearing and domestic responsibilities. As
a onsequence women's careers do not predominantly follow the anticipated pattern of
uninterrupted service that contributes to promotions.
u

Important to this notion is the

erstanding of the definition of career27. I

P rticipants reported on the ways in which academic women adapt their
c reers to accommodate the social expectations of women

as primarily focussed

0 their families. Women may feel guilty about having to work (Crosby,
1 91; Lorber, 1994; Welch, 1990) and thus succumb to subtle socially
c erced expectations which oblige them to focus on family and home care
re ponsibilities when they are not at work (Bagilhole, 2000; Henry, 1990; Park,
1 96; Williams, 2000). The traditional patriarchal values, which play themselves out in
th

'private/public divide in which women are expected to be responsible for

h memaking and child rearing, are illustrated in the following excerpts:

mother and wife. There are too many responsibilities
that you are left with and [you have] very little time to do
research. You can't even come and [work] in the office
over the weekend because that's when you are supposed
to do the job with your family. But men can do it! They can
spend two extra hours in the office in the evening. They
can even go and do it over the week-end. (FG, 1).
...1 suppose with women [it's] the commitment. You have
less advantage than the males because you've got to go
home and cook and sort out the child's home work. Do
the running around, shopping and so on. Women also get
time off for pregnancies. In order to get back into your
studies, for example, it takes that whole period of about
two years. When you have two or three children, this time
increases in years. [It takes about] three or four years,that
you miss out on, before getting back to your studies.(lnt, 3).
27~is discussionin dealtwith in ChapterThree.
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H~re participants report on the ways in which they had to make
cohscious 'mind shifts' in their academic activities, in order to advance
th,ir academic careers. These quotations also reflect the strongly embedded
sopialization of women as nurturers and the powerful ways in which the 'mommy
tr~ck' impacts on their careers

F rthermore, participants realized that what they did in their academic work as
's cond nature', (in terms of student counselling and teaching activities), was not
a

isting them in claiming their 'academic va1idation'. These 'other' academic

a ivities rarely carry any weight for promotion in academic careers (Acker, 1990;
B gilhole, 2000; Evans, 1996; Kaufman, 1978; Park, 1996; Subotzky, 2001).
P rticipants spoke of a conscious choice when having to focus on their o~(n
pr motion and academic development,

~their

O

implying that some of the other aspects

'natural' mode of being, are compromised in such a pursuit. The following

e cerpts provide an indication of the ways in which participants report that they
c nsciously 'diverted' from their 'natural' course in pursuit of promotion in
th~ir academic careers:
At this stage, I've started to focus on my CV, because I
know my CV is standing still. So I had to make a choice.
Either, focus on the publications and, as they say, publish
or perish, or see what else I can do to advance my
career. So, I've enrolled in part-time studies in doing a
business degree. So, it should broaden the CV and in this
way, I do get publications. (Int,8).

Slowly I started realizing that I need to look at my own
professional
development as well. It was very much a
kind of moral question. It was like making a [conscious]
choice. (Int, 6).

~ me

participants found that while they were quite content with teaching and

c unselling which came naturally to them,
c \leagues were engaging in professional

15~

they gradually realized that their
development

and overtaking them.

Th~se colleagues pursued other academic activities which were not necessarily
mqre time-consuming,

but carried more weight in promotion criteria:

It's a slow realization that your CV is stagnating and you
don't often get to see the CV of other staff members that
have the same amount of experience as you. You see
how theirs has grown, [but] yours has not. I love
teaching, and I love research. But when you teach, I think,
your focus is more on teaching 110%. You would be happy
with doing your teaching to the best of your ability.
Because you don't have pressure on the research and
publishing side,[in this institution], it's easy to keep away
from this activity. And you feel proud of teaching well, but
you also don't get recognition for that [teaching], so
that's the catch 22. It is very' difficult for me now. I still can't
accept that I must be happy with [teaching] for 80%.
And spend that other 20% on the things that matter. So
that the difficulty with loving teaching is, that it is a
priority for you and that, for you, is what makes a
difference! Unfortunately,for teaching, you don't get
recognition. Except, your own personal satisfaction.

('nt,B).
FrPm these discussions,

it is clear that these participants tended to be more

involved in the teaching component

of the academic project in the institutions

~

W ere they work. Women appear to have to make a conscious decision for a

creer
r

trajectory. The reports highlight the way in which such decisions frequently

lect deliberate and conscious choices between teaching and professional

d~velopment for themselves.

l

T e following excerpts further serve to indicate that women often experience difficulty
di entangling and distinguishing their personal socialized roles and academic roles, and
h w what comes 'naturally' to women, (that is, what is central in their social and

t

p,rsonal identities), does not 'fit' well with what is 'natural' and normative in academic
r es .A central aspect that academic
I

el is their reproductive

r production

women

role. Expectations

may result in women

have to contend

and pressures

around

losing focus in their academic
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with on the personal
women's

careers

in order to fulfil

th~se social expectations. The following quotation illustrates one of the ways in which
ac~demic women's careers are affected by the traditional values relating to 'successful'
ferpininity which still appear to hinge around reproductivity:

I started having family planning problems [and] all those
kinds of things. [Then] I discovered was pregnant.
Soon
after, miscarried.
...I'm mentioning these things, because
they're realities of women... Then after a couple of months,
another pregnancy and another miscarriage.
Soon after
that, infertility, nothing happened! [I developed] depression.
Everything was focused on family planning.
Every day
[was] consumed with how am I going to have a baby?
Society's pressures, questions, such as 'how you planning?,
and what are you planning?' In other words, your attention
shifts from [your work] to the social roles:
I'm an
academic; I'm a mother trying to have children; I'm a woman
without children!
In other words, your whole focus [shifts].
You start looking at identity issues [like] 'Who are you?
What is most important in your life?' [Then] I decided to take
leave. I thought I'm going to take six months out and give
myself a break, a mental break from everything. Take all
the pressure off. No publications.
No research.
No
teaching.
I'm just going to sit at home and read at my
leisure, and pull myself back up. What I'm saying is, just
the consciousness
of what women are expected to do,
regardless.
You are expected to keep [up and] push
yourself. And then I literally deregistered from my rhO. My
academic career was built around my family planning
circumstance. And of course, in terms of the family planning
thing, big pressure was off my shoulders [when I deregistered]. Once I eventually had the big stomach, it felt like
'I'm now a normal woman'. Validated! (Int,6).
T~is excerpt reflects arguments in the literature about women's socialization
to be wives and mothers, and how social expectations and traditional values with
re ard to reproductive and nurturing roles, often take precedence over work
c mmitments and responsibilities (Bem, 1993; Lorber, 1994). Clearly, for this
p rticipant at any rate, the power of social expectations around being a woman
a d a mother, impacted negatively on her academic career.

De la Rey (2002) refers to

th choices academic women make with regard to starting their families. She argues
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th~t whether early or late, reproductive roles often result in women being 'late starters
arid late achievers'

in academia

S~lf-confidence

with publishing

T~e responses from the participants indicated that self confidence
pl~yed a central role in the participants' relationship with publishing. Interestingly,
al hough none of the participants directly addressed the issue of race with regard to
p blishing, further analysis of the responses revealed that self-confidence with regard to
p blishing appeared to be racialized. This was evident from the stark difference in the
Ie els of confidence (in relation to publishing) between black and white participants. For
th

most part, white participants were found to be relatively confident with regard to

P~bliShing. Many white participants
t

their publishing

r, sponses

endeavours

reported

that the lack of time was more problematic

than the levels of confidence.

from white respondents

A few excerpts

are:

...[draws a breath]...
Look! It's not difficult to publish
anything. If you produce an article and you send it off, it's
not difficult to publish. You don't have to go through
anybody. I just go to international journals. I've been sending
articles to various journals. So it's simple!
Click on file
and e-mail it through to them.

...For me, I don't have a technical problem, or problems
with how to write or anything like that, or what to do! I've

got bottles

of unnamed

species

that

I must

just

describe.
No, I don't have a problem with that. For me,
definitely,
it's time.
Time, and as I say, a little bit of
equipment, infrastructure and things like that, but those are
not major obstacles.

.Aifurther quotation

illustrates

the level of confidence

in academia

of a

~hite respondent who is also relatively young. She did not have any teaching
e~perience in academia before the current position, which she has
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to illustrate

oc~upied for the past three years:

...I've got a lot of energy. I think I am quite bright. By the
end of the year I might get a couple of publications
out.
It will be a nice by-product.
And I wasn't even trying to
publish, it was like my normal work. And it's actually that

easy.
0

the other hand, all the black participants, at some stage of the

int rview or focus group discussion, referred to their lack of confidence in
pu lishing and their need for training in the development of publication skills. This
fin ing is consistent with the findings in the quantitative data, where all the black
re pondents indicated that they required training in publication skills. The following
st tements reveal how daunting the task o~ publishing is to many of
th~ black academic women

...Oh

no,

Definitely
[laughs].
...we

don't
have confidence
in
not! I think, maybe for me, it's
I

don't

have confidence. We

publishing!
the writing

don't believe

in

ourselves.

z

S me black participants
0
a

n, they admitted
demic endeavour.

acknowledged

that, although

that they felt that they needed
The following

quotations

illustrate

they sometimes
assurance

and guidance

this:

1mean, all of us have ideas. You have all these projects.
We've all written five or six of them somewhere along the
line, and then you think, 'Why should I? Is it really good
enough?' Honestly, we've all written something. It could be
the lack of confidence or because we want to be perfect.
...It really boils down to a lack of confidence. We need to
be given a sort of green light every step of the way... a
push and a little urge.
I
BI~Ck participants clearly experience a lack of confidence in publishing,
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do write on their
in this

and report that this is a major barrier to their publication
When one observes

some of the differences

and black academic

women,

study concurs

with literature

black South African
Prinsloo,

women

(Fester,

focus

of the academic

geared

to teaching

2000; Guzana,

publications.

Furthermore,

black participants
programmes

because

in academic

intensity

and academic

and regularity

time for research
towards

enterprises

publishing

as valuable

skills of

development.

at the peripheries

power,

heavy teaching

The participants

Because

did, participants

reported

ladder.

in junior positions
of the research

(Acker & Feuerverger,

in student

reported

left the participants

these activities

on the hierarchical

retention

of institutions

not only in

for gender equality.

have relatively

Morley et a/., 2001; Park, 1996; Subotzky,
gendered

of

staff development

and publication

duties and are usually more involved

as publishing

women's

remain

and

to the lack of confidence

of research

of these responsibilities

it difficult to progress

women

was traditionally

they are often in the lowest academic

and publishing.

promotion

of academic

viewed

institutions,

more administrative

counselling

the

have institutionalised

but also in terms of the struggle

women,

positions

2000;

of publishing

that participants

terms,

Academic

Mama,

of

2001).

Personal dilemmas
It was evident

activities

rather than to research

contributor

may be that HBUs seldom

of this

in HBUs, where

development

an additional

white

by black participants

as students

to assist in the development

staff (Subotzky,

personal

reported

2000;

project in these institutions

and community

between

to the limited publishing

to their experience

primary

found

relating

in responses

clear that the findings

1999). The lack of confidence

may be attributed

loads,

it becomes

endeavours.

that the
with limited

did not count as much
that they

This cyclical

nature

is often the reason that
and publication
1996; Harper et a/., 2001;

2001). This cycle serves to maintain

given that the management
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and decision-making

positions

ar

still predominantly dominated by males, thus androcentric cultures continue

to

xist in academia (Bagilhole, 2000; Park, 1996; Subotzky, 2001).

P blishing was found to be an area of ambivalence for some participants
in hat, although they recognized the importance of publishing as a
pr motion criterion, they often questioned the 'weight' of publications in
th

light of historical and political context of HBUs. As highlighted, these

in$titutions have had different academic agendas when compared with HWUs,

Tr~ditionally, there was a heavy emphasis on teaching and student development
at HBUs because of the historical and political origins of these institutions. The
v st majority of students at HBUs were, and continue to be from disadvantaged
s ctors (Subotzky, 2001). Therefore, academics at these institutions
fr quently construct their primary activities as entailing mainly teaching and
st dent counselling, as opposed to research and publication. Arguably,
p rticipants experienced ambivalence with publishing as a primary criterion,
si ce they were involved with activities which they regarded as central to
aqademic enterprises at these institutions,

I st of the participants
M

recognized

w, re not totally accepting
a ceptance

of the pressure

the value of publishing,

of it. The following
to publish

excerpt

although

even if they

illustrates

the

the tone is critical:

...the criteria for promotion as well for advancement!
I
mean that's the only way that we are going to get ahead.
That's the game that you have to play. That's the rule:
Publish or perish. That's it... (Int,B).

Fi r some, publishing wa.s viewed more Positive~~, a.s it was co~stru.cted.as a Politi~al
v hicle for gender equality, and as a way of facilitating women s voices In academia.
F r example:

I

...first of all, it is for equality issues.
I think that, if women
want their voices heard, and if women want to aspire to
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senior academic positions, then we know that the route to
seniority and to acceptance
in the academic world is
through publications.
Also, apart from that, my other
strongly felt view is that women
bring a particular
perspective.
And I think that as a result of our gender, our
gendered role, I think we view the world differently.
And
we bring a very important perspective.
(Int, 7).

0

the other hand, some participants referred to their ambivalence with regard to

th

role of publications

at HBUs. These participants felt that the focus of the

a

demic enterprise at HBUs should be teaching and academic development.
many of the participants, these perceptions were based on the historical and

po itical contexts
pa icipants

made

of HBUs as discussed earlier. In this respect, some of the
conscious

decisions

!to identify

more

strongly

with the

hi torically constructed expectations of academics at HBUs and continue to focus
0 teaching and student development. This point was elaborated by a participant
as follows:

i

When I took the job, I didn't see that [publishing]
as a
primary responsibility.
Because I felt, even when I was
made aware that I needed to be submitting publications
records, I resisted very strongly.
In fact, I spoke out
against it. Because I felt that given the quality of the
students that we take at this institution, that my priorities
should be to focus on teaching and on the student
development.
So, I preferred to spend my spare time
doing tuts [tutorials], doing workshops, teaching students
basic things, like how to analyse. I actually developed a
great resistance or actually, I was very disgusted with the
fact that professors who were supposed to be academic
leaders in the institution,
had so little concern for the
teaching project. That they were concentrating too much on
developing their own research portfolio.
And so I took a
principled
stance.
I felt I'm not going
to chase
publications for my own advantage. (Int,6).
Apother participant questioned the strong emphasis on publishing in academia
a~d the impact this has on teaching
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...In my limited, maybe na"ive way, I think that people
place a lot of emphasis on publications.
And I wonder if
that couldn't then, have an effect on one's teaching: time
spent with teaching and developing your course. I'm still not
sure that emphasis should be placed on publication.
(Int,9).

...I have never published.
Publications for me, I suppose,
would be a demonstration of that confidence. We all need to
find our voice and I don't personally see it as that
important.

(Int,5).

f

C arlY, some the of participants are ambivalent about the significance

of publication

re ord.s, while ~ther participants ~eC.OgniZeth~ r~le ~f ~UbliShing for promotion, as well
a an InterventIon for gender equIty In academIc Institutions.

Tt e institutional barriers that were reported to impede the participants' publishing
e deavours were strongly associated with the historical and political origins of
H Us and in particular the reproduction of male-dominated and androcentric

v~lues.
A~ elaborated earlier, HBUs were established by the apartheid regime to cater
fqr disenfranchised
t

South Africans and in this separatist education system,

se institutions obtained less state funding than white institutions

( unting, 1993; Subotzky, 1997; Wolpe, 1993). Conceivably, HBUs had
f wer resources (material and human) because they were designed to
p oduce an inferior education when compared to HWUs.

Arother feature of HBUs is that these institutions often have heavily embedded
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~

P riarchal values, because the governance structures are often dominated by
Af ikaner or African males (National Education Policy Investigation (NEPI), 1993;
S botzky, 2001). The literature reviewed asserts that women often encounter
su tie, covert institutional barriers which stymie their progress to the higher
e

elons in academia

2 00; Bethlehem,

(Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Bagilhole,

1992; Crosby, 1991; Evans, 1996; Halsey, 1992; Henry, 1990;

K ufman,1978; Morley et a/., 2001; Subotzky, 2001; Williams, 2000).

O~her institutional barriers which were reported by participants related to
in~dequate resources at these institutions,

which include: lack of facilities;

u~derstaffing and heavy workloads; lack of institutional staff development
a~d training programmes.

f

fu her compounded

It was also reported that these barriers to publishing were

by the lack of research co-ordination; lack of support

fr m senior colleagues and the lack of institutional support for external
fu ding. Another feature of HBUs, as mentioned, is that the central focus
o~ the academic enterprise at these institutions has historically been a
strong emphasis on teaching rather than on publications.

T~e participants' responses indicate that the impact of the lack of time, is a major

bf rier. These sentiments are included in the quotations in some of the previous
s ctions in this chapter. The following excerpt illustrates a reason provided for
th

lack of confidence with regard to publishing by academic women at HBUs:

You end up teaching five different sub-disciplines.
And in
terms of the depth of your knowledge, in any particular
field, you're not abreast of the most recent research in
any particular field. You battle to read in five different fields.
[Unlike] in HWUs where they focus on one area, on a
discipline, one course. ThE~Yspend all their time there, in the
one course and are confident
with
their
subject
knowledge We, with so many courses, experience a lack
of time and with the result we lose confidence.
We don't
write enough, and thus we lose confidence. (Int, 6).
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B cause HBUs were established for the disenfranchised

peoples of South Africa, the

a artheid regime of the day did not deem] it necessary to fund these institutions in the
s me way that the HWUs were funded I(Bunting, 1994; Cooper & Subotzky, 2001;
S botzky, 1997; Wolpe,

1993). Due to the lack of facilities and inadequate

c pacity, many components

human

of the academic project become very laborious and time-

c~nsuming These factors are regarded as barriers to publishing since the participants
report

that

they

are

primarily

predominantly

involved

with

teaching

and

class

pr~paration. Consequently, their time for publication is very limited.

Androcentric

Cultures

l

A hou9h they do not have positive proof of discrimination or biases, participants report
fi ding themselves in situations in the academy where they sense the
a drocentricities of universities. Such experiences are not uncommon
a

t

th

ong groupings
reigning

1 95; hooks,

of people who are regarClied as 'outsiders

ideology (Behabib,
1984; Reay,

1986; Handrahan,

1996a; Simeone,

and other' to

1998; Harding,

1991; Hennessy,

1987). There is a difficulty

in

di tinguishing clear-cut inequalities and hard facts with regard to
di parities in power and positions, because hegemonic structures often
s rve to obscure and rationalize policies and practices that maintain the
e clusivity of the ideology (Handrahan, 1989). The following excerpts illustrate the
e perience of the 'glass ceiling', by participants (Acker, 1984; Daily News, 2000; Evans,
1 96; Heward, 1996; Sutherland,1985).

Some participants alluded to such experiences

fqr example:
...I have no facts or figures. It's more like a feeling,
because if you look at the structure of the university in terms
of professors and seniors, you will see that women are
very, very low-profile in the higher [academic] rank of the
university.
And I do think that might impact on the
willingness
of women to exert themselves
in terms of
researching publications. It's very difficult
to pinpoint
where the obstacles are. I think it's just natural that if you
look at the top [structure]
of the academy you always
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have the men. /Iaughs/. And they kind of get there. You'll
find that it's this buddy relationship
where they're all
friends.
Rather than choosing a woman, they would
choose a friend. But not [intentionally] to prevent or to get
a person to present to be represented on that committee. I
don't think it's done with deliberation,
mean intent or
something like that. It's just that they know this person.
'Why don't we ask him to be on this committee?' And in
that way, women often get surpassed.
Except when they
really star, then they get lifted out. (Int,4).

But, I think what is happening
at the moment,
are still being promoted,
though on an unfair
compared to women.
.( FG, 3).
!

is that men
basis when

T e participants also alluded to 'gendered' experiences as academic women.
AI hough participants did not mention power specifically, many comments alluded
to a sense of powerlessness

resulting from their gendered

identities.

re erred to the subtlety in the gendered nature of organizational

Many

structures and

th ir difficulties in identifying the reasons which render academia having a 'closer
fit to the careers and working styles of men. These notions of the subtlety of the
d minance

androcentricity

s ecifically

is supported

B thlehem,

1992; Evans,

in the social

order

by various authors

generally

(Aisenberg

1996; Handrahan,

and

in academia

& Harrington,

1998; Park,

1988;

1996; Subotzky,

2 01;Toren, 1999; Wolpe,1988).

S me participants referred to incidents in which they felt that being a woman and
h ving

been

socialized

e cessive workloads

in a gender-stratified

society,

and strong family commitments.

contributed

These factors,

to their
in turn,

r tained them in junior positions. These excerpts also reflect the conceptual
fr meworks of the 'old boys club' and the 'people-like us' syndrome, which stymie
t e advancement

of academic

women's

careers.

This type of homosocial

b nding, where men seem to 'close ranks' and 'guard the gates' of senior
ppsitions continues to beleaguer women in their pursuit of senior positions in
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ac~demia (Acker,

1984;

Aisenberg

&

1988;

Harrington,

Lorber,

1994;

Tqren,1999)
P~rticipants

often acknowledged

that deeply ingrained

expectations

around

g~ndered roles impacted on their academic careers, as illustrated in the following
qyotation:

I

I feel that stuff I did, feels like a lot of grunge work. My
own willingness to do that dirty work, is partly a personal
thing. And maybe, it's also a gender thing. I mean, men
in my department, or male colleagues,
I've often heard
them with
the attitudes
that 'This is my narrow
responsibility, which is to deliver my course. If my students
aren't well prepared5 it's not my problem. It's not my
responsibility to intervene on the lecturing level. It's not my
problem if the printers don't deliver the notes. It's not my
responsibility to drive out and get them'. And I've always
done it the other way. Maybe it's quite a female way.
Maybe, in a chaotic institution where things don't work,
women have taken it upon themselves to do more than
males do. (Int,S)
T~e f~IIOwing excerpt similarly re:lec.ts. 81 ~articiP~nt's percePt.ion of the
n,gatlve

yet subtle

forms

of discrimination

which

academic

women

e*perience:
J resented my male colleagues very much. Not that they
could help it, but I always felt that their choice about going
to international conferences or not, was a simple matter of
'Do I have funds or not? '. No consideration
for 'How does
it affect my family? Then there are also the kind of security
issues women face, and have to be concerned about.
But many women are intimidated
by the prospect of
having to travel across the world on their own. But,
besides the international travels, if you just think of fieldwork
and stuff like that. I mean, how easily can men just get into
the car and go and do field work.
You know, women
have to consider all kinds of other things. If you want to
do research in township settings or wherever, you are
going to think about security issues. You are going to think
about 'How am I going to access that? How am I going to
cope with situations like this, that and the other?' So safety
issues do come into it. (Int,6).
I
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Th~se were the types of androcentric values and subtle gendered expectations which
ac demic women often encountered and had a negative impact on the advancement of
th ir academic careers. This quotation also illustrates the salience of the 'private/public'
di ide where men are socialized and rewarded for engaging in the public domain. From
thi

perspective there are fewer expectations of men, than of women, to be responsible

a

involved in their families and family life (Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Campbell &

B nting, 1991; Crosby, 1991; Handrahan,

1999; Ribbens & Edwards, 1998; Standing,

1 98). Men are therefore freed up to advance their publication records, while for women
wi h families, this challenge is far more complex.

It s interesting

to note that many participants

g nder discrimination.
w 0 contend
th t the

This finding

concurs

reported

with Bethlehem

that covert and subtle gender discrimination

governance

structures

ra ionalize these discriminatory

develop!
practices.

that they did not encounter

strategies

(1992) and Subotzky
continue

and

overt
(2001)

to exist at HBUs,

practices

but

to obscure

and

acknowledgment

that,

I.

...1 haven't seen much [discrimination], to be honest. I'd love
to be able to say, to actually make it clear-cut gender
perception.
I think there are a lot of other external
pressures on women that may be come from their family
environment.
You know, doing a PhD with their children [in
these cases]. I'm not actually sure that it stems from the
institution. I do think there are individuals
in this
university who are extremely sexist, disgustingly so. But
I think I would say that that originates from individuals
within
the
system,
rather
than
a
systematic
discrimination
against women. (Int, 5).
...It's a hard thing to answer that. I've never found any
kind of bias against me being a woman. I don't get
involved in bureaucracy here. I stay clear of meetings and
that kind of thing. (Int,2).
F rthermore, the following quotation highlights the participants'

al hough women are progressing in academies, their progression is much slower than
en's progression through the academic ranks. The reason for the delayed progress of
w men is often obscured by rationalized policies:
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...I'm unsure about this! I don't think that women are awarded the
same status as men. But I'm unsure because I think that men
choose to focus on a higher academic career. They decide that
they are going to study and publish and manage to get into roles
where they make it possible.
And I don't have the same
impression
about women. In our faculty men get there, so
quickly and so easily. Women are going to get there, but it seems
as though it goes with enormous sacrifices, and the giving up of
something. (Int, 7).

T~e excerpts show the difficulty the participants have in describing and unpacking the
bi~ses they experience

in their institutions. These subtle discriminatory

practices are

o,en obscured by covert policies and selections which do not assist women in gaining
a~cess to the 'centers of power' in these academic institutions.

~endered roles in the institution
qver

and above their own socialized

wpmen

to extend

irfringements
i stitutions.

these

roles as nurturers,

roles in the university.

there is also pressure on

Participants

report experiencing

on their time, because of the nurturing role they are expected to play in
Moreover,

academic

women are often also expected to execute tasks

r garded as 'women's work' (Morley et a/., 2001; Subotzky, 2001). It is argued that this
b comes particularly salient in the less advantaged contexts of HBUs (Subotzky, 2001).
ademic

women

are expected

to take

on responsibilities

which

often

include

s cretarial duties, counselling students, and involvement in institutional initiatives, for

e~ample
...I think where time to do research and that type of thing
are concerned, women come second. Women are inclined
to be very hard working. If you reflect on the men, they are
not hard working. The women are inclined to take the
large classes; they don't moan about it. They do it.
They're seen as people that are very approachable
by
students.
So they get many students coming to them.
Consequently they carry a big load there.
And then,
obviously, it's difficult to do the research.
I think that is
also something that we bring upon ourselves.
We try to
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mother our students. So I think, that we know some of this
is our own problem. It's just the way that we were
institutionalized
[socialized]. (Int,4).
...If you look at how many times women are asked to take
minutes in meetings, even when you have men present.
And what happens is, you end up having to spend time
typing up minutes of the meeting. If you look at outreach
projects, how many times do you have women involved
with those? With regard to these types of things I would say,
not that we don't have options, but the choices we make
are often to our detriment. Not just because we consider
safety issues, personal issues, domestic issues, but also
because we tend to get involved in things that require
development,
nurturing,
and those kinds of things.
I
think from a career planning point of view, women need to
be strategic. Women need to plan their professional
careers. I think women need to be guided more. (Int,6).

T e reports indicate that the participants often acknowledge that they are not
a sertive enough in challenging the additional extra (and very often
9 ndered) duties and responsibilities which are regarded as implicit to
w men's

workloads.

e pectations

Although

of women

the participants

as nurturers,

acknowledge

they also recognize

the traditional
that in order to

c allenge these traditional values as a means to gender equity, they would have
t consciously 'undo' or 'ignore' traditional values and roles. The difficulty in
, isentangling' this socialization is acknowledged by hooks (1991), who, although
s e refers specifically to black women, talks about the assumption that women
are innately more capable of caring for others and as a consequence

are often

e¥pected to assume multi-purpose caretaker roles. Some participants challenged
t~is status quo and made proposals for the 'unshackling' of the traditional roles of
vJomen as nurturers as follows:

I

There should
be a way of changing
our personal
attitudes.
I think it is about time that we change the idea
that we should always be taking care of others. We must
reach the stage where we should say, 'Okay, enough is
enough!
We
have
been
socialized
to t>e nurturers,
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b,

caregivers and it becomes difficult say 'No, I have no
time' to a student who comes into your office and has a
problem. (FG, 1)
i

...We're
not aggressive
about marketing
ourselves.
Women tend to wait to be called, nominated. They wait for
it, they do not volunteer. As for a man, they don't really
mind, they volunteer! (FG,2).

T e literature indicates that the tendenc~ for women to take on gendered roles is a
mmon feature at many institutions (Aisenberg & Harrington,

1988; Bagilhole, 2001;

E ans, 1996; Halsey, 1992; Henry, 1990; Lorber, 1994; Park, 1996) and is especially
e ident at HBUs,
in titutions

because

(Subotzky,

of the deeply entrenched

2001;

Wolpe

ell al... 1997).

androcentric
Responses

ethos at these
indicate

that the

p rticipants were able to identify the ways in which 'their research time' was often used
f r these additional responsibilities.

They realized that their heavy involvement in these

a ~tivities was curtailing their progressionlon

the academic career ladder. Ramphele

(1995) also refers to the issue of being expected to be the mother figure and states that
in most societies the role of women as mothers is given and when women choose not to

mothers, literally or symbolically, they are often constructed as transgressors

T~e socio-political

context of HBUs

~ mentioned frequently, HBUs were established to serve students from disadvantaged
c mmunities and as a consequence these institutions had a strong focus on teaching
a d academic development (Bunting, 1993; Subotzky, 2001). These trends continue to
e ist even after the election of the democratic government. Many participants referred to
t e focus of the academic enterprise as well as the type of research conducted
BUs. They perceive that these institutions were constructed

at

as having a different

e phasis from HWUs. As mentioned earlier, HBUs were considered to have a strong
f cus on community development and community-based

research, rather than applied

r search. Some participants felt that applied research was a central focus at HWUs.
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M~ny par1icipants constructed

the primary aim of HBUs to be that of teaching,

as

ev~ent in these quotations:

...Something
that I find about
the focus
of our
universities,
is that it is very much towards meeting the
students' needs where they are. And what happens to
me, is that my whole teaching changes [to be] directed
towards students. In this situation, I tend to forget about
the outside world, [of academia] where one has to give
account to people for what one is doing. Because at a
university like ours, which is located in a very rural area,
many of us feel that we don't have time, for what I call, idle
academic research, that is, for pure research. So what we
are doing, is really applied research. We do a lot of
research in the community. And we get caught up in that
research and in the implementation
of our research. The
last thing that we get to, is the publication
of those
results.
It is very frustrating and we should do that, but [in
our situation] it's very important that communities
benefit
from that research. We are firstly and fore-mostly involved
in implementing
community development.
One has a
shortage of person-power: In our department, we are three
people, with three hundred students and so many postgraduates. And I must run the department, every aspect.
Publication, is really the last thing. (FG, 3).

...For a long time, I think this university was basically a
teaching university. I think that now research is coming into
its' own. Research now seems worthwhile,
because we
now are provided with incentives, making it a worthwhile
endeavour because one gets funding for it. The university
has become a kind of environment that is more conducive
to publications. (Int, 4).

Spme participants made specific reference to socio-historical
TreSe participants alluded to the differences

accountability

between academic enterprises

of HBUs
at HBUs

a~d other universities. The following excerpts capture the sentiments of participants with
r~gard to these issues
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But I think that colleagues
that work at first world
universities
in third world countries, have so much more
chance. I think in our institution,
probably everybody is
loaded with undergraduate
teaching work. (Int,7).
...But at this point of our history,
I always challenge
in
my own mind and I have this problem with: 'Should we be
as
our
white
institutions?'
These
institutions
are
concerned
with research
profiles.
When we [at HBUs]
have a social agenda in terms of research,
in terms
of
getting
students
on par, in terms
of getting
students
through
to higher
qualifications
and post graduate
programmes,
in particular. (Int,6).
I

Frpm the excerpts

it is clear that participants experience the traditional emphasis of

a ademic enterprises

at HBUs, that of teaching and community development,

b rrier to their publishing.

as a

Although there have been gradual shifts towards moving

p blications onto the agenda of HBUs, this academic

activity remains peripheral

in

m ny HBUs. The student profiles at these institutions are similar to the demographic
p files of the students in the pre-democracy period. The arguments presented earlier in
th s chapter,

with regard to the participants'

ambivalence

to the significance

p blishing at HBUs are relevant. They may be linked to the socia-political

of

contexts of

H Us. While some participants feel constrained by this, for other participants the aspect
0 teaching at HBUs is more important than the 'indulgence'

in research, which these

p rticipants feel, should take prominence at HWUs.

Academic

Resources

P rticipants referred to the lack of facilities that impeded their publication abilities. They
r ported that inadequacy of available resources, for example, the library, information
t chnology

(IT)

services

and

laboratory

facilities,

negatively

impacted

on their

p blishing. Accessing these facilities or improvising methods to access these facilities
as cumbersome

and time-consuming.

a~equate library facilities:
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All the participants

referred to the lack of

...The poor library facilities really have a great impact on
our
ability
to publish.
If we could
have technical
assistance
to do our literature search, or at least someone
to find the journals for us in the library, that would save time
because the library is in such disarray [and it sometimes]
takes the whole day to find one journal.
So that's a major

influence. (Int, 1)

...The library is not well-staffed.
And there have been
many managerial difficulties.
I have sympathy for library
staff because they have had an enormous crisis. It doesn't
compare well with other libraries, because resources are
certainly very limited. But, the electronic journal access that
we have now and also having access to read books from
other institutions in the region, has alleviated some
problems. I have to admit, that most of us, the staff here,
and most of our postgraduate students, go to the HWUs
in the region, when we want to find something quickly or
efficiently. (Int, 7).
I

T~e following excerpts, though quite strongly stated, illustrate the negative
im~ressions that some of the participants held of their institutional library:

...The other thing about the university, is the library.
In
fact, there isn't a library. I'm not ever going to say that
the library is cool. [laughs]. I'm actually going to say there
isn't a library. (Int,5).
The library is a major obstacle to research. I actually go
and do my research at a sister institution
-HWU
(deleted for anonymity). I don't use this library, because it's
chaotic. (Int,4).
P,rticipants

also referred to the lack of other facilities such as IT and other academic

re~ources that impede on their time available to publish. They reported that the lack of
a4ademic resources caused frustration when attempting to access information.

i

P rticiPants spoke about having to access information

Many

at other resourced institutions.

T is has a negative impact on available time, which is often a scarce commodity for
a ademic women at HBUs.

I
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TJe

limited

and sometimes

fo ced to engage
cl sses.

a~demic

non-existent

in time-consuming

The following

quotations

facilities

activities

often

resulted

in participants

to be able to prepare

provide I examples

of the ways

being

for and teach

in which

the lack of

resources impinge on the participants publishing abilities:

...the one thing that is a particular concern to me at the
moment is, [the lack of] computer software for data
analysis, specifically qualitative data. And there is always
an excuse [for example],there is no money, or it has to be
in next year's budget. I think that somebody in, if a different
engendered position says, 'this is what I need, I need it,'
they get it. ...Also in terms of IT equipment, if my printer is
broken and I need a new printer, it is months and hours
that have to go into negotiations
and letter writing. It
wastes my time! It prevents me from publishing. (Int,7)
...We don't have the lab equipment.
I was in the science
field, I was sharing the laboratory with physiology
in
Physiotherapy
department.
A lot of the equipment I was
supposed to use, was material that I got from industrial
psychology or psychology departments. Some of the things
weren't even calibrated. Whenever I had to have a lab,
there would be a whole schlep with extension cords and
works, over to the physiology lab, to physiotherapy lab,
push away their massage table and all sorts of items. In
terms of energy spent on just having one lab session a
day, I had to prepare two days in advance for some of
them. If I looked at what my colleagues were doing in the
discipline
at sister
institutions
(HWUs), they were
spending
time in well-established
labs.
They have
updated equipment. (Int,6).
,

Clearly, the inadequate facilities at HBUs are perceived as creating time-consuming
a~tivities for staff in their efforts to access the services and facilities that are not always
r~adily available at these institutions. The historical backlog of HBUs means that these
in~titutions

continue

P~rticipants
e~deavours.
a~ounts

clearly

to

have

perceived

limited
these

academic
inadequacies

resources
to

and

impede

infrastructures.
their

publishing

Limited academic resources resulted in participants having to spend large

of time to ensure the succesS! of their lessons. The participants
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felt that

adlequate academic

resources

would

provide

a more supportive

environment

for

pyblishing

Urderstaffing

and heavy teaching loads

B~cause of limited funding in the days of separatist education and low financial
re erves, HBUs are very often understaffed. This results in staff members having
h avy and diverse workloads.

Staff members are frequently required to teach

m Itiple courses at various levels, and because of limited staff complements,
th se academics have had heavy committee duties as well.

H~avy workloads leave academics with marginal amounts of time to focus on
p blications. They report that more often than not, they have difficulty in
k eping abreast with teaching and administrative duties. Furthermore, because the
m jority of students at HBUs come from disadvantaged sectors of the South African
s ciety, academics at these institutions have the additional academic responsibility of
si nificant amounts of academic development (Subotzky, 2001; Wolpe et a/.,
1 97). This situation is even further exacerbated when considering that many
a ademic women have high teaching loads because they are often in junior
p sitions (Henry, 1990; Park, 1996; Subotzky, 2001; Williams, 2000). The
t, Ilowing quotations illustrate the ways in which some participants alluded to
t

impact of their workload on their ability to publish:

...Heavy workloads are bad for the people who haven't
published. In our department we have mostly females and
there is a woman who has been sitting in a lecturer's
post for the last, maybe, 10 years. And she doesn't have
any chance of promotion, because for promotion you need
a PhD. For promotion from lecturer to senior lecturer,
[you need a PhD.] plus four publications. She doesn't
have the time to do any of that, and she has to take care
of all her other domestic responsibilities. ArId then she's
the third and fourth year co-ordinator.
Students enter
that office at any time of the day, with queries. (Int,1).
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...1 can just think of my own experience. We are totally
understaffed
in our department with only three staff
members. Student numbers have been increasing by an
average of 30% per year for the last three years. So the
work's getting more, but the staff is not keeping up with
it. And I'm the junior one in the department, having been
there for the least amount
of time. Normally
that
translates directly into heavier workload.
So, from the
department's
side there is no opportunity
for research.
You can always get by with the [lack of] equipment, or
the research facilities or things like that. You can always
make another plan: use MRC or whatever. But not time!!!
The students that we are getting are not making our
teaching
much lighter. We have to be more flexible.
Actually, we have to push more development
into the
teaching, which stretches our teaching to 150% of our
time. (Int,8).
T~ese responses indicate the dilemmas of participants who, because they are in junior
afademic positions, often have heavy teaching loads and have high administrative and
c~mmittee responsibilities
afademic
~iCh

as well. This produces the proverbial 'vicious cycle' in which

women are retained in junior Ipositions. Because of their junior positions,

often entail heavy teaching

and ladministrative

loads and limited access to

s pportive academic resources, academic women find it difficult to publish (Bagilhole,
2 00; Park, 1996; Subotzky, 2001; Williams, 2000). The dilemma of academic women
a HBUs is further exacerbated

by the amount of student development that is required

b the students that enter HBUs. As mentioned earlier, the majority of students at HBUs
ate from disadvantaged

communities;

they require more academic

development

and

c~unseling from teaching staff. Because academic women are often more represented
i~ the lower positions, they are frequently responsible for the bulk of the undergraduate
t~aching. This includes intensive student development and counselling. These activities
hrve a negative impact on the time available to publish and they are thus detained in
t~ese positions.

~ublishing
p~blication

I

is a primary
records

promotion

of academic

criterion

women,

and because

these women

have difficulty

promotion to positions which would assist them in accessing
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of the often

supportive

deficient

in attaining
resources.

S~nior positions often have fewer teaching responsibilities.

It appears that many of the

p~rticipants at a more junior level believe that senior women have an easier time than
thfmselves.

This has been shown not always to be true in the South African context.

P4tgieter and Moleko (2002), in a South African study, argue that although there are
p~rceptions that senior women have 'seem to be having an easier time' than their junior
c9/1eagues,

the

lack

of mentoring,

role

models

and

the

levels

of managerial

re~ponsibilities which are expected to be fulfilled by the relatively few senior women,
di~pute these perceptions.

L~ck of support and motivation

from the institution

AI reported lack of support from the various levels of the university, including
fapulty and departmental level support, as well as the lack of support from senior
st~ff and the Research

Office,

emerged

as a significant

factor

for

many

p+rticipants
P rticipants

reported

how departmental

policies

and

structures

were

often

an

i pediment, rather than a facilitating factor ,to their publication activities They spoke of
d veloping negative attitudes towards publications,

as an outcome of such insufficient

s pport. The participants reported that they would appreciate acknowledgment
p blications at departmental

of their

and/or even at institutional level. The following excerpts

hi hlight some of the negative responses that participants report to have experienced at
d partmentallevel.

These, they feel, are significant barriers to publications:

.'. There's always a kind of dichotomy
in terms of the
department. Firstly, they recommend that people should
be allowed to have a research day, once a week or
something, so that they can go out and do their field
research or whatever. But then the amnesia! But then the
decision is turned around and no, that's, [the research
day] is actually a luxury. [laughs]. So people don't get to
have a research day for five months. FG, 3).
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...Everybody is on their own. It's [publishing] an individual
thing and those that are doing very well with their
research
profiles
are sitting
there, improving
their
research profiles. They do not lend a hand to the lower
members who are not on their feet yet. (Int,3).

T e quotations

illustrate

the participants'

d partmental environments.
th ir respective departments.

perceptions

of a lack of support

from

Participants clearly feel that publishing is not supported in
Publishing is often regarded as an individual activity, in

w ich participants are expected to engage on their own prerogative without assistance
fr m their colleagues. Similarly J a South African study by Dlukulu (2000), reports on the
la k of departmental

support as perceived by academic women in some institutions.

T is becomes problematic to academic women who have not published yet, as they
oijen feel isolated and require assistance to 'get started'

he following lengthy excerpt is a good illustration of the ways in which
in titutional and departmental procedures and attitudes are experienced as
d motivating for new and junior staff. The perception of negative
d partmental responses to innovative initiatives,

discourages new staff members

fr m venturing into new and creative ways of teaching, learning and publishing:
I came here five years ago, expecting to find myself in an
environment
where there would
be all the more
experienced
people
doing
research
and with their
guidance, I would learn. I came here with lots of ideals
about my subject area and developing the subject area
in Africa. And I thought I would be coming to a lecturing
university where there would be much criticism going
on. For instance, where maybe somebody was busy with a
research project. I hoped to watch how they did it. And I
would develop myself in that way. Number one, there was
no research happening in that department!
I had quite a
low opinion of what was happening here. There were only
certain people doing things in their own offices.
And it
certainly wasn't a collective
-us dealing with research
inquiry. So, there was nothing for me to hook into. There
was certainly no one to mentor me. There 'Nas a senior
professor,
he was well-known,
but he was just not
available. (Int,S).
J
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P~rticipants particularly referred to the roles of senior staff and professors at institutions.
T~ey spoke

about the ways

in which professors

and departmental

chairpersons

a~peared not to be concerned with creating situations that assist women academics in
th~ir publication endeavours,

nor do they motivate colleagues, especially those in junior

pqsitions, to publish

...These guys work at the institution. They are now 'chairs'
or heads of departments, but don't really do the role as they
may do overseas or other places. They don't give you the
academic support. They won't call you in as a junior
member of staff and say 'How is your research going? How
far are you really now? Maybe you should try this, try and
work out. Once a year at least one paper, this is the way you
should go about it.' It is not seen as one of the jobs of the
head, which it should be. (Int, 3).
I
Our priority is undergraduate teaching. The other sad
thing is that the Head of Department will, every semester
or every two months, whenever he feels like it, will ask us
to give him a timetable. This shows exactly when we have
contact with students. So he sees exactly where we are
free. And if there's any activity that comes up, he tries
and fills up our spaces.
But when we say, we need to be
allocated time for research, he says 'there is lot of time
for research, you have all these spaces free. Why don't
you do it?' And it's not as if one can use a period here
and a period there, for research. (Int.1).

Af was previously mentioned in an earlier quotation, participants referred to the
a~sence and lack of availability of senior staff. When considering
ussions on gendered

and socialized

identities,

the earlier

it is clear that academic

men who are 'new' to academia require guidance in publishing. This is often
a

activity which takes them away from their 'natural state of being', because it

0 en requires solitary time away from their families and their socialized role of
n~rturers,
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Pf rticipants perceived the absence of senior staff as non-supportive of junior
st ff members who required assistance and development
T ese sentiments allude to a lack of developmental

1

in publishing skills.

initiatives to enable them to

C mmence a publication track record. The following excerpt illustrates another
w y in which participants constructed the lack of support related to the absence
a d disengagement

of senior staff:

I

i

...I was very conscious
of the fact that I was always
starting
committees
and things
and that professors
were not there.
Around the table with me were mostly
women.
But these were mostly women who were at the
lecturer
level.
And it was we who come to these
meetings
and the few professors!
When they come
meetings,
it is clear that they haven't
actually
worked
through
the minutes
and stuff.
Or when task teams are
established,
they don't volunteer
their services.
...And
then, something else that' also became very conscious of,
was the number of hours they spend on campus.
I used
to get here, early in the morning
and leave when almost
all the cars are out of the parking lot. But when one tries
to reach professors on campus, they're
often at home for
the day. (Int,6).
I

I~ these excerpts, participants expressed their need for support from senior members of
s ff. Senior staff members are perceived to impede academic women's publishing by
n t assisting and by not providing academic leadership. Participants also referred to
t e lack of accountability and availability of senior staff. Although staff development is
0 en regarded as a line function of senior staff, participants felt that these functions
re often not fulfilled by senior staff, as it was not an activity that senior staff were
e pected to report on. It was felt that senior staff, because of their seniority had lower
a d lighter teaching loads than junior staff. This often resulted in junior staff
h~ving to carry heavier workloads. Participants perceived that, ultimately, heavy
t~aching loads undermined their ability to publish

~any participants reflected on ways in which women, who are often in junior
ppsitions, were compromised by having higher workloads than senior staff
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mFmbers. They noticed how workloads of junior staff beleaguered their
p~blishing endeavours:

I

...1 was at lectu rer level for 15 years. And, beca use of that,
one gets lumped with all sorts of things. (Int,6)
We get even heavier workloads than the people at the
top. Instead of the people at the top actually getting
more work, they just get less. Men at the top get smaller
classes and we are left with bigger classes. (FG, 1).
Workload is major. Workload becomes major because
the lower the level, the higher the workload. The lower
the level, the higher the admin. The lower the level, the more
students you have. (FG,2).
F om these excerpts it is apparent that participants view academic women who are in
j nior positions, as having higher workloads and thus having less time to engage in
p blishing than senior staff members.
5 nior colleagues

These sentiments indicate the perception that

are more supported

r, sources which may disaggregate

or that seniority allows for access to more

to more opportunities

to engage in research and

p blications. Junior staff seem to be making a plea for developmental

programs which

ould facilitate their progress from junior positions to allow them to enjoy the 'benefits'
apd access to resources, of senior positions.

eferring to another level of expected support, participants frequently mentioned the
r, Ie of the research office in their institutions.

Many participants

felt that more skills

d velopment and training programmes should be located in this unit. They believed that
b tier co-ordination

of research activities driven from this office would enhance their

Pt blication rates. Sentiments expressed in the following quotations are indicative of
s me of the negative

perceptions

and experiences

that participants

r search offices at their respective institutions.

...They seem to be performing an administrative
kind of
role. Not a kind of academic mentoring at all. (Int,2).

have of the

..1 must admit, I was not pleasantly surprised
when I
experienced
our research faculty, the Research office.
When I started here, I was very enthusiastic. It took me
about six months, to find out the procedure to apply for
funds for research projects, how to register research
projects, how to apply for funds, the rules of the game. I
even went to the research office with seven questions.
To one of the questions I was given a straight forward
'No! They can't help me with that one'. And for six of the
others, I was pointed to other people. Either pointed to a
Prof. in a neighbouring department saying, 'He's the one
that does a lot of NRF stuff, go and find out from him'. I
wanted to find out about getting ethics clearance about
projects, and was told to go to MRC for their booklet on
ethics. You know, things like that put me off. (Int,8).
C~early, the

participants'

expectations

from

this

office

were

not being

fulfilled

P~rticipants felt that the research office was not providing a mentoring and supportive
e~vironment,
p,rticipants

but that this office was more involved in administrative

duties. Some

reported that this unit did not assist, but rather seemed to be channeling

is~ues of research development to elsewhere in that institution, or to other institutions.
T~e excerpt below captures the sentiments of some of the participants who felt that the
r~search office tended to shift the responsibility

of research

development

s~ctors of the institution

A couple of years ago we tried to establish
a black
women's research forum, to develop a support system.
We went to the Dean of Research, and wanted to know
what support his office could give to such a process.
Whether it was admin support, seminars or the like. He said
that it was an issue we should take to the Gender Equity
Office.
Once again I found that this was complete
misrepresentation
and distortion of how gender issues
are dealt with at this institution
and at many other
universities.
It's marginalized!
It's not infused!
Each
Dean, and whoever has a particular portfolio, should be
taking gender issues on board. The primary concern was
research development.
It was the research that he [the
dean of research] should be looking at, and whether the
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to other

target group happens to be black women, was secondary.
(Int, 6).

I

R~sponses indicate participants' expectations that the research offices
S~ould be much more involved and playa more active and supportive role in the
r search and publication projects in institutions. Local literature suggests that
t e development and training in publication skills would assist academic women
i their publication ventures (Shefer, van Niekerk, Duncan & de la Rey, 1997).
P rticipants believe that support from the research office would assist in the
d velopment of positive attitudes towards publications and research.

1

1 stitutiona, assistance was not always readily available to assist staff with their

s bmissions
c mments

to

external

reviewers.

on their submissions

Some

from

participants

reported

that

the

review panels were often harsh and

d~motivating
...On
the occasion that I sent something to a journal,
and got back a kind of negative review, I never resubmitted it. (FG, 3).

...It's intimidating when you send the paper out and it
comes back. For the first time publishers, the reviewer's
comments are harsh. You [feel you] can just put it away
and forget about it.
But it also depends on whom you
know. If you know somebody and you are good friends
with them. And they're on the editorial board, then they
just make it easier for you. (Int,1).

~hese quotations highlight the way in which negative feedback may serve to
~bstruct and discourage publishing by new authors. As has been argued
Isewhere, support for new writers to deal with such feedback is required
( uncan, de la Rey, Seed at & van Niekerk, 2001). Overall, participants were critical of
t eir institution's lack of support, which they believe, began from their initial
mployment. Some participants expressed a lack of orientation in institutions which
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i

rerdered them unaware of their obligation to publish or the relevance of publications to
aqademic credibility; for example

...when I started I was not conscious of my research
role at all. I was told about it, about five years or six
years down the line.
I resented that I was expected to
publish.
I felt I was working so hard. And then, only when
I realised afterwards, how some of the colleagues were
benefiting from the choices that they had made, and I was
penalised for the choices I had made.Then I got involved
with so many other things, that took me further and further
away from a research focus. (Int,6)r

..Suddenly you hear from allover, 'But you have to
start publishing' and 'You haven't published', Then, when
you hear about the promotional criteria, the first thing that
comes up, is your publication record!
For funding
purposes, 'How many publications do you have?' Then
suddenly you realize. (Int,9).
...When
you come to the university, nobody teaches you
how to publish. You are on your own and reading what
other people have published.
That won't give you much
confidence.
(FG,1).
ii

ese quotations illustrate that participants clearly had no orientation with regard
t

the significance

and relevance

of ~ublishing

to their academic

careers.

rticipants clearly feel that senior staff and the institutional research units could
p~ay a more supportive

role in assisting

them in their publishing

endeavours.

he findings highlight many of the particular challenges experienced by
t e participants at the selected HBUs. Many of the participants reported barriers
t at linked to the historical-political

legacy of the perceived inadequacies inherent

i HBUs. Challenges experienced by the participants at these institutions were
f equently perceived to be compounded by deeply ingrained patriarchal values
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~t continue to exist in the governance structures of many HBUs (Subotzky,

;~

101). The subjective reports of the participants allude to the cumulative effects.obstacles
at personal, departmental anq institutional level that have a negative

of

I
i

irr pact on their publishing endeavours.

p~articipants'

reports indicate

i

that they felt that their publishing

ventures

I

WIere

not supported

institutionally.

Furthermore,

re~erence to the ways in which their socialized
or ~ their ability to publish

more frequently.

many of the participants
identities

impeded

made

negatively

I

cl hapter Seven presents the interventions that participants recommended to
a~~Sistthem in their publishing endeavours!
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.

A

df-{APTER SEVEN: CREATING
PUBLISHING ENVIRONMENT

SU PPOR TIVE

T~is chapter focuses on the strategies that were proposed by the participants to
asjsist them in their publishing endeavours.
ut~lizes the qualitative

As with Chapter Six, this chapter

data that was generated

by the interviews

and focus

grrups as by well the open-ended question on the questionnaire

T~e chapter presents the strategic interventions that were proposed by the
p rticipants to support their publishing activities. The key themes that emerged
fr m the participants' subjective reports related to institutionalized initiatives such
a~:
The availability of institutional orientation and induction programmes
Institutionalized

staff development programmes

Co-ordination of institutional research and publication activities
The need for networks and mentors to assist their publishing efforts
Incentives to improve publication records.

T~e participants believed that the introduction of such interventions would assist
th~m in their publishing endeavours, as many of them felt that their relationship
w th publishing would be enhanced by institutionalized
T e findings

presented

in Chapter

development and training.

Six alluded to many participants'

lack of

c nfidence with publishing; participants reported that development and training in
p blication skills may contribute to their ability to publish more regularly.

A~ was the case in Chapter

Six, many of the themes

p~oposals, overlapped each other.
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that emerged

from these

1

Ihterventions

at institutional
of

DFvelopment

level

institutional

or

orientation

induction

programmes
A

emerged

in Chapter

f

new and junior staff, be offered

0 en assumed
a ademic
0 ered,

many participants

allow

The participants
new

staff

proposed

at institutions.

that newly appointed

careers.
to

Six,

Participants

staff were familiar
proposed

opportunities

that induction

that it was

with the expectations

that formal

to familiarize

reported

periods

induction

of

periods

be

with

the

themselves

a~ademic environment and the expectations of their academic positions

Although, the orientation of new and junior staff is often regarded as the function
a~d responsibility

of deans,

professors I and departmental

chairpersons,

this

0 ientation is often informal and not as intensive as a formal induction period.
P rticipants felt that a formal, structured induction period would be beneficial to
n w staff. Orientation
a ademic women

periods were considered

because

to be especially beneficial to

of their late entry into academia,

they are often

b ftled by policies and procedures that are (covertly), communicated within the
, Id boys' networks' (Aisenberg & Harrington, 1988; Bagilhole, 2000; Lorber,
1 94; Evans, 1996; Halsey, 1992; Kaufman, 1978; Subotzky, 2001). It was felt
t at academic women's unfamiliarity with the academic environment,

may also

c ntribute to the perception of women as 'other' academics, since they seldom
ve overt access to the 'centers of knowledge' and governance of academies
( cker, 1992; Henry, 1990; Toren, 1999; Welch, 1990). The excerpts cited below
i dicate the participants' opinions in this regard:

...1 think it's a great shame
programme
for staff. (Int, 5)

that there
I
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is no

induction

...An
induction
programme
would
definitely
help.
Because that will already explain how things are done,
how [things] work, the expectations.
The horror story, [is
that] my probation period was done in reverse. (Int,8).
T~e following quotation highlights a participant's proposal for the orientation
n~wly appointed staff members. Althoughlnot

of

a formalized induction period, this

prpposal suggests a form of individual and specific orientation with regard to the
aqademic expectations:
A little bit of development would help. But it would
probably work if it [development]
is de-routed to the
Deans. But, I definitely feel that, if a lecturer starts here, it
doesn't matter at what level, especially if it's a junior lecturer,
they should be taken aside and [told], 'This is what your
priorities
are, this is what your responsibilities
are,
here's Five Thousand Rand! We want a publication out
of that, or a conference,
or an abstract out of that'.
Something to play with, to start off with. Because many
junior staff don't have funds of, their own, in any case.
(Int,8).

I

It lis apparent that the participants believed that induction periods would provide
w~men with an orientation towards the various aspects of academic careers and
e,pecially

with regard to the institutional

r~search. The participants

expectations

of publications

and

felt that such linduction periods would eliminate the

rqality that some women did not realize that they were expected to publish, as

~s

cited in Chapter Six.

qeve/opment of institutionalized
T~e participants
programmes

that there

is a dire need for staff development

that included the training and development

abademic women.
r,garded

indicated

staff development programmes

The need for the development

as important by many academic women,

of publishing skills for

of publication

particularly for black South

~frican academic women, as presented in Chapters Five and Six.
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skills was

M,ny

of the participants

p~blications
a

were aware and acknowledged

for their academic

the importance

credibility as well as for progression

of

in their

demic careers. They thus proposed that staff development programmes be

in roduced to support them in achieving the goals set out in the NPHE (CHE
re ort, 2000/2001,p.
d velopment

72). The participants

staff

plans were needed eradicate some of the covert barriers which

cqntinue to render women as 'outsiders'
s4ccinctly

believed that institutionalized

asserted

by Subotzky

in academia.

These sentiments,

are

(2001 ,po 67)

The change process must become properly institutionalized.
In order to avoid continued marginalization,
it should come
from the periphery
and insert itself at the center of the
institutional
process: within academic and strategic planning
activities and quality assurance processes.
In order to do
this, several simultaneous
and co-ordinated
transformative
and planning initiatives at institutional
level are necessary:
curriculum development;
addressing the micro-politics
of the
academy;
updating
practices
around promotion,
rewards,
recruitment
and retention
and
most importantly,
staff
development.
'
i

A though some participants

felt that development

in publishing skills may be

, iggy-backed' into other staff developme~t initiatives, the majority of participants
e pressed

the

need

for

institutionalized

staff programmes.

The

following

q otation highlights the urgency of staff development for academic women as
e¥pressed by a participant:
...Each Dean, each person whoever has a particular
portfolio should be taking gender issues on board, I think
what is needed is collaborative
writing initiatives
and
projects, where black women develop confidence
in
their writing style and in their writing skills. I'm proposing
that Gender Equity should be mainstreamed. It should be
part of a bigger equity forum. At the moment our
construction
of equity is very much gender bound. It's
very much limited to women staff members. There isn't
enough visibility and shared ownership and responsibility
for equity. And it needs to go beyond just having equity
targets. The Employment Equity Plan does challenge people
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to report on what they're doing for mentoring and those kinds
of things of women, amongst others, to advance women in
research or women's research in the black women.
The
other thing that needs to happen, is that our data needs to
be equity sensitive.
At the moment it is not. We need to
zoom in on how many women get stuck in a particular role.
How long does it take for them to complete their degrees?
These needs should be put on the tables of Deans. And
they must provide answers:
'This is what is happening,
but what are you doing about it? It should be dealt with at
committee level. It should be dealt with at faculty level.
So, if it's faculty based, then at least it's more inclusive
and gives everyone a chance to engage. But faculties
must be challenged to find ways of to ensure that there's
more balance in terms of who is doing research and who
is involved in other activities in the faculty. (Int,6).

T~e following excerpt illustrates a proposal for staff development initiatives sucha,
workshops, with a specific focus on training in publication skills:
Workshops
for people who never publish. Maybe, if
one can have half a morning of workshop, especially
explaining how to go about it; and pointers like: 'it's not
only your research that you can publish'. I think that would
be helpful for the new academics coming in. (Int, 9).

T ese

proposals

i stutionalized

reflect

programmes

the

participants'

perceptions

of the

urgency

of

that are designed to assist and support academic

omen to publish. Although these programmes may be targeted at new staff, the
e isting staff would also benefit from attending these sessions.

Participants

b lieve that such interventions would contribute to improve their confidence with
p blishing.

Go-ordination

I

of institutional

research and publishing

articipants felt that the co-ordination

activities

of institutional research and publication

ctivities would assist them in their publications.

They expressed the need for

ccess to information relating to institutional publication activities which they felt
ould assist them in doing collaborative research. Participants also felt that an
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aqcessible and available data base of colleagues who were involved in research
th t was being conducted,
pr vide information

would serve a two-fold purpose.

Firstly,

it would

on staff members currently involved in research and topics

th t are currently being researched. Secondly, the data base may also serve as a
fo urn for the acknowledgement
Ie el. Public and institutional
in~entive

to imminent

of researchers and authors at an institutional

acknowledgement

may also be regarded as an

authors.

T~e following quotations

illustrate some proposals that participants

felt would

a~sist and encourage new and aspirant authors:

If the [people] at Research Office could send out a one
page or two page brief on research and publications
in
the institution. Maybe, just a two page document from the
Research Office with 'Congratulations!'
to whoever, this
project is now complete!. (Int, 9).

...There should be a data base that one could log into just
to see if who has published.
Who's published what? in
what? There should be something that you can tap onto
some body's name and see all the publications that they've
completed. So that somebody who is new comes into the
system and clicks onto that data base and sees the type
of research in the field and the researcher. (Int,2).

was discussed in Chapter Six, many participants felt that institutional
search Offices could provide more of ~ developmental

and mentoring

r Ie than was currently being done. The following quotation illustrates a
p rticipant's proposal for the role of the Research Office:
...there
should also be a lot more done in terms of the
facilitation
of research from the office of the Dean of
Research. Not just reporting on where there's funding and
whatever, but actually having workshops. [For example] a
meeting for confidence building emphasizing the fact that
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other women are doing it, gender training where a woman
researcher comes to speak to us about publishing. (Int, 6).

~

S me

participants

re ponsibility

also

felt

for monitoring

that the

Research

publication

records

Office

should

take

at an institutional

more

level, to

al eviate the barriers that staff may be experiencing with regard to publishing.
T~e quotation below highlights this point:
...When one wants to do a publication or if one wants to go
to a conference, that's 'where[research
office]
one is
supposed to get answer~s. If you want to find a mentor for a
specific topic and you have an idea of who the mentor
should be, the Research I:>ffice should guide the process,
because they're supposled to know who is active in that
field. Someone in the research office must be able to track
publications to identify that someone is not publishing. They
must do something [about it], like looking at the workload,
looking at the many [other academic] obligations and things
like that. (Int, 8).

T e majority of the participants V\Iere in strong agreement that better research coo dination and facilitation of the development of research skills, driven from the
R search Office, would go a IIJng way to support academic women in their
p blishing endeavours. The pro~)osals recommended

by the participants provide

si pie,

should

yet effective

ways

in which

this

office

assist women

in

s rengthening their publication skills at an institutional level. These are the types
0

mechanisms

that

NPHE

(CHE

report,

2000/2001)

envisages

for

the

s stainability of research and publication activities, especially at HBUs.

",eed for networks and mE!ntoring to assist publications
~any of the participants referred to the need for mentors and networks within the

~
I stitution.

The participants felt that mentoring and support networks would assist

t em in publishing. This concurs with the literature that academic women need
entors and not role models (Fester, 2000; Henry, 1990; Park, 1996; Williams,
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2QOO). Many participants regarded networks and mentors as facilitating factors
thft may provide a basis for the development of a conducive environment that
w~uld support and assist academic women in their publishing ventures.

T~e following excerpts illustrate the participants' views relating to their needs for
m~ntoring and support groups at an institutional level:
...I'm

sure

Definitely.

any

(Int,2).

kind

of

mentorship,

mentoring

helps.

I

...If you get people available
to read and assist you with
the writing,
I think
that will help. Perhaps within their
department or in their field of interest. (Int,9).

S,me participants referred to outside networks that often played a mentoring and
sypportive

role in their publishing endeavours.

The following excerpts provide

examples of panicipants' positive experiences as members of outside networks:
...if you have a little group that you can join, and work
together. Like the Writing Centre, where you can take your
work in progress to be read.
When I think about it, it
sounds absolutely brilliant. You just need somebody to
give you feedback.
It will be great if you could go to
somebody and say, 'I've written this paper.
I'm a bit
worried, whether its acceptable, whether its readable. Won't
you just read?'" Even if it's not the field of study, I'm
certain they can just read it for the English. Somebody
else reads it for the content or the technical aspects.
(Int,4).

I

...we had a group of people with whom we are going to
do some reading together.
And we had some video
conferencing
links with Sweden.
So, it's wonderful!
Because it's just the sharing and talking about it, that
makes you feel less isolated. And you can actually share
some ideas. It makes you realize that your ideas are not so
bad. So, in general, it's good to have some networking going
and I think we can do more of that. (Int, 4).
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CI~arly, the participants

who were members of outside networks found these

n~tworks to have a positive impact on their publishing endeavours.

F~rthermore,

some participants

referred to other processes

of mentoring and

n~tworking in which academic women are often involved. These processes are
fr,quently

taken

for granted

and

not regarded

as acts

of mentoring

and

n~tworking as the following quotation illustrates:

...I think, as women
in academic
departments,
we need
to be mentoring
our women
post graduate
students
as

well. Because it is also
research. (Int,6).
Spme of the participants
a d women's fora.
in titutionalised.

about introducing

a culture

referred to the establishment

It was strongly recommended

of

of 'women' committees

that these committees

be

Participants felt that such committees would provide a platform

f r women to develop strategies to support each other in their academic careers.
T e following quotation illustrates the level of institutionalisation

of a 'women's

c~mmittee'
...I think we should have a women's forum, or a monthly
meeting for interested women. And [there] we could discuss
the problem and then find a way of making the topic
known to the university. Maybe form a committee, maybe
to be linked to senate or something so that women and
the structure have power. (Int,1).

the following excerpts reflect the sentiments of participants with regard to the
a~m and role of such 'women

committees':

...Women
researchers
should be treated as a group, in
the sense of that they should be aware of each other. And
they should start their own network.
But apart from that,

not as an antagonistic

network towards the Old Boys'
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network, but rather a supportive
one. But if we don't
help each other, we're not going to be helped. A
publication network, I think, just the fact that women are
aware of difficulties
that others are experiencing
will
already help. Maybe you throw ideas together. There might
not even be something very productive coming from it,
but even if just on an emotional level, it will also help. But
if the women's
network does not get some or other
degree of power behind it, it's not,going to be of any use.
(Int, 8).

I

form women committees, because most of the core research
committees that we have in the institution now are maleoriented.
There should
be committees
of female
concerns, consisting of women, and these committees have
to consider to women's problems and their positions in
society. (FG,1).

~ omen

academics

clearly support the I notion

of supportive

institutionalized

n tworks. Responses indicate that many of the participants are in agreement that
n tworks would facilitate the publishing ventures of academic women.
F rthermore,
p blishing

many participants

endeavours.

felt that mentors would assist them in their

But, as many Iparticipants

i stitutions did not have induction periods,

reported,

staff development

many of their
programmes

or

entoring programmes. With regard to mentoring, (although none of the selected
i stitutions had institutionalized mentoring programmes),
v ry positive

about the prospect

of women

some participants were

mentoring

other women

il~ustrated in the following quotations:

...1 think probably it would be good if we had, but here we
have very little contact with each other, over the
campus. (Int, 4).
...1 find it very valuable t.hat 1 belong
group, at another university.
(Int,n.
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to a thesis

writers'

as is

O~her participants

were more wary and hesitant in their opinions

m~ntors and were cautious

in their support

of women

of women as mentors.

This is

reflected in the following quotation

...I think a mentor is always a good thing. I think it's quite
an individual decision.
It all depends on the person.
I
think it's quite a difficult thing to say can you rely on
women. It all depends on who it is. Some will and some
won't! (Int,2).
A~other participant was very clear in her perception of support from
w~men who had recently been promoted

she becomes a man

It I is evident

that

participants

had

(FG,1).
deliberated

on the

role

of mentors

n,tworks.

Many participants,

nftworks,

felt that institutionalized support! groups would assist academic women

t~ publish more frequently.

because of their positive experiences

and

in outside

I

I~creased funding allocated to publications
P~rticipants acknowledged that institutions provided the author with an amount of
nioney for research projects. Institutionally -determined

monetary allocations

ate available to the author, when the article has been published in an accredited
j urnal. The institutional funding allocations, however, differed between
i stitutions and often participants reported that funding allocations to authors at
WUs were considereably higher than the funding received by authors at HBUs.
is may be attributed to the fact that HBUs often experience financial

~nstraints,

usually generated by the historical-political

origins of these

i stitutions (Bunting, 1994; Cooper & Subotzky, 2001; Subotzky, 1997, Wolpe et
/, 1997). Financial constraints continue to exist at these institutions and
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th~refore HBUs are often unable able to fund authors at the same high levels as

HWUs
P+rticipants proposed that institutional contributions be increased to serve as
inpentives for academics to improve their publication rates. Financial incentives
inlparticular, were mentioned and one participant suggested more coercive
di~ciplinary action as is illustrated in the following excerpt:

people really feel passionate about money. That's the
one thing that they do feel passionate about. I mean that's
not to be sneezed at. As far as I'm concerned, it should be
enforced
by the university:
if you don't
have a
publication,
say every two years, there should be a
disciplinary hearing. I mean, that sounds quite strong. But
if you really want your university staff to publish, then that
is one way to go. (Int, 2).
I
Tbe following quotations are examples of some participants' views on the value
ot financial incentives with regard to publications:

...I got about Five thousand Rand and that just started
the ball rolling.
So, I suppose, for an initial search or
researchers beginning to do research, they should be given
some incentive. Or to have a little start-up fund, that gets
somebody, without a record of publishing,
started. They
can actually start up. (Int,4)
:

I think money is a great motivator.
If we may just
emphasize again, spell out, the positive balance. To make
the effort, is worth the while. (Int,.7).
qlearly,

participants

believe that funding for publications

Rublishing
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is a key incentive to

P f iCiPantsl proposals for interventions !to assist academic women

in their

pu I~Shi~g.endeavours at an institu~ionall.evel, provide clear and practical ways
to

Institutions

to create academic

environments

that develop

and support

ac~demic women in their publishing endeavours,

I~terventions

at departmental

level

A~sistance with regard to teaching loads at departmental

le;Vel
P,rticipants

also proposed intervention strategies that may be used at

d~partmentallevel

to assist and support them in publishing. As has been

o~served frequently, because women are otten in junior positions, they usually
rry heavy teaching loads and teach courses that require intensive student
in olvement (Lorber, 1994; Harper eta/., 2001; Henry, 1990; Morley eta/., 2001;
P rk, 1996; Subotzky, 2001; Welch, 1990; Williams, 2000). The following
e cerpts elucidate how the participants construct their lack of access to
r~sources, because of their junior positions,

as barriers to their publishing

e~deavours
We type our own notes. I type all my letters. The only
thing I ask the secretary to do, is to maintain contact with
the students.
But everything else, like typing up the
curriculum
and evaluation forms, I do on my own.
I
think that, if there is more efficiency and assistance in that
respect, it will save us time, to do our research. Job
descriptions
must be clarified for non-academic staff. For
instance, the secretary does her secretarial work. This will
decrease the load on the academic staff, making more
time available. The technician can be taught to record the
marks. (Int, 2).
...Professors
could do their own admin work, or organize
their departments
well so that people in junior positions,
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have more free time. They would be able to achieve their s
senior degrees and publish. (Int, 1).
T~

excerpts reflect the ways in which the participants experienced their workloads

as! extending beyond teaching, to include general secretarial duties. Participants
fel~ that colleagues in junior positions more often experienced these 'extensions' of

wQrkloads These same duties were seldom expected of colleagues in senior
pqsitions, as

many

of the

senior

colleagues

often

had

more

access

to

administrative assistance28.

T e participants

also proposed strategies to decrease their teaching load for

s ecified periods during an academic year. They felt that 'relief' from teaching
d ties, for these periods, would allow them time to engage in publishing and
re earch more regularly, than when carrying their full teaching load throughout
th year. Many participants felt that such arrangements should be departmentally
c -ordinated

so that they did not use their official study leave. The following

Q4otations highlight the need for relief from teaching duties as expressed

by

sqme participants:
...It's an internal arrangement!
You're still here and attend
all your meetings.
But for a specific term, you have a
lighter teaching load. You go on with your supervision of
postgraduate students, because now you can just focus on
your research.
But you don't use any of your leave
benefits. Except when you go to another university. With
women, it's obviously not so easy, because you can't take
your family with you. So this kind of leave helps because
can do your research at home. (Int,4).

...You shouldn't be lecturing continuously
for the entire
year. You should have time off, where you just focus on
your writing. (Int, 3).

!

~ participant also referred to another departmental

strategy that may contribute

a~ademic women's publishing
281This
theme,relatingto seniorstaff, will be presentedlater in this chapter.
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...I had contact with the computer science department of
another university, and at a certain time, they meet, not for
a meeting.
At this institution
departments just meet for
meetings.
We don't meet occasionally. You can only
encourage or you can create the environment which is
conducive,
an environment, a context, in which to do
research. (Int,4).
I

T e proposals

presented

by the participants

illustrate their

commitment

to

re earch and publishing, as well as the extent to which their workloads limit their
ti

e and thus their ability to engage in publishing. They also make some simple

a d accessible

suggestions

as to how their workloads

may be shifted or re-

ar anged in order to create more time and space for publishing.

A$sistance

from senior staff

Al emerged in Chapter Six, junior staff felt unsupported

by senior staff. The

p rticipants made proposals relating to the support and assistance that senior
st ff could offer, to improve their publishing ventures.

t

d" CUSsed the barriers
w ich encompassed
p

ssure

could

c~Jleagues.
r~ard

that they experienced
a wide range of duties

be alleviated

Many of the participants

with their

heavy teaching

and responsibilities.

by the assistance

and support

loads,

They felt that
from

their

senior

The following quotation elucidates the opinion of a participant with

to mentoring
...For
professors
and people
who receive
a lot of
funding
for research,
one of the conditions
for that
funding,
should be that they should
involve
someone
from a designated
group [namely], a disabled person, or a
black woman or a black person. (Int,6).

any participants

felt collaborative

publishing and joint publishing with senior

c \leagues, who had experience in publishing, would be significant interventions
t at would assist them in developing confidence in publishing. Furthermore, such
c Ilaborative work may also contribute to synergy and mentoring between junior
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a~d senior colleagues. Participants felt that collaborative ventures would assist in
m~re frequent and regular publications resulting from the supportive environment
e~ablished

between junior and senior colleagues.

T~e following quotations

illustrate the participants'

proposals for collaborative

w~rk between junior and senior colleagues:

...if it were possible
to join up with seniors
especially
if you are not comfortable
research skills. (FG, 1).

to do research,
with your own

...the
HOD should
do research
profiles within the
department and plan team research projects, even if it is
to do work regarding the student marks or something like
that. It could even be some educational aspects of the
course, where we all have different fields. Research in the
department will help because then we would have and
may even give talks. (Int, 3).
I

F1om these excerpts it is clear that participants experienced their junior positions
a d their attempts at publishing as being 'outside' of the academic centers in
t eir institutions. There was a strong sense that participants wanted to be
nientored and encouraged,

by senior colleagues, in their publishing endeavours.

T~is was especially evident among participants who were not very confident vis8tvis their publication skills

~ significant feature of the participants' proposals was their 'silence' on
i~terventions at their personal/eve/so None of the respondents proposed any
s rategies, in their personal lives, that would assist them in their publishing
v ntures. This finding may be attributed t~ the deeply embedded socialization of
t aditional values, where women are expected to take sole responsibility of
omemaking and child-rearing and whereby women find it easier to challenge
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in~titutio.nal structures and policies than to Challen~e the 'infr~st~u~tur~' of their
pri~ate lives at home. Often women are able to articulate their dIfficultIes that
O

~ ur outside

the home more readily than they are able to challenge traditional,

p riarchal practices within family situations. This finding is also evident in the
la k of a discourse on power by participants.

Tt "S indicates the strong antithesis on the emphasis on barriers outside the
h me, while the family situations and 'private lives' of women are more or less
's ept under the rug'. It is therefore apparent, that although women recognize
th t traditional,

patriarchal

b rriers to their publishing
in erventions

to assist them

s e states that associations
0 the social meaning

A other interpretation

values

embedded

productivity,

there

on this level.

in their socialization

often

is a general

'silence'

on strategic

refers

to this when

McDowell

(2002)

with power in the home are often ignored

of the home.

create

in analyses

.I

of the 'silence' may be that the participants experienced

th ir homes to be as supportive

as homes could be. This

notion is also

el borated by McDowell (2002) who highlights that the historical meaning of the
h me, in which the lives of middle-class

women were secluded while their

h sbands went to make a living. Deeply entrenched socialization processes often
u~derpin this uncritical stance of the nature of domestic sites. Domestic life is

f

fr quentlY taken for granted not only by a large sector of society, (reared in this
v lue system),

but also by women themselves,

d mestic virtues.

~

who are socialized to embody

I

aim of the current study is to assist women academics by allowing

t em to develop strategies for themselves that would 'create space' for
p blications. Some participants indicated that they were prepared to make
cpncerted efforts to increase their publications. The following excerpts provide an
i~dication of the participants' personal commitment to publishing:
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1

Next year, when my children are all at university and
my youngest one is going to boarding school, maybe I'll
have a little bit more free time. Then I can up my rate to
two articles a year. (Int,2).
I
I'm going to make that sacrifice. I'm getting
together, I need to publish it by June. (FG,2).

a paper

Frpm these excerpts, it is clear that participants are committed to publishing and
th~ promotion of their academic careers, as is evident in the following excerpt:

1 think for me at the moment, I"II work on finishing my
Masters and definitely after that I'll
definitely identify
which part of it would be good to publish.
So, Yes! I
must just organize myself and get down and do it. Yes, if
you use the time that is allocated, for research and
publishing. And I'll try not to think 'Oh, but I've got this
exam to mark. I've got this lecture to prepare'. Because I
realize that research
is important. My emphasis
on
relevance:
what people are researching and publishing
should be relevant to the time; relevant to the profession
and relevant to the university. (Int,9).

0m the proposals, it is apparent that thel participants feel that these institutional
i erventions
p rticipants

would
believe

assist

them

in t~eir

that the introduction

publishing

endeavours.

of such intervention

would

Clearly,
create

s~pportive environments that would enhance their relationship with publishing

T~e chapter described the interventions
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that were proposed by participants

at

Thl

~following

chapter, Chapter Eight, i~ the final chapter and .presents the cen~ral

fin~ ings of the study, recommendations!

co ments to the study.

for further
i

2{)1

studies

and concluding

AUTHORSHIP

AS A MEANS

AROM THE MARGINS
AFRICAN

OF SHIFTING

WOMEN

TO THE CENTERS OF SOUTH

HBUs

Democracy is not just about who governs and how they are
chosen. More important, it is about how they govern, the
institutions through which they govern, and the institutional
identities by and through which they organize different
categories of citizens (Mamdani, 2001,p. 21 & 22).

T~e concluding discussions and recommendations
s1udies will be presented

and interventions for further

in this chapter. I will also attempt to advocate the

u gency of publishing as a vehicle to subvert and challenge the status quo of
omen's 'voices' and their academic positions in South African universities. The
p imary aim of this study was to explore a group academic women's relationship
ith publishing at selected South African HBUs. This aim was articulated through
0 central objectives. The first of these objectives was to establish a descriptive
p ofile of the publication

records. The second objective

c allenges that the participants

was to explore the

experience with regard to publishing,

through

s bjective reports on their perceptions of, factors that influenced their publishing

ctivities.
~Ithough

I
not a representative

sample of all HBUs, the quantitative

findings

~btained from the completed questionnaires provided a descriptive picture of the
r~spondents' publication records, the levels of influence played by personal and
i~stitutional

factors as well as their subjective

training in publication skills.
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perceptions

of their need for

T~e interviews and focus group discussions

provided qualitative

findings

of

p rticipants' reports of the personal and institutional barriers to their publishing
e deavours.

The participants also proposed interventions to create supportive

e~vironments for publishing at an institutional level.

A Ikey finding is that the participants felt that their publication endeavours
i

are

uenced by both their socialized, gendered identities as well as their positions

in academia. The majority of the participants reported on the challenges in their
p rsonal lives that inhibit and undermine their publication endeavours.
p rticipants alluded to issues of self-confidence,

Many

'juggling' and their socialized

id ntities as factors that impede on their publishing abilities. Interestingly, though,
n participants proposed interventions to assist them on the personal level.

T e participants

highlighted

institutional

difficulties

a ention to the subtle and covert reproduction

but also tended to draw
of patriarchal

values which

b come evident in the gendered roles and responsibilities in these institutions, in
w ich they, as women,

often felt they were extensively engaged,

(and were

e pected to be involved with), in academic activities that did not contribute to
t eir promotion to the higher echelons in academia. Thus, for the participants
s emed as if power and decision-making
w men

academics

be retained

continued to be male-dominated

in marginal

and lower positions

it

with

in these

in~titutions.
Tbe findings

also illustrate

i~adequacies

of HBUs, which were established

e~ucation,

that the effects

are often constructed

of the historical
on the basis

as barriers to the publishing

socio-political
of separatist
endeavours

of

~

a ademic women. As stated previously,1 HBUs received lower levels of state
f nding

than

HWUs

and

although

attempts

have

been

d mocratically elected government to redress the inequalities
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made

by the

of the past, the

in~dequacies

of

historical

the

origins

of

these

institutions

continue

to

di~advantage staff.

Tl e effects of these inadequacies are evident in the publication rate as reported
b the respondents:

Univen had the lowest publication rate. This may also be

a ributed to its geographical location. This institution is situated in a rural area
wth

the

nearest

university

located

some

600km away.

This geographical

is lation from any other universities

may have an influence on availability of

r, sources

institutions.

compared

p blication
a ributed

to advantaged

Another

reason for the low

output at Univen, with regard to geographical
to their

inability to establish

networks

with

location,

colleagues

may be
at other

in titutions. Because of the rural location of Univen, the staff reported that they
sent

extensive time in student counselling and academic development with their

s udents who often came from very disadvantaged backgrounds.

~DW

and UWC, on the other hand, were located in relatively close proximity to

n ighbouring HWUs and thus one could reason that the resources at the HWUs
re more readily available to staff at these HBUs than was the case for women
staff at Univen,

T e key findings of the study fall into a number of central areas of required
c ange. These may be categorized

as follows: women (and men's) need for

d veloping an awareness of their gendered identities and how these impact on
t eir academic identities and experiences;
a d support;

and the importance

c allenging of the institutionalization

women's need for publication skills

of institutional

change,

in particular,

the

of gender power relations and traditional

g~ndered roles in the university. In order to adequately assist women in their
~ublication endeavours,

the study highlights how all three areas of intervention

~re required
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Afiareness

of gendered identities

P~rticipants reported on their recognition of the need to establish boundaries for
th mselves to 'undo' their deeply engrained socialization as women in particular
of the role of nurturers. Nurturing activities by women are very prevalent in HBUs
b cause of the socio-economic
m jority of the students
a knowledged

needs and educational disadvantagement

at these institutions.

the particular

Participants,

needs of their students

s pport, but on the other hand, recognized

of the

on the one hand,

with regard to special

that these activities were time -

c nsuming and detracting from their own career development.

Furthermore, the

p rticipants were all committed to publishipg. They realized that they would have
t

make definite attempts to demarcate land reduce their nurturing roles and

s~reotypically

gendered activities in ways that would make more time available

1

f r them to engage in publishing.
0

publications

p oduction

which

in

bringing
have

Participants

women

historically

to ilthe

also acknowledged
centers

been ,dominated

of

the importance

research

by men

knowledge

and androcentric

vc!ilues

~kills and development
T e participants
p blishing.

recognized

Some participants

their own personal

inadequacies

with regard to

indicated I that they did not require training

in

p blication skills and only required time to increase their publishing output. The
i tersection of race and gender was very apparent: black respondents expressed
t at along with heavy workloads and limited time, their lack of confidence played
a major role in their lack of publishing. White respondents,

on the other hand,

a~ributed their difficulties in publishing more to time and heavy workloads and
r,ported

that the task of publishing was not an impediment to their publishing

a~tivities
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AI~hough race was not a specific 'variable' in this study, because of the stark
di~erences in responses between black and white respondents, the analysis of
thje data generated

was frequently

r~sponses

racial groupings

between

bl~ck and white

respondents

presented to elucidate the differences
The differences

are evident

qt alitative data. These differences

in

in responses

between

in both the quantitative

and the

are especially conspicuous

with regard to

n mbers of publications and confidence in writing and publishing.

Arother

aspect where the racial difference was apparent was in the expressed

n ed for training in research skills. It is noteworthy to mention that although a
s all percentage of black respondents reported that they were satisfied with their
p blication
i dicated

outputs,
that

F rthermore,

all those

they

needed

historically
training

all the black participants

classified

Ito

improve

as African
their

respondents

publication

skills.

reported on their lack of confidence

in

p~blishing.
hese findings may be attributed, on the lone hand, to black participants having
e perienced

the cycle of disadvantagement

in their tertiary

and academic

c reers. Many may have come from HBUs where publications were a peripheral
a ademic activity. On the other hand, the findings may also be attributed to the
articipants current positions, the lower rungs of the academic hierarchy, where
t ey were more involved with teaching than in research and publications.

~articipants,

although

they acknowledged

their weaknesses

with regard to

~ublishing, were aware of what they required to assist them in their publishing
ndeavours.

Many participants expressed the need for development

nd publication skills. Programmes,

in writing

such as those proposed by Duncan et a/.,

( 998) that focus on enhancing the authorship
cademics, were recommended for women.
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and publication

skills of black

Institutional

Change

All the participants referred to the obstacles to publications created by the lack of
institutional

facilities

and

heavy workloads.

This

phenomenon

was

often

perceived to be caused by the lack of resources that are inherent in HBUs, due
to their historical roots in the apartheid regime. But, also appeared to relate to the
subtle institutionalized

gender inequality hinging around traditional stereotypes of

male and female work. The participants
regard to adapting

referred to institutional

values and criteria for promotion,

change with

given that women are

involved in various other academic activities. Yet these activities, although they
are integral to the academic enterprise,

are not acknowledged

as promotion

criteria. This issue was salient to the academic careers of participants,
they recognized

because

that women, who are often in the lowest positions,

carried

heavier workloads than people in more senior positions.

The participants
positions

were cognizant

at departmental

participants

of the fact that men dominated

and institutional

realized the importance

levels.

the senior

With this consciousness,

of developing strategies to investigate and

challenge the ways in which the cycle of reproducing men as authors and women
as teachers,

could

be broken.

They

also

acknowledged

that entrenched

socialization of gendered roles had a negative impact on their time to publish and
realized that publishing could be a vehicle to promotion. In this way, more women
would be represented

in managerial positions, thus giving them more access to

power and decision making in academia.

Given that women were often in junior positions, they also reported on the lack of
support from senior staff members at departmental and faculty level. Some of the
participants

expressed

programmes

(which

their

included

needs

for

mentoring),

institutionalized

staff

development

to assist them

in their publishing

ventures. Some participants also reported on the need for the establishment of
institutionalized

women's networks.
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.

Recommendations
Tre

central outcomes

n~mely,

awareness

s~rategies geared

t

S pport for women

0

engendering

of the findings

naturally lead into a number of areas

raising at a personal
at developing

women's

as well as challenging

academies.

and institutional
publication

skills; and institutional

sexist practices

These

areas

and

working

level; intervention

within the broader

of intervention

view

may be outlined

as

fQllows

Awareness raising
Participants

expressed

a

need

with
for

internalized

interventions

at

oppression:
personal

and

institutional levels. At an individual level, this means women spending time
exploring their gendered identities and how these impact on the way in
which

they spend their time and energies

in the academy.

At the

institutional level, the awareness and investment in publication needs to
be developed among women academics.

The lack of awareness and/or

ambivalence that women seem to have about publishing, as well as their
lack of confidence in respect of authorship needs to be challenged. There
is a need to develop

an awareness

of the value and significance

of

publishing, as well as address women's difficulties with this area of their
academic

work

and development.

In this respect,

participants

also

suggested that in terms of raising such awareness at the institutional level,
this component

of employment

must be moved from the margins to a

more central position. Publication butput is a vital component as outlined
in recent documents

from the Department

of Education,

namely,

the

National Plan for Higher Education, and the New Framework for Funding
Public

Higher

Education.

In these

documents

the

pivotal

role

of

institutional publication output and its impact on both institutional funding
and the existence

of institutions,

is described.

It therefore

becomes

imperative that institutions assist their staff in their publishing endeavours
and, because women form a significant complement
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of academic staff,

.

albeit in junior positions, staff development programmes must be geared
to assist them.

Intervention

I

strategies

geared at women:

It also becomes imperative to

develop intervention strategies to assist women in juggling their personal
and academic

roles, in order to create space for publications.

interventions

may

programmes

consist

of

with a specific

institutionalized

These

staff

development

focus on the development

of academic

women. These may take the form of mentoring programmes, workshops in
time management and training in publication skills.

Institutional

changes

and support

for women:

At a broader level, it is

evident that academic institutions need to interrogate their practices,

not

only how they subtly reproduce gender inequalities (through work loads,
assumptions

that women should do certain things, etc.) but also through

their failure to directly intervene towards the development
authorship.
intervene

of women's

There are multiple ways in which institutions may be able to
and

support

women's I authorship.

women's academic development,
them through

interventions.

This

means

prioritizing

and finding ways of directly supporting

A number of suggestions

in this respect

include:

0

The development

of supportive,

such as authorship
mentoring

roles

development

and

regard to publishing.
also strongly
Research
mentoring

Offices

With

encourage

arguably
publications.

structures

Such networks

to improved

for women,
may fulfill

confidence

respect to the role of the institution,
that -It

is

strongly

take on a more primary

of women

are

forums.

may contribute

recommended

Offices

networking

in their

well

placed

It,I is further
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endeavours.

to

provide

it is

recommended

role in the assistance

academic

with

Research

workshops

recommended

and

to

that such

Research

Offices

develop

monitoring

processes

to

'track'

support staff who do not publish regularly, and to acknowledge and
reward the publications of the staff who do publish.

0

Another important support mechanism would be the introduction of
induction

programmes

institutional
would

staff

development

junior

staff,

as

These

well

as

programmes

of skills to meet the expectations

careers.

the

Arguably,

and

programmes.

assist in the development

of academic

0

for I new

provision

of institutionalized

staff

development

programmes will also assist institutions to comply with two recently
introduced

laws,

Employment
Department
inequities
caused

namely

Equity Act.
of labour

the

Workplace

These

laws were

as interventions

in skills development
by the apartheid

Skills

developed

and employment

by the

opportunities,

regime29. The Workplace

their staff by offering

and the

aimed at redressing the

relates to the regulation whereby employers
develop

Plan

Skills

plan

are encouraged

skills training.

to

The Employment

Equity Act is the law relating to the staff compositions

whereby

organizations are expected to have staff profiles which include staff
from all the 'designated' groups. Appendix Four contains some of
documentation

from

the

Department

of

Labour,

that

comprehensively

describes !the purpose and the content of both

these Acts3O.

0

Institutionalized

programmes that are aimed at the development of

academic women will arguably help to retain staff to HBUs from at

~
Thesecould be regardedas changesto the social orderreferredto in ChapterTwo.
3 Thesedocumentswere downloadedfrom on-line documentsavailableon the Departmentof Labour
ebsite.
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least two of the designated groups31, defined by the Department of
Labour. The implementation

of such programmes

would enable

institutions to 'grow their own timber' in order to attain equity targets
and sustain high levels of competency of academic staff.

The provision of institutionalized
skills

may

publishing.

contribute

to

The fostering

training that focuses specifically on publication

improving

academic

of this relationship

women's

relationship

with

may contribute to more regular

publishing. Importantly, training in publication skills will provide academic women
with a resource to improve their publication

records and thus be able to fulfill

promotion criteria.

Limitations

of the

study

and

recommendations

for

further

studies

Methodological

considerations

The major difficulty that I experienced in the methodology of this study related to
the co-ordination
studies

of this

fieldworkers

of the focus groups and interviews.
nature

should

consider

Researchers

the advantages

conducting

of making

use of

at respective institutions to eliminate the dilemmas of co-ordinating

meetings of participants for the study. For example, 'contact people' at selected
institutions

would

have

facilitated

the

process

by their

'internal

collegial

networks'. Because I did not know a single staff member at UDW or at Univen, I
had to rely on IT communication
of fieldworkers will not overcome

to establish these groupings.

But the assistance

all the hurdles as even at my own institution,

the co-ordination

of focus groups was a difficult one. It is difficult to make

recommendations

for the co-ordination

process of focus groups with academics

31The Departmentof Labourhasidentified designatedgroupsto be 'black, womenand disabledpersons'.
SeeAppendixFour- EmploymentEquity Act.
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sirce time-schedules

are difficult to co-ordinate and participants may not always

w~nt to be in groups that have been co-ordinated along departmental lines.

Apother

limitation

of the study relates to the small sample size for both the

q~alitative

and quantitative

parts of the study. Researchers

~ ategieS

that will encourage

participation

in such

need to develop

research

projects.

As

entioned earlier, only three out of the eleven HBUs were selected for the study
a d thus the findings are not representative

of all academic women at HBUs. A

braoder, more representative sample of all the institutions in South Africa would
b~ an important next step in this research

T~ere

were

aralysis.

clearly

limitations

related

to the survey-questionnaire

and its

For this study, the database that was established and consequently, the

~ay in which the data was entered,

t aniPulation.

allowed for limited forms of statistical

In this respect it is recommended that when the quantitative data is

c Ilated, the database

be established

in a way that enables the data to be

analyzed at a deeper level. This will ensure that the data is able to be subjected
t~ regression analysis, anova and other more complex analyses

4nother weakness of the questionnaire

used here is that it relies on composite

ategories such as 'family commitments' which might refer to a range of issues. I
Iso propose

that the factors

which

respondents

report to influence

their

ublishing abilities be analyzed and 'unpacked' further. For example, the factor
'amily

commitments',

qomponents

~fluence
I

should

by participants

be able to be deconstructed

into its various

and they should be able to articulate the relative

of each these constituents

on their publishing abilities. For this study,

owever, the quantitative data was not intended to be an analytical tool but to
rovide a descriptive profile. There was more concern with the analysis of the
qualitative data in this respect.
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Proposals

for future studies

B,cause the response to this study was skewed, with 39% of respondents being
white,

recommend that a study needs to be done focusing more specifically on

bl ck women academics with regard to the challenges they experience in HBUs.
T is full audit should include: their tertiary careers (where and the type of
in titution where they studied); their mentoring experiences;
th ir employment

length of time of

in the academy; period of time in various positions in the

a ademy; composition of their academic workload (teaching load, administrative
10 d and

committee

load);

perceptions

of the value

and significance

of

p~blishing;

how they report on their publishing endeavours (barriers and support

ststems)
I

order to gain information about all academic women in South Africa, I also

r commend that the proposed audit be conducted with black and white women
a ademics

at HWUs.

i terventions
i tention

These studies would provide

insights

into identifying

to assist academic women in their publishing endeavours.

of these interventions

The

should be to foster a positive relationship for

a ademics with publishing. This sentiment is succinctly stated by Potgieter and
oleko (2002), who believe that institutions

need to foster and develop black

omen academics and ensure that working conditions are supportive for their
p~rticular needs,

~ general

more qualitative work looking at women's positions in academia and in

articular their relationship to publishing is needed in South Africa. For example,
further study that would provide useful data with respect to the knowledge base

~r feminist

inquiry is a study exploring how women assist or do not assist each

ther in an academic context. Such a study would provide insights on both the
henomenon of 'queen bee' as well as the mentoring of women by women.
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i

Qonclusions
Alr OUgh a democratic
fe

initiatives

from

dispensation

national

now exists in South Africa,

or provincial

government

there have been

structures

to redress

the

in qualities and inadequacies which exist in HBUs when compared with HWUs.
H~Us are often still characterized by inadequate infrastructures,
a~d understaffing.
la ge amounts
d velopment.

lack of facilities

The impact of such inadequacies causes heavy workloads,
of administrative

There

duties

and

high demands

is a dire need for academic

for academic

development

H storically, these institutions were established for disenfranchised
disadvantaged

communities,

c anged significantly.

at HBUs.
people from

yet student profiles at these institutions have not

Currently thel majority of student populations at HBUs are

s ill from disadvantaged

communities.

This makes academic

development

a

c ucial component of the academic project at these institutions. The cumulative
c nsequences of the responsibilities

of academic women at HBUs, leave very

li~le 'space' for research and publications.

Thus it becomes important that we

d~velop strategies to consciously create 'space' for women's publishing.

~omen,

especially black South African women, are often referred to as 'silent'

his preconception

must be examined

in order contextualize

r cognizing that silence is usually associated
( uzana, 2000). During the examinations
e a recognition
cbmmunication

the 'silence'

by

with power and powerlessness

of the concepts of silence, there must

that dominant social groups often control the channels

of

and that the notion of 'silence' may, in fact, result in women

~ccepting subordination and/or submissiveness.

It may also be argued that when

~cademic women do not challenge androcentric cultures, which often dominate
~cademies,

they may, in fact be accepting their own subordinate status.

erefore conceivable

It is

that academic women's 'silence' may contribute to their

I ck of confidence and vigor in claiming their full membership as academics who
ontribute to knowledge production in academia.
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M ma (2000) maintains that women need to realize that writing and publishing
0 ers them an opportunity to maintain their sense of identity by retaining selfre pect. Through writing women may be able to challenge the paradigms of the
p triarchal social order and dominant ideology. She continues to assert that

Many voices are surfacing in these times of shifting
boundaries and changing subjects. However, in contrast to
the verbal cacophony, the written space remains exclusive,
retaining boundaries that ensure writing is produced as
unevenly as it is distributed... The printed word continues to
be largely monopolized and mediated by a Western- and
male dominated international intelligentsia... (Mama, 2000,p.
20)
F~r want of a suitable and emphatic closure to the study,

would like to use the

following quotations as a conclusion to the current study:

Writing is hard: it involves confrontations
with critique (from
others, and often more harsh, from oneself), .." co-operates
with conventions,
it requires
engagements
with public
accountability,
it demands a self (Bennett, 2000,p. 10).

Writing is the end product of a long-term engagement
with words and ideas
women must emerge confident that
their voices and ideas are important and that they can
contribute to knowledge production (Prinsloo, 2000,p. 56).
Imagined communities of all kinds have relied on the written
and published word: Commandments
carved on stone
tablets, Koranic codes of behaviour, and laws of all kinds are
written... .producing written texts has been an essential
strategy for the exercise of power... Like the proverbial maid
who must know her master well enough to anticipate his
every whim, writers from the periphery are required to be
versed in all the master texts ever produced in the belly of
the beast that devours us (Mama, 2000,p. 20).
ft{s academic

women,

and especially

as black South African

academic

women

~e are required to take stock of our own lives, view our circumstances

and

p~sitions in the academy and in society, and go on to develop strategies to
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r

eijable

us make use of our available

resources in order to 'create' time for

p~blications. These interventions should enable us, as academic women, to use
0 r publications
c rtail
s ciety.

our full
We

s bversive

as a mechanism

to enable

membership

to the

need to take

seriously

and transformative

academy
Mama's

act (Mama,

a e thus urged to contribute
0 r own empowerment

us to shatter the 'glass ceilings'

to the global

position

eqonomy

or researchers,

our complete

citizenship

that writing

of knowledge

Furthermore,
become

women,

production

it is imperative

the authors

in

is a political,

2000). We, as South African

by our publications.

a d not the interviewers

and

that

and

that we,

of our own

life-

s,ories and our own academic work,

dissertation
he writing of this thesis was one of my most humbling life experiences.
t is was a mammoth

academic

endeavour

that regularly eroded

For me,
my self-

c nfidence when I had to resubmit and re-work drafts because of the major
d.fficulties I experienced in articulating and expressing myself in text. Although I
have published a number of articles and presented internationally,

my difficulties

i writing this thesis may have been attributed to my inexperience with the writing
enre of this discipline and the requirement of a substantial engagement in the
, arid of words'. This type of writing was very different to the type of writing
r quired in my former qualifications, which were mainly in a technical discipline.

~urthermore,
r~search

as mentioned

methodologies,

earlier,

was more conversant

and therefore

the paradigm

and

qualitative methodology was a daunting one. Retrospectively,

with quantitative
mind-shift

to a

this aspect of the

UdY proved to be less problematic than the 'writing up' phase. On very many
ccasions I was overwhelmed and Igrappled extensively with producing texts that
ere coherent and comprehensible.

These were the occasions when the reasons
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th~t motivated me to embark on this study, sustained my aspiration to complete

th~ study.
ras

also humbled,

di:scussions.

in another sense,

in the interviews

and focus group

I was privileged and honored to be taken into the confidence

of

P4IlrticiPants, even those whom I met for the first time, and who shared their
pEI~rsonal

life stories

and

pcirticipants acknowledged
ar ~d/or

problematic

situations

with me.

Some

of these

that they had not articulated some of their challenges

ideas with anyone else before.

Ienjoyed
~rticipants,

the

familiarity

studied

~~rst hand' experience

of the

discussions

and am employed
of the barriers

because

at an HBU.

I,

like

some

This has provided

that often prevent women

of the
me with

from publishing.

I

TIhis woman-centered
o~t interventions

e:~perience

to

research
assist

has created

academic

with regard to publishing,

women

an oppor1unity
to convert

into strategies

for the development
the

that enable

challenges

they

them to publish

n1°re frequently.
V1lith

this thesis I pay tribute to and salute all academics,

both male and female,

~ ho have contributed and continue to contribute to the development of academic
v, omen, and more especially black academic women, in South African HBUs.
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~EQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON WOMEN ACADEMIC STAFF MEMBERS
pear Madam I Sir
~ am a doctoral

he study

candidate at the University of the Western Cape and the focus
is the challenges
of women in academia with specific reference

publications.

of
to

1

hereby request the following information with regard to your institution:
the academic staff composition with regard to the number of male academic
staff members and the number of female staff members (ratio in proportion will
suffice)
18

a list of names

and the departmental

members.

addresses

the women

academic

staff

I

Please be assured that the identity of staff members will be considered to be
highly confidential when the data is analyzed. The information requested is vital to
the success of the study and thus it would be highly appreciated if this information
could be made available to me at your earliest convenience please.
Thanking you in anticipation for your positive response and urgent attention to this
request.

Yours in education

Anita MaOrtin-Cairncross
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APPENDIX

TWO: COVERING LETTER AND
Q VESTI 0 NN AIRE

PUBLICATIONS

BY WOMEN ACADEMICS

in SouthAfrican universities
Dealr
researching the challenges of women academics in South African universities, with specific reference toishing.
la
The aims of this study include establishing a database on the publication profiles of womenjemics.
pub
This information will be used to develop strategies and policies as interventions for reportedlenges.
aca
chal
This research, therefore, strives to establish mechanisms to support women academics in their
pub ication ventures.

Pie Ise complete and return the questionnaire below to me in the self addressed envelope which is included
bet Ire 28 February 2001. Please be assured of the anonymity and confidentiality of your response.
I

As tlhis is a topic that affects our academic careers and, ultimately,

se~e,

I trust that I may rely on your participation

in completing

our relevance to the constituencies
this questionnaire.

we

Yours in education

An*a Maurtin-Cairncross
QqESTIONNAIRE

I

ch~lIenges with regard to publications by women staff members in South African universities.
Reference (office use):

(S)
I I II I I I I

1. What is the name of your institution/university?

/1 I I I I I I 1 1I I I 1I I I I I I I I I I I III II I I
Would you classify your discipline as predominantly...

0 IJ

Social
scienceOR mJ Natural
science?

What position do you presently hold?

iii DJ Professor
BJ Associate
Prof.IJ

Snrlecturer
rJ

Lecturer
DJ Other

14. Before 1994, what would you have been racially classified as?

5. How oftenhaveyou publishedin an academicjournal or text book in the past5 years?
0 D]

Morethan10times R]6-10

1]3-5

1]1-2
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mJNone

7.

6. Classification of publications

'l(il!

Please how many of these articles were:
6.1 In accredited journals

@ DJ

Only1 IJ

2

6.2 In non-accredited journals 0 DJ

Only1 IJ

2

6.3 In international journals

0 DJ

Only1 IJ

2

6.4 Co-authored

0 DJ

Only1 IJ

2

Satisfaction
Are you satisfied with your publication output?

Is. Training
Do you think that training in publications skills would improve your publication output?

9. Importance of Factors
Please rank the importance of the following factors with regard to publication output:
9.1

Race/ethnicity

~

VeryimportantIJ

ImportantmJ

Notimportant

9.2

Work load

.a:J

VeryimportantRJ

ImportantmJ

Notimportant

9.3

Position/rank

oa:J

VeryimportantRJ

ImportantmJ

Notimportant

9.4

Time

4J

VeryimportantRJ

ImportantmJ

Notimportant

9.5

Institutional atmosphere .a:J

VeryimportantRJ

ImportantmJ

Notimportant

9.6

Other factors

ImportantmJ

Notimportant

oIJvery

important aJ

10. Influence of Factors
Please rank the influence

of the following factors with regard to publication
I Great)yassistedI A~i~ted I No influ~n~

output:

Ilmpeded I Gr~atlyimpeded I Not applicable I

10.1

Available

time

It! IJ

IJ

IJ

DJ

mJ

mJ

10.2

Teaching

duties

It! IJ

IJ

IJ

DJ

mJ

mJ

10.3

Admin. duties

It! aJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

mJ

mJ

10.4

Familycommitments

It! IJ

IJ

IJ

DJ

mJ

mJ

10.5

Peer motivation

It! IJ

IJ

IJ

DJ

mJ

mJ

10.6

Outside networks

It! IJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

mJ

10.7Support

It! IJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

mJ

10.8

It! IJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

mJ

10.9Support

~ IJ

IJ

IJ

DJ

IJ

mJ

10.10 Acknowledgment

It! IJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

IJ

mJ

Department:

Acknowledgment

Faculty:
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Institution:

DJ
DJ

10.11 Support

0 DJ

10.12 Acknowledgment

0 DJ

10.13 Researchoffice

0 DJ

BJ

10.14 Gender equity unit

0 DJ

DJ
DJ

10.15 Career advancement 0 DJ

DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ

aJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ

m:J

IJ
m:J

IJ
IJ

mJ
mJ
mJ
mJ
mJ

10.16 Please feel free to elaborate on any of the above factors

11. Suggestions
What support/assistance could the institution provide to assist and motivate women staff members to
increase their publication output?

12. Focus Group
Would you be available for an interview/focus group discussion with regard to challenges and
strategies to increase publication output of women academic staff members?
Please email me at: acairncross@uwc.ac.za

T~ank you for your cooperation, time and support !
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~he
text]
~text]:

following conventions were used in the quotations in Chapters Six and

~even:

I~t:

refers to interview, for example, Int, 3 refers to
interview three.

~G:

refers to focus Igroup discussion, for example, FG, 1,
refers to focus group one.

~old print:

Indicates emphasis by participant.

indicates

a pause of more than 15 seconds

sometimes
participant..

used to indicate

different

and is

points made by

11

Additional or replaced word that was probably meant
by participant, or to make the excerpt read better
and/or make grammatical sense, (sometimes includes
what is assumed the speaker meant, rather than what
was said due to grammatical error).

explanatory text
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PPENDIX FOUR: DOCUMENTS RELATING
KILLS DEVELOPMENTAND
EMPLOYMENT

J

CTS

~

i

TO THE
EQUITY

I

mentioned in Chapter Eight, these documents were downloaded from the

I,ebsite of the Department of Labour. The documents are included to provide a

IJ1

~!road

overview relating to the recently-introduced

laws that were developed as

I

i~1terventions
I

for redress and equity in South Africa.

lthe documents are:

Appendix

4.1: An overview of legislation I: (this document provides a
backdrop to the laws).

Appendix 4.2: An overview of legislation II: (this document outlines the
Skills Development levies Act and the Employment Equity
Act.

Appendix

4.3: A document relating to the Workplace Skills Plan, which is
referred to in Appendix 4.1. and Appendix 4.2.
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e processof transforming the SouthAfrica workplace to ensureequity and productivity began
th the new Labour RelationsAct (LRA) of 1995, which promotes fair labourpractices and
plifies dispute resolution proceduresfor businessand labour. It was followed by the Basic
nditions of Employment (BCoE) Act of 1997, covering the day-to-dayrights of people in the
rkplace.

..

F

..

in

;:)UULn f\.Irlca.

The SouthAfrican QualificationsAuthority Act, Number 58 of 1995;
The Skills Development Act, Number97 of 1998;
The Skills Development LeviesAct, Number9 of 1999;and
I The Employment Equity Act, Number55 of Ij998.
simple terms, their functions are
to make training happen(Skills DevelopmentAct)
to make training affordable (Skills DevelQpmentLevies Act)
to make training effective (SAQA Act) I
to make training equitable (EmploymentEquity Act)

Inl

This information sheetdeals with the SAQA and Skills DevelopmentActs.
Another covers the Skills DevelopmentLevies Act and the EmploymentEquity Act.

T~e SAQA Act

~

e SAQA (South African Qualifications Authority) Act outlines a new educationand training
Item for SouthAfrica which is intendedto help the country achievepolitical, social and
[}nomictransfonnation by unlockingthe full potential of each learnerthrough their participation
m "outcomes-basededucation" which focuseson "competence".
y

ec

I

Ce ntral to this is the National Qualification Framework, which locatesall educationand training on
ag il"idin a way that integrates "formal education" with "vocational training". It also provides for
theI formalisation of previously non-formal learningprogrammes,by requiring that they meet
cer ,'!aindesign and quality specifications. The modules are called "unit standards"and the whole
prc~grammea "national qualification". The aim is to encouragethe provision of all educationand
tra [ning in line with this framework, giving learnersmobility and national recognitionand
em:ployersa way of ensuring the quality of peoplelthey train and employ.
:
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he other significant factor in this new systemis the issuesof "competence"which focuseson what
person cando and explain rather than how they acquiredtheir skills / knowledge. This is the first
t me that learningachievementsin both formal and non-formal learningenvironmentsare
r cognised,thus includinga wide range of learningachievementsin the workplace. This in turn
cilitates further learning,careerpathing and labourmarket mobility.

~

e Act stipulatesthatthere be strong stakeholderinvolvementin determiningstandardsof
c mI;>~tence
acrossailleaming areas,and the neV'!:
quality assurancemeasuresto improve learning
P ovlslon.
I
S QA's work also includes
-registering the National StandardsBodies (which are 'bodies responsiblefor establishing
educationand training standardsor qualifications') and
-accrediting Educationand Training Quality AssuranceBodies (which are responsiblefor
ensuring that the educationand training provided is meetingthe requiredstandards).

1ihe Skills Development Act
T~e Skills DevelopmentAct (SDA) introducesmechanismsto improvethe relationshipbetweenthe
p ovision of educationand the skills needsof workplaces. Theseinclude new learning
p ogrammes,new approachesto implementingworkplace-basedlearningand financial incentives.

~ke the SAQA Act, the SDA is completely changingworkplace learning.The vision is of an
i tegrated skills developmentsystem,which promoteseconomic growth, increasedemployment
d social developmentby focussing on education,training and properemploymentservices.
A cornerstoneof the Act is the introduction of new forms of learning -called leamershipsand
s ills programmes. It also createsa framework and structures_tosupportthe implementationof the
N tional Skills DevelopmentStrategy,including SectorEducationand Training Authorities
( ETAs); a skills developmentlevy-grantscheme;the National Skills Authority (NSA); the
N tional Skills Fund (NSF); the Skills DevelopmentPlanning Unit (SDPU); and labour centres.

T~e Act aims to increasethe amountof money spenton educationand training in the workplace,
a d to make surethe moneyis well spent. While the Skills DevelopmentLevy Act of 1999 sets up
th rul~s !or the ~ollec~ionof levies, the SDA specifiesthat the mon:y shouldbe spenton education
a d training that ISregIsteredon the NQF and that meetsreal needsIn the labourmarket.
e of the main changesin the way in which training is organised,is that the SETAs mustpromote
d organise training within a sector, rather than within an industry as the old IndustryTraining
Bards had done. This meansthat people who are not formally employed in an industry -but
w rk or want to work within a sector(e.g. small business,the unemployed) -can gain accessto
th developmentopportunitieswhere they could Qotdo so beforehand.
I
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T e processof transformingthe SouthAfrica workplaceto ensureequity and productivity began
w th the new Labour Relations(LRA) Act of 1995,which promotes fair labourpractices and
si plifies dispute resolutionproceduresfor businessand labour. It was followed by the Basic
C nditions of Employment(BCoE) Act of 1997, coveringthe day-to-dayrights of people in the
w rkplace.
Fr m the mid 1990s,a rangeof Acts were passed,whichprofoundly affected educationand training
in SouthAfrica.
.The South African Qualifications Authority Abt, Number 58 of 1995;
.The Skills DevelopmentAct, Number 97 of 1998;
.The Skills DevelopmentLevies Act, Number 9 of 1999; and
.The Employment Equity Act, Number 55 of 1998.
In simple terms, their functionsare
to make training happen(Skills DevelopmentAct)
to make training affordable (Skills Devel9pmentLevies Act)
to make training effective (SAQA Act)
to make training equitable (Employment Equity Act)
TheSAQAand Skills DevelopmentActs are dealt with in another information sheet.
TheSkills DevelopmentLeviesAct an the EmploymentEquity Act are explainedhere.

S~ills Development

Levies Act

e Skills DevelopmentLevies Act provides the laws and regulations for_fundingfor the
de elopmentof the workforce, in line with the Skflls DevelopmentAct. From 1 April 2001 it
re uires all organisationswith an annualpayroll of more than R250 000 to pay a skills development
Ie y of 1% of their payroll. (While there are exemptionsavailable for someorganisations,all
e ployers must register and then apply for exem~tion.)

~

leVYis payable monthly to the South African RevenueService(SARS). Whenregistering as a
Ie payer,organisationsare askedto stipulate to ~hich SETA they belong,
so that the levy can be forwardedto that SETA. i

2511

f

Gof the levy is refundableto organisationsin the form of grants,once they meet the various
uirementsset out for eachgrant. For examplea grant of 15%of their annual levy is payable
e the SETA has approvedthe organisation'schoice of a Skills DevelopmentFacilitator and the
tent of their annual Workplace Skills Plan.

7
re
0
co

~

rtion of each levy (18%) is sentto the Nation~l Skills Fund for nationalpriorities -like
A
sc emesfor the unemployed,while 10%is for th~ SETA's runningcosts. 2% is allocated to SARS
fo the collection of the levies.
i

E~ployment Equity Act
~

e right to equality is enshrinedin the SouthAfrican Bill of Rights. In line with this fundamental
ri ht, the Employment Equity Act (EEA) aims to promote equality in the workplace -to eliminate
u fair discrimination and to ensureemploymentequity as a form of redress. The Act also aims to
cr ate a workforce which is representativeof all SouthAfricans.
e EEA affects almost every aspectof employmentpolicy and practice:
-recruitment procedures,advertisingand select~oncriteria;
-appointments and the appointmentprocesses;
-job classification and grading;
-remuneration and employmentbenefits; and j
-terms and conditions of service
,~
T e Act identifies a number of 'designatedgroups' (or special groups)which require special
a ention in order for equitableworkplacesto be created. Thesegroupsare black people (that is,
A rican, Coloured and Indian people),people with disabilities and women. Employers are required
to report on these categoriesof people (gender,race and disability) in their Workplace Skills Plans
d annualtraining reports. The Skills DevelopmentAct statesthat the Workplace Skills Plans
m st assistorganisationsto attain their employmentequity targets.
e EEA also identifies 'designatedemployers' (that is, those who employmore than 50 people
d make a particular level of profit) who will especiallybe held liable if they do not comply with
th demandsof the Act. Designatedemployersmust implementaffirmative action measuresfor
p ople from designatedgroupsto achieveemploymentequity. To do so, they must appointa senior
nager in chargeof employmentequity; consult with employees;analyseits employmentpolicies,
p actices and proceduresto identify barriersto erpployment;preparean EmploymentEquity Plan
j intly with its employeesand report on progressl

~e Act also provides for the establishmentof a Commission of EmploymentEquity, which is a
s keholder body responsible for establishingCo~esof Good Practice. The Act requiresthat these
c des are monitored and enforced,and sayshow!this should happen.
I
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Skills Plan

Sk .
ace

I

11S

PIans

A Workplace Skills Plan is a plan -approved
by THETA -which outlines the
training and development for an organisation for one year. There is a prescribed
format for the Plan which is available
on the THETA website
at
www.theta.org.za.
A Workplace

Skills

Plan

(WSP)

requires

information

on, amongst

other

things:

.the
number of people trained in the organisation by job type and race;
.the
organisation's strategic priorities for skills development;
.the
training and education needed to ensure the development of the
business and employees;
.~etail~
of the educatio~ ~nd.training ~eeded ~oachieve these pr~~rit}esIncluding proposed training Interventions, estimated costs, specific job
types and whether interventions will be conducted by external training
providers or the organisations themselves;
.information
regarding employment equity in the organisation;
.the
Specific sector's business plan.
Purpose

of the Workplace

and

Skills Plan

Workplace Skills Plans can impact positively on a number of areas within an
organisation:
.management
and employees start to discuss skills in the workplace;
.gaps
and shortfalls in skills required are identified and positive ways of
addressing them are devised;
.the
organisation uncovers talents and skills they did not know they had;
and

,

.management
shares the organisation's goals with employees, who are
then better able to understand them and commit to the process of
achieving them.
Apart from these benefits, the Implementation Grant -which is a percentage of
the levy paid by organisations to THETA -will be paid to organisations who
show that they have implemented plans identified in their Workplace Skills Plan.
Compiling

a Workplace

Skills

Plan

The Skills Development Facilitator is formally responsible for submitting
Workplace Skills Plan to THETA -and plays a major role in its compilation.
When compiling a Workplace

the

Skills Plan, an organisation should

0 consider their goals and priorities for the year for which the WSP is being
drafted and plan training to address these;
0 refer to their business plan;
0 incorporate information obtained from any career pathing exercises or
processes in which individual training needs are identified; and
0 refer to their Employment Equity Plan, as many of the information fields
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are tne same

NOTE

Employers wi~h more than 50 employees must complete the entire
Workplace S~'"S Planning document in order to qualify for a grant.
Emplqyers w th less than 50 employees must only complete
sectio s A1,
,81, 83, C and E to qualify for a grant. This is
apPlic~ble to i dependent organizations and/or franchisees, and not
group~ who wish to submit one plan for their group.

Implementing and reporting on the Workplace Skills Plan
Organisations sh~uld ke~p records of all the training, activities, assessment
and/or development ini~iatives implemented
according
to the WSP
in
pre~aration for preparingl implementa~ion. report(s) for th.e r~porting period 1
April to 31 March each Iyear. Orgamsatlons may submit either one or tWo
implementation reports ~ach year, depending on whether they would like to
receive one full payment! or tWo half payments of the grant allocated for this
(50% of their levy paid). I
The Skills Development !Facilitator must prepare these reports, listing all the
interventions implemente~ according to the WSP. Documents listed which must
accompany the report ar~ listed in the Guidelines on the website and include,
e.g. attendance r,gisters ~nd copies of invoices from providers.

~

THETA will measure th aChievements identified in the report(s) against the
priorities o.utlined in the
SP, with ~ .view to paying the employer this grant if
they have Implemented t e Plan sufficiently.
Sector Skills Plan
THETA is required to coritplete and submit an annual Sector Skills Plan to the
Department of L~bour. The quality of THETA's Sector Skills Plan can be vastly
enhanced if inforr!nation received from industry WSPs is incorporated.

f

For the 2000-2001 perio ' THETA received only 330 WSPs from an estimated
13 000 leviable e!nployer (9 000 of whom are currently paying levies) -a returnrate
of 2,5% (or ~,%).
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